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Editorial

All conflicts are identity conflicts…

 John Paul Lederach

This comment by well known conflict transformation scholar and practitioner John
Paul Lederach points to the manner in which core identities seem to be embedded
in almost all forms of social and political conflict. Pervasive and seemingly non
negotiable in nature, identity issues have a way of making a conflict seem almost
resistant to transformation at certain points in time. The collection of academic
articles and essays in this issue of Peace Prints titled “Identities in Conflict” is an
attempt to tease out this persistent yet complex relationship between identities and
conflicts.

The notion of identities has been invoked in literature, art, history and social sciences
cutting across various research traditions. As a larger philosophical question it is of
course linked to personal identity and one’s sense of ‘self,’ as distinguished from
‘others.’ Extrapolating on this, Social Psychology has moved beyond the sole
preoccupation with individual cognition to also explore the idea of ‘social identity’
as an explanatory tool for understanding collective behaviour and inter group conflict.
In fact the theory of social identity has acquired a particular salience in the fields of
Social Psychology and Sociology where it has been used to understand how
individuals acquire a sense of belongingness and community and thereby distinguish
themselves from ‘other’ communities. The ‘self’ and the ‘other’ applied both at the
level of individual and collective cognition has therefore been at the core of
discourses around identity.

Over the last two decades the notion of identities has also permeated sharply into
political discourse with prolific literature being generated around ‘identity politics’
and identity based political conflicts. However, the discourses intrinsically linking
the notion of identities to social, ethnic and political conflicts have also been open
to debate and critique. This is primarily because the concepts around identity, as
also conflict, lend themselves to multiple interpretations.

Apart from a common and rather rudimentary understanding of identities as linked
somehow to constructions of the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ both at the individual and/or
group level, there is no agreement on the basic nature of identities and the manner
in which they are defined, acquired, and shaped. Even at this basic level of
understanding, a bewildering blizzard of identities can be identified as we all have
multiple identities. Leave aside group identities, even the construction of the self is
not based on any singular axis of identification. Equally importantly opinion has



been sharply polarized between those who believe that identities are basically
primordial and essentialist and those who see identities as social constructs, formed
by political choices, and consequently not to be treated as objective ‘givens.’
The fuzziness around identity emanating from the different ways in which it has
been interpreted, and the protean nature of socially constructed identities have even
caused some scholars to question its fundamental usefulness either as a descriptive
category or as an analytical tool.

Some critical thinkers including social anthropologists seem to have offered a way
out of this impasse by suggesting that while the concept of identity itself may be
confusing and difficult to define empirically, its manifestations may be more evident
and therefore easier to locate. Rather than focus on the abstractions of identity per
se they suggest that if the searchlights shift to specific markers of identity such as
language, dress, behaviour, et al the boundaries that mark one social group from
another can be located. It can then be used to understand the similarities and
differences between those who wear these markers and others who perceive them.
The inclusive dialogic engagement between the ‘wearers’ and the ‘perceivers’ of
the marker in question or alternatively the adversarial/conflictual relationship
between them, as the case may be, offers a more creative avenue for understanding
the relationship between identity, politics, dialogue and conflict.

The notion of conflict itself has been viewed very differently, with some highlighting
its destructive dysfunctional aspect and others who think of conflict not only as
inevitable but also as potentially transformatory and having the capacity to create
changes or significant dents in an unjust social system. This second liberatory view
of conflict also links conceptually with the manner in which identity politics has
been used by some scholars for ‘consciousness raising.’ This implies that rather
than accept the negative status quo offered by the dominant culture, the oppressed
community uses the commonality of experiences of oppression to transform its
sense of self and community. From this perspective, as Iris Marion Young points
out in Justice and the Politics of Difference, identity politics is intimately connected
to the idea that some social groups are oppressed and one’s group identity makes
one vulnerable to some forms of cultural imperialism including stereotyping, erasure,
and appropriation of one’s group identity, violence, exploitation, marginalization
or powerlessness. Consequently identity politics is not just about theorizing but is
also a mode of organization and a call for action which can directly be linked to the
notion of justice.

Of course all conflict is not positive and many conflicts can be violent and
dysfunctional. Several terms have been used to indicate this category of conflicts –
the Carnegie Commission introduced “deadly” conflicts into the lexicon in the 1990s
to denote violent conflict within states that rely on strategies of ethnic cleansing



and target civilians, particularly vulnerable sections of it. Others such as Guy and
Heidi Burgess of Colorado University have used the term ‘intractable conflicts’ for
those conflicts that seem to be stuck at a high level of destructiveness. It is the
invocation of identities in these conflicts (and not the invocation of identities
per se) that has been the cause of worry.

The challenges of grappling conceptually with the idea of identity are captured in
the paper Identity Issues by Louis Kriesberg. Unraveling some of the complexities
of using identities as a theoretical construct, Kriesberg explains how self and
collective identities are formed and constructed. Elaborating on some of the key
characteristics of identities he problematizes its linkage with another idea that has
been a principle of organization in the contemporary world – namely nationalism.
Pointing out that collective identity can extend across countries and ethnicities,
he also invites attention to the distinction between ethnic and civic nationalism.
In many ways this sets the template for many of the articles that follow where
the pitfalls of a purely ethnic nationalism in a multicultural context are alluded to.
The paper goes on to explore how identities are by and large socially constructed
and therefore not immutable and frozen in time and space. They can and indeed do
change and can be turned around to contribute to the transformation of even
seemingly intractable conflicts. The paper suggests that identities if properly
understood and dealt with can be made part of the solution rather than being regarded
only as part of the problem.

One way of doing this appears to be through the lens of multiculturalism. As Gurpreet
Mahajan points out in her paper Responding to Identity Conflicts: Multiculturalism
and the Pursuit of Peaceful Coexistence, theories of multiculturalism are in fact
responses to ethnic conflict that challenge the dominant understanding of the nation-
state as one nation. Rather it recognizes that there are cultural differences among
citizens and most modern states are multinational states. As Mahajan argues,
multinational liberal democracies may be ready to recognize the claims of minorities
for political participation but they are less accepting of accommodating diverse
cultural claims as they believe this can dilute national unity. Wedded to the
Westphalian notion of one state one nation in a world that challenges this empirically,
such fears are easily explained. Theories of multiculturalism seek to allay this concern
by suggesting loyalty to the state would in fact depend on its ability to accommodate
rather than suppress the cultural claims of its minorities.

Our understanding of identity politics has also been mediated by the contributions
of feminists. Feminist praxis explores how identities are designed to define groups
in adversarial terms precisely to serve the interests of power. Indicating how gender
ideas are either subsumed or strategically positioned within other identities, Anuradha
Chenoy in her paper Identity Politics and Feminist Praxis points out that identity



politics has in fact revealed the patriarchal nature of all institutions and argues that
patriarchy is woven tightly into all identity constructions. In looking at how the
emotive issue of motherhood has sometimes been used in a manner that simply
reinforces the essentialisms that contemporary feminist praxis seeks to resist, Chenoy
raises a larger theoretical question on the nature of femininity as a marker of gender
identity. If femininity is so deeply associated with oppression of women can it be
used as part of an emancipatory framework and praxis in the first place? This has
remained an abiding dilemma for feminists.

While Kriesberg, Mahajan and Chenoy examine some of the conceptual frameworks
around which identity debates have been foregrounded, another set of academic
papers in this collection are more empirical in nature and grounded more specifically
in the experience of South Asia in particular. They use the theoretical discourses
around nationhood, law, justice and culture to actually examine how identity
constructions manifest themselves and interface with social and political conflict.

Meghna Guhathakurta in her paper Cartographic Anxieties, Identity Politics and
the Imperatives of Bangladesh Foreign Policy reinforces the idea that contemporary
states particularly South Asian states are best conceptualized as multinational.
The Westphalian notion of a ‘nation-state’ hardly serves any meaningful purpose in
South Asia and can on the contrary create alienating cultural hegemonies that hurt
minorities. This is precisely what happened in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) of
Bangladesh where the tribal population was marginalized both on the basis that
they did not speak the dominant language (Bengali) or follow the majority religion
(Islam). This identity based conflict has not died out completely even though active
conflict has abated after signing of a peace accord. Guhathakurta also pertinently
points to the layering of identities in Bangladesh and the constant tussle between a
language- based nationalism and a religion-based nationalism which continues to
play itself out even today. She warns that when international pressures emanating
from globalization pressurize Bangladesh to adopt growth oriented development
paradigms without paying adequate attention to issues of social equity, or force it to
conduct a war on terror in ways prescribed by bigger powers, it will have its fallout
on ethno nationalist politics at the domestic level. In alluding to this Guhathakurta
gestures towards a larger critical point regarding changes that a rapidly changing
world is bringing about on the perceptions of who we are, our relationship with the
community and the impact of this on old and new forms of conflict.

The paper titled People without Shadows: Ethnographic Reflections on Identity
and Justice in contemporary India by Samir Kumar Das looks at justice as the
dominant language through which much of identity politics is conducted. Based on
ethnographic research on the victims of riverbed erosion in central West Bengal in



India which results in a tussle of identities as ‘islanders’ are converted into
‘mainlanders,’ this paper turns the searchlights on larger theoretical questions of
the place of law, justice and governmentality in the lives of people whose status
changes with the meanderings of a river. It is a poignant reminder that there is a
category of people whose ambivalent legal identity implies that they forgo the most
basic right – “the right to have rights.” Breaking away from the general mould of
looking at identity politics only through the lens of culture and ethnicity this article
foregrounds the conflictual politics around legal identity and the paradoxes in the
world of law when it comes to dealing with those whose chief marker of identity is
simply their powerlessness.

Another dimension of identity mobilization that has generated tremendous conflict
in contemporary India has been along religious lines - what in Indian parlance is
often described as communal conflict. Whether or not religion has been the
underlying cause of violence, there is no doubt that the visible manifestation of
such conflicts exploits religious sentiment and targets members of a community on
the basis of their religion. Asha Titus in her paper Gujarat 2002 – The Politics of
Polarization draws our attention to the pogrom that was carried out in Gujarat in
India in 2002 that resulted in thousands of members of the minority community
(in this case Muslims) being systematically targeted, killed or rendered homeless.
Titus adds what she calls ‘another layer’ to the existing analysis of this religious
identity mobilization by examining it from an open-ended concept of cultural
identities and cultural hybridity particularly among Gujarati Muslims. Emphasizing
the historicity of the experience of Islam in India, she calls attention to the fact that
in analyzing religious mobilizations this complex social fact also needs to be taken
on board.

In the section on Perspectives, two essays – one from South Africa and the other
from South Asia – explore the implications and challenges to national identity in
these two multinational contexts.

Vasu Gounden in his opinion piece Reflections on Identity Conflicts and Nation
Building in Contemporary South Africa advocates the idea of civic nationalism
(as distinguished from ethnic nationalism) as the anchoring concept that can bring
together different cultural constituencies in post apartheid South Africa together
around a common vision for progress. While he does not reject the relevance of
multiculturalism as a viable policy option through which responses to identity
conflicts can be framed, Gounden does add the caveat that this task can be daunting
from a practical standpoint given the debates around nativism in South Africa.

Writing in the context of South Asia, Aswini Ray in his essay National Identity and
Regional Autonomy in South Asia: the Case of Jammu and Kashmir makes a plea
for accommodation and argues that demands for regional autonomy need not be



looked at with suspicion and labeled anti-national. Pointing to what he calls the
conceptual traps of the western notion of “nation-states,” he posits that in the context
of South Asia where cross-cultural constituencies cut across state borders a more
imaginative approach towards national identity building is called for.

While Aswini Ray’s essay is built around the specific case of Jammu and Kashmir
and its identity construction vis-à-vis the Indian state, Jammu and Kashmir itself is
a multicultural space where another set of identity politics within its boundaries
also play themselves out. The Book Review section explores this angle through a
discussion around Rekha Chowdhury’s edited volume Identity Politics in Jammu
and Kashmir. Navanita Sinha in her insightful review of the volume evaluates the
book from the perspective of its overall contribution to an understanding of how
internal identity dynamics within this state influence the interstate conflict between
India and Pakistan and vice versa. As Sinha rightly points out, there has been a
plethora of writings on the Kashmir issue from the perspective of an inter-state
dispute and also personalized writings on the conflict in the Valley. But Jammu and
Kashmir is more than just the Valley. The multiple identities within the state including
sub regional identities have received far less attention and this is the gap that this
volume seeks to fill.

On the whole, the collection of research articles, opinion pieces and book discussion
in this edition of Peace Prints builds on the already prolific literature available on
identity conflicts by looking at the two concepts of identity and conflict through a
critical lens. It revisits some of the foundational questions on the nature of identity
and how it is defined, politicized and mobilized particularly in an age where
multicultural states are becoming the norm rather than the exception, not just in
South Asia, but across the world. It captures how the trajectory of identity politics
has changed over the years beyond demands for formal inclusion in politics to
more active assertions seeking recognition of differences, thus reminding us that
there are culture based sites of disadvantages in the polity along with socio-economic
ones. It reflects on changing identities in an age of globalization and new technologies
and invites introspection on how this is working to further marginalize women,
ethnic/indigenous minorities, and the economically disadvantaged, thereby creating
new sites of conflict and changing the way older conflicts are manifested.

Sumona DasGupta
Consulting Editor

Dr. Sumona DasGupta is a Political Scientist who works as an independent researcher and consultant
based in New Delhi. She has a special interest in and has written on issues related to peace and
conflict.



IDENTITY ISSUES

Louis Kriesberg

Abstract

This essay explains how conflicts – particularly intractable ones that appear to
resist resolution or positive transformation of any kind, can be understood through
the lens of identity. It examines the basic nature of identities both of the self and the
collective and the potential of group identities to sometimes acquire an adversarial
form and expression. Underscoring the multiple markers of identities it points out
that while some of these are clearly the result of social constructions, others are
less amenable to change with changes in social processes and are in that sense
more primordial in nature. It analyses the effects of identity and the factors that
shape it and posits that while not all collective identities are necessarily a part of a
conflict, there are certain qualities of identities that can contribute significantly
towards making a conflict intractable.

Us and Them

Israelis and Palestinians, India and Pakistan, governments and insurgents, Protestants
and Catholics, whites and blacks, labor and management...these are all examples of
identities that have at some times and some places resulted in intractable conflicts.

For an inter-group (e.g., racial, ethnic, or religious) conflict to occur, the opponents
must have a sense of collective identity about themselves and about their adversary,
each side believing the fight is between “us” and “them.” Some of those conflicts
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become intractable, persisting destructively for a very long time, despite efforts to
resolve them. In some such conflicts the antagonists seem to be fighting each other
about the identities that they hold about themselves and those they attribute to the
other side. Such conflicts are sometimes called identity-based conflicts and regarded
as particularly prone to becoming intractable.

This essay examines: (1) the characteristics of various kinds of identities, (2) how
particular qualities of collective identities contribute to a conflict becoming
intractable, (3) what shapes collective identities, and (4) how such identities can be
modified to help transform and resolve intractable conflicts.

The Nature of Identity

Developing a sense of self is an essential part of every individual becoming a mature
person. Each person’s self-conception is a unique combination of many
identifications, identifications as broad as woman or man, Catholic or Muslim, or
as narrow as being a member of one particular family. Although self-identity may
seem to coincide with a particular human being, identities are actually much wider
than that. They are also collective – identities extend to countries and ethnic
communities, so that people feel injured when other persons sharing their identity
are injured or killed. Sometimes people are even willing to sacrifice their individual
lives to preserve their identity group(s). Palestinian suicide bombers are a well-
publicized example.

For the large, inter-group struggles discussed in this essay collective identities are
necessary.1  People who share the same collective identity think of themselves as
having a common interest and a common fate.

Some of the many identities people have are nested within each other, usually
compatibly, as is the case for geographic identities within a country. For example,
I can identity both with New York (my state) and the United States (my country).
However, some identities may compete with each other, as occurs in wars of
secession. For example, in the 1950s and 1960s many people living in what was
then Yugoslavia felt pride in having stood up to the Soviet Union in 1948 and in
creating a new economic system. Yet in the 1990s, most people in Yugoslavia felt
that their identities as Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, Muslims, or Bosnians were more
salient than their identity as Yugoslavs.

1 Louis Kriesberg, Constructive Conflicts: From Escalation to Resolution. 2nd ed. (New York:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2003).
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Sources of Identity

Identities are constructed on the basis of various traits and experiences. Many of
those characteristics are open to different interpretations. Race is a good example.
Skin color is an important marker of identity in many societies, but in others it is of
minimal importance. Many people in the United States assign relatively great
importance to skin color; furthermore, they tend to dichotomize color into black
and white, claiming that having any African ancestry, even over several generations,
may make a person identify with being black. But in other countries race is partly
defined by traits that may be acquired later in life. For example, in Mexico, “Indians”
can become “Mestizos” by wearing Western clothing and speaking Spanish.

Similarly, some analysts speak of ethnicity as a primordial phenomenon, relatively
ancient and unchanging. Other analysts stress that ethnicity is socially constructed,
with people choosing a history and common ancestry and creating, as much as
discovering, differences from others.2  In this essay, I consider ethnicity to be largely
socially constructed, while I recognize that some traits of ethnicity are not easily
modified by social processes.

For instance, some traits are fixed at birth, such as parental ethnicity and religion,
place of birth, and skin color. Other traits may be acquired or modified later, such
as language spoken, religion practiced, clothing worn, or food eaten. Insofar as the
traits chosen to define membership in an ethnicity are determined at birth, ethnic
status is ascribed; and insofar as they are modified or acquired in later life, ethnic
status is achieved.

Many identities, then, are not based on ascribed traits but on shared values, beliefs,
or concerns, which are varyingly open to acquisition by choice. This includes shared
religious adherence – indeed, members of many religious communities proselytize
to win converts to their faith. This is also true for political ideologies, attachment to
particular pieces of land, or practicing a particular way of life.

Identities vary in many other ways. They are self-designations and also attributions
made about other persons. They can endure for generations or change with shifting
situations. They can exclude or include. And since everyone has multiple identities,
their relative importance and compatibility differs in various times and
circumstances.

2 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism.
(London: Verso, 1991).

Identity Issues
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Identity Effects on Intractability

Collective identities are inherent in social life, whether part of a conflict or not.
When and how identities contribute to intractable conflicts depends greatly on the
content of the identities held. Certain qualities of identities contribute significantly
to the intractability of conflicts, and whether those conflicts are constructive or
destructive.

Persistent Identities: Protracted conflicts are made possible by enduring identities,
often based on ascribed characteristics. Thus, the protracted nature of many ethnic
conflicts depends on the persistence of the ethnic groups, deriving from socialization
within the group and from suffering resulting from discrimination and exclusion by
other ethnic groups. For example, the survival of Jews as an ethnic group, even
without a single territorial base, has derived from socialization within the community
about Jewish religious and cultural qualities and from external anti-Semitism.

Primary Identities: The primacy or importance of an identity is another quality
that affects its contribution to the persistence of a conflict. Persons and groups have
multiple identities, but the identities are not all equally significant to them. Conflicts
related to highly significant identities have a tendency to persist, since threats to
those identities are not easily put aside.3  For instance, particular pieces of land can
be key elements of identity, whether they are the village, region, or country of birth
and ancestral attachment.  When land is a key focus of identity, struggles over that
land can become protracted. This is often the case for aboriginal peoples in territories
controlled by later settlers.

Non-Compromising Identities: The nature of the collective identities also affects
the difficulty in reaching an accommodation between conflicting groups. Members
of groups with identities that place a high priority on being honored and being
treated with deference may have difficulty making compromises for or respecting
other groups. Furthermore, some self-conceptions relating to ideas of sovereignty,
authority, and legitimacy constitute barriers to successful settlement of a conflict.

Views of the “Other:” Many other attributes of identities affect the way conflicts
are conducted. Certainly, the character attributed to the adversary is often related to
the destructiveness of a conflict. If people in the enemy collectivity are viewed as
subhuman, even denigrated as vermin, they are more easily subjected to gross human

3 Terrell A Northrup, “The Dynamic of Identity in Personal and Social Conflict,” in Intractable
Conflicts and Their Transformation, eds. L. Kriesberg, T.A. Northrup, and S.J. Thorson (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1989), 55-82.
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rights violations and even extermination attempts. If enemy people are regarded as
evil, then extreme methods are justified to destroy them. Obviously, the targets of
such characterizations will reject them and may subsequently reciprocate them.

Even less extreme characterizations of the other group can contribute to a conflict’s
intractability. This may occur when one group’s identity is fashioned in opposition
to another. For example, during the Cold War, an important aspect of American
identity for many people in the United States was to be anti-Communist.

Inclusivity: In addition, identities vary in their exclusiveness or inclusiveness, the
degree to which people who do not yet share the identity may be welcomed to do so
or be excluded. Inclusive identities are less prone to foster intractable conflict.

Nationalism: Considerable attention for many years has been given to nationalism
as a source of intractable conflicts. Nationalism as an ideology asserts that nations
or groups of people who share a common history and destiny have the right to have
a territory or state of their own. Given the movement and intermingling of people
on earth and the changing political systems of the world, such a right for everyone
is not realizable. Furthermore, nationalist sentiments often are a variant of
ethnocentrism, the tendency to see one’s own group as superior and more deserving
of respect than all others.4  This is particularly evident when nationalist sentiments
are shaped by ethnic identities. They are less evident in civic nationalism, which
affirms citizenship in a country as obtainable by all who choose to live there.5

Furthermore, it is indeed possible for people to be patriotic, celebrating their own
people or country, without denigrating or dominating other peoples or countries.

Victimhood: Another important characteristic of identities is the degree to which
people hold identities that incorporate their sense that they have generally been
victims of oppression and domination by others. Such conceptions tend to make
people feel threatened and mistrustful. Fearing attacks, they may act to prevent
them, but in ways that the other side likewise experiences as threats. The result can
be self-perpetuating destructive struggles.

Adversarial Identities: Finally, a conflict’s intractability depends upon the identities
of the adversary. Identities can mesh with each other in ways that are more or less
destructive. Two groups with ethno-nationalist identities and with attachment to
some of the same land are prone to engage in an intractable conflict. However, a

4 Robert A. Levine and Donald T. Campbell, Ethnocentrism: Theories of Conflict, Ethnic Attitudes,
and Group Behavior (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1972).

5 Anthony Smith, National Identity (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1991).

Identity Issues
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group with an ethno-nationalist identity and even a high sense of superiority may
avoid an intractable conflict with a group that has identities emphasizing other-
worldly religious concerns.

Shapers of Identity

Three settings shape collective identities: (1) internal factors within each group,
(2) relations with adversary groups, and (3) the social context of the groups’
interaction. Each setting is discussed in turn.

(1) Internal Factors and Processes

Certain characteristics of group members affect their identities and their views of
the groups with which they are in opposition.

Universal Human Needs: Some conflict resolution analysts and practitioners argue
that all people and groups are driven to attain certain basic and universal human
needs. Among these, they say, are recognition, security, and identity.6  Human needs
theorists and practitioners believe that the frustration of these needs underlies many
social conflicts. Since such needs are non-negotiable, they argue, an inability to
attain these needs often leads to intractable conflict. Other theorists and practitioners,
however, stress the cultural variability in the way needs are understood and certainly
in the ways in which they are satisfied.7  This is the approach taken in this essay.

Past Experience: Past experience, for example, is an important influence on a
conflict’s intractability. Groups may pass on the heritage of suffering and of enmities
arising from historical traumatic events.8  Of course, if those events are to shape
contemporary identities, they must be kept alive in families, schools, and religious
institutions, and sometimes aroused and amplified by political leaders, intellectuals,
or other influential persons. If that occurs, identities tend to form that foster intractable
conflicts.

Adversarial Attitudes: Various cultural patterns prevalent within a society, group,
or organization contribute to a conflict’s intractability.9  These patterns include a

6 John Burton, Conflict: Resolution and Prevention (New York: St. Martin’s, 1990).

7 Kevin Avurch, Culture and Conflict Resolution (Washington, D.C.: United States Institute of
Peace, 1998).

8 Vamik Volkan, The Need to Have Enemies and Allies: From Clinical Practice to International
Relationships. (New York: Jason Aronson, 1988).

9 Marc Howard Ross, The Culture of Conflict (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).
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predilection, for example, not to trust members of other groups, to denigrate them,
or to act with hostility toward them. Specific ideologies and ways of thinking also
contribute to conflict intractability. Thus, people in a group with a collective identity
significantly based on racism would tend to denigrate others they regard as inherently
inferior and feel free to act in destructive ways against the inferior beings. This is
likely to result in determined resistance and protracted destructive struggle.

Leadership: Finally, it should be recognized that political and religious leaders
play important roles in shaping identities. Leaders put forward identities that include
some people while excluding others. They may expect to benefit from the
construction and strengthening of exclusive identities, privileging their own language
or religion and gaining power by arousing emotions against other groups and peoples.
For example, Hitler and the Nazis helped create an extreme racist German identity
that contributed greatly to the destructiveness of the wars Germany undertook.

(2) Relations with Adversaries

Identities are profoundly shaped by interactions molded in conflict, and in turn
influence the course of a conflict.10

Violence and Coercion: Antagonistic interactions with large components of violence
and other forms of coercion tend to produce identities incorporating toughness in
resisting coercion and in imposing it on others. Members of the group who act
tough are then celebrated by other members of their group and held up as models to
be emulated as exemplars to people in their camp. At the same time, members of
the opposing side are likely to be seen as cruel and vicious and bearing hatred. Such
views hamper transformation of an intractable conflict, since people in the other
camp will tend to reciprocate the hostile behavior and ways of characterizing people.

Negative Characterizations: Such interactions are never wholly symmetrical. If a
group is relatively powerful, it will try to impose its definitions on other groups.
The Nazis’ violent imposition of their characterization of who and what Jews were
stands as a grotesque example of that tendency. In most instances, the imposition of
a definition and characterization is less organized and violent; but some degree of
imposition is discernable in many relationships.

Positive Relationships: Not all interactions between adversaries, however, are
adversarial; usually some members of the opposing sides engage in particular

10 Patrick G. Coy and Lynne M. Woehrle, Social Conflicts and Collective Identities (New York:
Rowman & Littlefield, 2000).
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interactions that are mutually desired and even cooperative. Some people may be
engaged in profitable economic transactions with the other side or they may
collaborate in cultural or research activities. Having a large proportion of mutually
gratifying interactions tends to mitigate and counter the destructive consequences
of contentious interactions.

(3) Social Context

The social setting within which conflict groups contend with each other also greatly
affects the adversaries’ identities.

Ways of thinking: The prevailing ways of thinking in every period of history
profoundly influences how people characterize themselves and each other.
Identifications in terms of religious beliefs, class relations, ethnicity, or lifestyles
are more or less striking in different times and places. For example, racist ways of
thinking have been more pervasive in some eras than in others and class-
consciousness has been more prevalent in European societies than in the United
States.

Self Determination: Thus too, in an age sympathetic to nationalism, ethnic group
members tend to claim the right of collective self-determination, and they find
support for such claims from nonmembers. The collapse of the Soviet Union
undermined the appeal of the secular and universalistic communist ideology, while
the rapid changes of the modern world created new sources of discontents.
Fundamentalist interpretations of the world in Islam, Christianity, Judaism, and
Hinduism are in part responses to the resulting unsatisfied needs for meaning,
community, and hope.

Modeling: The social context provides a repertoire of possible identities to assume.
Identities that others have constructed and used to advance their interests serve as
models, and similar identities then become attractive. Thus, in the United States,
African Americans in the 1960s’ civil rights struggle stressed their identity as blacks
and served as models for other disadvantaged peoples.

External Influences: Moreover, some external actors (that is, people outside the
identity group) actively promote particular interpretations of history, economic
relations, or God. They promulgate their views and transform social relations, as
has happened with secular and religious revolutions and social movements. They
also influence everyone’s sense of identity, if only in opposition to the spreading of
new world-views.
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Changing Identities and Transforming Intractable Conflicts

Although many aspects of identity contribute to a conflict’s intractability, there are also
ways to modify identities so as to reduce the intractability of a conflict.
In parallel with the preceding section, policies in three settings are discussed: (1) within
each group, (2) in the relations between the groups, and (3) in their social context.

Policies vary in their appropriateness at different phases of conflict intractability.
Six phases are particularly significant:

• conflict emergence,

• conflict escalation,

• failed peacemaking efforts,

• institutionalization of destructive conflict,

• de-escalation leading to transformation, and

• termination of the intractable character of the conflict.

These six phases are only loosely sequential, since some occur simultaneously and
conflicts often return to an earlier phase. For each setting, one can identify policies
that

• help prevent conflicts from becoming intractable;

• help stop the prolongation and escalation of intractable conflicts, and

• help transform and resolve intractable conflicts.

Internal policies: Policies that may help modify identities so as to reduce conflict
intractability may be conducted by a great variety of persons within each adversary
camp, differing in rank and in arena of activity.

Preventive Policies: All may be engaged in preventive policies, which help to
prevent conflicts from becoming intractable. Within all communities and countries,
being peaceful and loving is part of people’s identities. Parents, schoolteachers,
religious leaders, artists, entertainers, and many others can foster those qualities in
their children, students, congregants, and audiences. Furthermore, school texts, films,
and news reports can convey the humanity and perspectives of groups with whom
conflicts have occurred.

Interruptive Policies: The modified conceptions of themselves and of other groups
and peoples can support additional actions that reduce the likelihood of destructive
conflicts arising. These actions may be initiatives to reduce grievances felt by
adversaries or reciprocations of peaceful gestures by the other side. The growth of

Identity Issues
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organized dissent from the uncompromising policies of the dominant leadership is
also helpful in interrupting intractable conflicts. Rival leadership factions, middle-
level leaders (e.g. community or organizational leaders), or grass roots organizations
may undertake dissent, as sometimes occurs in peace movement mobilizations.
The dissenters may appeal to aspects of the prevailing identity that pertain to relations
within the group rather than antagonisms with outsiders.

Transformational Policies: Many other internal policies are relevant for the
fundamental transformation of an intractable conflict. One approach is acting to
change the ideologies and belief systems that sustain the conflict. For example, in
1986, the general synod of the Dutch Reformed Church, the major church of the
Afrikaners of South Africa, resolved that the forced separation of peoples could not
be considered a biblical imperative. The removal of religious support for apartheid
contributed greatly to the negotiated end of the entire apartheid system in South
Africa.

Much public and scholarly attention is now given to revealing the truth about past
injustices and human rights violations in order to build a secure peace. Knowledge
of past and ongoing oppression by people within the oppressor community or country
can alter their self-identity. They may come to see themselves as being complicit in
wrongly harming others. – Once they accept that responsibility, they would be more
likely to apologize and to offer some degree of compensation for past injuries.
This has been the case for Germans after World War II, for example.

Relations Between Adversaries

How adversaries interact with each other is particularly important in transforming
collective identities and conceptions each adversary has about itself and about the
other. Neither side in a conflict is hapless. Policies may be undertaken by either
side to foster joint actions that prevent, interrupt, and transform intractable conflicts.

Preventive Policies: Many policies can help prevent intractable conflicts from
emerging and becoming entrenched. For example, if one side is forthcoming about
providing compensatory benefits for past injustices or providing assurances that
past injustices will end, the other side tends to pursue limited and non-vindictive
goals. There is a risk, however, that the compensations and assurances will be seen
as signs of weakness, and the goals raised higher. Attribution theory suggests another
possibility.11  It holds that people tend to believe that members of their own group

11 Harold H. Kelley, “The Process of Causal Attribution,” American Psychologist 28, no. 2 (1973),
107-128.
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are good by nature, while members of another group act well only due to their
circumstances. It follows that if those others have done some good deed, it is only
because they were forced to do so and more coercion will yield even greater benefits.
Negotiating shared understandings about conciliatory moves can help reduce such
misunderstandings.

The way each adversary resists oppression and injustice in turn affects that group’s
self-identity and conception of the other. For example, in the case of African-
Americans and European-Americans in the 1950s and early 1960s, the nonviolent
way the civil rights struggle was waged and the way the country as a whole responded
affected both parties: it helped change the collective identities of both African and
European Americans, increasing the civic character of American identity rather
than its ethnic character. Furthermore, American identity went from being
characterized as a melting pot within which “foreign” elements assimilated to an
enduring multi-cultural society.

Interruptive Policies: Many other policies help interrupt or stop destructive
escalation. These are policies that regulate strife and/or provide assurances that the
vital interests of the other side will not be attacked. In many ways, the Cold War
between the United States and the Soviet Union became managed to limit the threat
each posed the other. The arms control agreements helped channel and manage the
arms race. The Helsinki Accords, signed in 1975, assured the Soviet Union that the
borders established in Europe after World War II were inviolable, including the
shift of Soviet borders westward and the division of Germany. Thus assured, the
Soviet Union eased the barriers to Western influence.

Tranformative Policies: Adversaries can act in ways that help transform the
intractable conflict between them, by contributing to a fundamental transformation
of one or both opponents. For example, during the Cold War, cultural, educational,
and other social exchanges between the United States and the Soviet Union were
conducted at official and non-official levels. They contributed to changes in the
way many members of the Soviet elites saw themselves and viewed Americans,
and people on each side developed new perceptions of the other side. The changes
in both identities and conceptions contributed to a transformation in the Soviet
Union and the end of the Cold War.12

Other confidence-building measures between adversaries include agreements to
inform each other of military maneuvers and establish mechanisms to be more

12 Louis Kriesberg, International Conflict Resolution: The U.S.-USSR and Middle East Cases
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992).
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transparent about actions that otherwise might seem threatening. Confidence-
building measures tend to reduce denigrating views of the other side and reduce the
inclination to characterize oneself in terms of opposition to the other side.

Reconciliatory actions are increasingly common in order to achieve peace. They
may not only promote regard for the other side, but also transform the identity of
those undertaking the actions. Taking such actions reduces the likelihood of holding
onto sentiments that people sharing one’s collective identity are superior to other
peoples and more wholly human. Certainly, such reconciliatory actions reduce the
grievances of those who previously suffered the indignities of low regard, increasing
the likelihood of ending an intractable conflict.

Finally, the adversaries can pursue polices that support shared overarching identities.
Thus, new institutional arrangements can better highlight broad identities, such as
being European. In addition, an old identity may be modified to be more inclusive,
as occurred in South Africa with its political transformation and as is occurring in
the United States as its multicultural character is increasingly stressed.

Social Context

Actors who are not members of the adversarial camps can carry out policies that
help to prevent, interrupt, and end intractable conflicts; only a few strategies are
briefly noted here.

Preventive Policies: Official and nonofficial agencies may help alleviate
deteriorating living conditions that otherwise might exacerbate ethnic antagonisms
and ignite fights that become intractable. This may include alerting people inside
and outside the areas affected about the risks of pursuing conflicts destructively,
further imperiling lives.

Outside actors can also foster norms and institutions that help develop nondestructive
ways of handling the inevitable disputes of social life. A wide variety of organizations
engage in training and consultations to support such methods. Indeed, the world
climate may be more or less supportive of various methods of struggle, whether it
be armed struggle, democratic elections, terrorism, or nonviolent resistance. Groups
resorting to one of these methods may get assistance from particular allies or face
external opposition for doing so.

Interruptive Policies: Once a conflict has already become protracted and
destructive, intermediaries are particularly needed to stop further deterioration.
Domestically, this is often recognized as a primary obligation of the central
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government, which tries to manage internal conflicts rather than exacerbate them
as a party in the fight. Internationally, the U.N. and regional intergovernmental
organizations (IGOs) increasingly undertake intermediary interventions. Outside
intervention sometimes may even use force to stop violence, as done by U.N.
peacekeeping or other multilateral forces.

External actors may also halt further deterioration by constraining one or both sides
in a conflict. One such constraint is economic sanctions, directed to stop gross
violations of human rights. Sanctions can affect the self-conceptions of some parties
to an intractable conflict. The widespread condemnation of South African white
minority’s treatment of non-whites under apartheid contributed to changes in the
way white South Africans saw themselves and their opponents.

Transformative Policies: Outside actors may also undertake a variety of mediating
roles to help stop and even transform an intractable conflict. Mediation generally
entails according some legitimacy to the antagonistic sides in a conflict and treating
the representatives with human regard, even when the parties themselves do not.
In such circumstances, participating in the mediation may prompt each side to modify
its conception of the other and also of itself.

The social context also affects the long-term transformation of intractable conflicts
and the establishment of enduring peaceful accommodations. External actors can
be important agents in ensuring compliance to agreements, which helps build trust
between former adversaries. Experiences providing grounds for mutual trust affect
self-identities and also conceptions of the other side that help transform intractable
conflicts.

External actors may also contribute resources that help fulfill the terms of agreements
and overcome threats to the conflict’s transformation and enduring resolution.
The resources may include emergency food, assistance in rebuilding infrastructure,
aid in training and education, and protection against violent acts by opponents of
stability.13

Conclusions

Identities can greatly contribute to conflict intractability. How adversaries think
about who they are and who and what their enemies are profoundly influences the
course of any conflict between them. Their sense of identity and conceptions of

13 Arie M. Kacowicz and others, eds., Stable Peace Among Nations (New York: Rowman & Littlefield,
2000).
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each other contribute to their conflict’s destructive quality as well as to its long
duration. Whether and how identities contribute to intractable conflicts depends on
their particular qualities. Of course, identities alone do not determine a conflict’s
intractability and there are many other factors at work. Identities can and do change
in ways that help prevent, limit, and end intractable conflicts. These changes are
brought about by groups within each adversary camp, by the way the adversaries
interact, and by the conduct of persons and groups who intervene or otherwise
affect the primary adversaries. In addition, adversaries are not unchanging, unitary
groups; each has many kinds of members with their own interactions with each
other and with persons and groups in and outside the adversary camps. All this
complicates but also offers opportunities to avert, interrupt, and end intractable
conflicts.
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RESPONDING TO IDENTITY CONFLICTS:
MULTICULTURALISM AND THE PURSUIT OF

PEACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE

Gurpreet Mahajan

Abstract

To build a strong and united community of citizens, nation-states often try to construct
a shared cultural/national identity on the basis of a language policy, calendar of
public holidays, school curriculum,  cultural narratives of the nation and so on. As
and when these constructions of  national identity reflect the cultural orientation of
the majority they tend to disadvantage minorities in material and symbolic terms
sometimes turning into a source of simmering discontent and spilling over in the
form of ethnic conflict.  Theories of multiculturalism make us sensitive to these
sites of disadvantage and discrimination that exist in nation-states even after the
basic rights of citizenship have been granted. This paper suggests that it is essential
to accept that accommodation must attend to the claims of minorities within the
nation-state as well as to the claims of the marginalized groups within the
communities or the region where the minority constitutes a majority.

Most societies today are internally diverse. This is not a mere accident; nor is it
simply the consequence of the process of globalization. It is the reflection of a far
more basic dimension of our social and political life. Towards the end of the twentieth
century it was estimated that there are “5,000 to 8,000 ethno-cultural groups in the
world” and just about “200 states.... Arithmetic (thus) dictates that most states
(at the moment over 90%) are inevitably going to be shared by more than one
ethnic group, and often by dozens.” 1  So, even if the number of nation states was to
increase the likelihood of most states remaining multi ethnic and multi-cultural

Gurpreet Mahajan is Professor at the Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
India. Her publications include Identities and Rights: Aspects of Liberal Democracy in India (OUP
1998); The Multicultural Path: Issues of Diversity and Discrimination in a Democracy (Sage 2002);
Religion, Community and Development: Changing Contours of Politics and Policy in India (jointly
edited) (Routledge 2010) and The Public and the Private: Issues of Democratic Citizenship in a
Comparative Framework (edited) (Sage 2003).

1 Will Kymlicka and Norman Wayne, ed. Citizenship in Diverse Societies (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000).
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would still remain. It is this condition of our political existence that compels different
societies to learn to live with differences and to find ways by which culturally
diverse populations can live together as members of the same political community.

Is such peaceful co-existence of diverse populations possible? How can people
with different conceptions of good life live together as members of the same nation-
state? What lessons are there to be learnt from our present experience in this regard?
These questions need to be considered seriously, particularly since more and more
societies today are confronted with challenges from within. In the past it was wars
between nation-states that were the cause of destruction and displacement of
populations. Today it is ethnic conflicts that have their roots within the nation-state
that are yielding the same result. It is estimated that of the 101 armed conflicts that
occurred between 1986 and 1996, only 6 were inter-state; the remaining 95 conflicts
had their roots within existing states.2  That is, these conflicts began as inter-ethnic
conflicts within a nation-state though in some cases, as conflicts escalated,
neighboring countries intervened or joined in these struggles thereby leading to
wars between nations.

There were many different reasons for these ethnic conflicts. In some cases it was
the desire to access socially and economically valued goods, and to share political
power, while in other cases the very basis of the formation of the nation-state and
the ordering of its boundaries was being questioned.3  Either way, communities that
were in a minority were seeking recognition and some degree of self-determination.
They were asserting their difference and on that basis seeking some sort of
accommodation and autonomy. Most liberal democracies were unprepared to deal
with these demands. They could recognize claims for political participation and
equal civil and political liberties but other forms of accommodation seemed
unacceptable. This was primarily because the nation-state had been conceived as a
political community with a shared history and culture. Giving up this sense of
common identity seemed therefore to be a challenge to the existence and the survival
of the nation-state. Under the circumstances, almost all expressions of cultural
difference were frowned upon and treated with suspicion. When the officials of the
state acted on the basis of this understanding of the nature of the nation-state, it
almost always sharpened conflicts within the polity and yielded new forms of
hardship for all communities.

2 David Bloomfield and Ben Reilly, “Changing Nature of Conflict and Conflict Management”,
in Democracy and Deep-Conflict: Options for Negotiators, ed. Peter Harris and Ben Reilly
(Stockholm: International Institute for Electoral Assistance, 1998).

3 Ted R. Gurr, Minorities at Risk: A Global View of Ethnopolitical Conflicts  (Washington DC:
United States Institute of Peace Studies, 1994).
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Theories of multiculturalism were, in one way, a response to the ethnic conflicts
that were being witnessed the world over. They challenged the dominant
understanding of the nation-state at many different levels. At the most basic level
these theories suggested that we recognize that many states are not one-nation-
state; rather they are multi-nation states. This means that they are inhabited by
people belonging to different communities, with their distinct culture and, in some
cases, societal institutions. One could not therefore assume that the citizen population
is homogeneous and interchangeable. One had instead to recognize that citizens
had two kinds of memberships: they were members of the political community and
at the same time also members of a particular cultural community. While one could
assume same-ness at the level of political community, cultural membership set
citizens apart from each other in some respects. One could not therefore assume
citizens to be identical in every respect. Much more importantly, the political
arrangements needed to be mindful of the diversities that exist at the level of cultural
membership.

This view was significantly different from the notion of the nation-state that prevailed
in many liberal democracies. Liberal democracies were aware of cultural differences,
as also differences of ideas, beliefs and thought. These differences were present at
the level of the individual; hence, it was assumed that the best way to allow these
differences to flower and grow was to have a ‘hands-off’ approach. One could treat
them as matters involving the private realm of our life – a sphere that should be left
outside the purview of state intervention. While liberalism accommodated differences
in this way it did not consider the necessity and desirability of accommodating
differences in the public arena. The latter remained the realm of, to borrow a phrase
from Sandel, the ‘unencumbered’ universal citizen.4  Theorists of multiculturalism
were asking them to reconsider the idea of a universal public sphere and, even more
assertively to accommodate differences in the public sphere. The latter involved, at
the very least, the creation of a facilitating framework that could allow individuals
to bring in their cultural identity into the public arena, and more substantively, to
create space for the public recognition and accommodation of different cultures.

Recognizing and Valuing Diversity

Liberal democracies had consciously bracketed out cultural markers. In the past
race, religion, caste and gender had been the basis of excluding some individuals
from the political and the public arena. Consequently, the process of democratization

4 Michael J. Sandel, “The Procedural Republic and the Unemcumbered Self,” Political Theory,
12/1 (1984): 81-96.
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gradually made these social and cultural markers of identity irrelevant for
membership of the political and public arena. Multiculturalism marked a departure
from this way of thinking. As the basic rights of political participation and civil
liberties came to be granted to all citizens irrespective of their social identity,
multiculturalism argued that differences could now be made between citizens and
some differences/cultural markers of identity needed to be formally recognized if
we are to treat all citizens as equal.

Cultural identity was being brought in on the ground that the state can never be
completely neutral. Even though the liberal state claims to be neutral between
different conceptions of good life it has certain laws/policies relating to such issues
as language, marriage, suicide, euthanasia – issues on which it invariably reflects
the views of the dominant majority. Other communities are expected to conform to
the prevailing norms even when their cultural self-understanding differs from this.
This seems unfair, to say the least. But what is also important is that it places these
minority communities (minorities as their rationality does not find an expression in
the laws and the policies of the state) at a disadvantage. If, for instance, the official
language is different from the mother tongue of the community, its members are at
a disadvantage and they have to put in extra work in order to compete with the
majority. 5  The dominant culture that prevails in the public arena also at times acts
as an inhibiting force, keeping the minorities out of the public domain.6  When
minorities are able to overcome this sense of discomfort, for instance, when the
younger generation successfully assimilates into the dominant culture it yields inter-
generation conflicts. Either way the minority community members get
disadvantaged.

5 Joseph Carens pointed to the disadvantages faced by the Francophones when English was declared
the official language of Canada. Examples of a similar kind can however be drawn from other
parts of the world. In Sri Lanka, for instance, the decision to make Sinhalese the official language
of the state was perceived by the Tamilian population as a source of disadvantage. In India, the
recognition of Hindi, written in the Devanagari script, as the official language of the centre similarly
disadvantaged the speakers of other language – a disadvantage that the State attempted to minimize
by recognizing other languages in the Eight Schedule of the Constitution. Yet, shortly after
independence, demands for the reorganization of state boundaries on the basis of linguistic identities
surfaced and gained momentum. Eventually this re-organization gave a much stronger form
of recognition to several languages, as they became the official language of different states. The
point that needs to be emphasized here is that advantages and disadvantages accrue from state
policies on language.

6 Joseph Carens, Culture, Citizenship and Community: A Contextual Exploration of Justice as
Evenhandedness (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). Bhikhu Parekh, “Britain and the Social
Logic of Pluralism,” in Striking A Balance, ed. Sandra Coliver (London: Human Rights Centre,
University of Essex, 1992).
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When disadvantages of this nature aggregate they almost always alienate the minority
communities and yield some form of ethnic discontent and conflict. The sharp
difference in the ability of the different communities to access available resources
and opportunities creates a sense of resentment and distance from the state and the
rest of society – conditions under which a strong sense of loyalty and commitment
to the state becomes exceedingly difficult. Multiculturalism makes us sensitive to
this kind of simmering discontent within the nation-state. It compels us to rethink
the idea that members of a nation-state must hold everything in common: they must
at least share a language and culture. In place of this it suggests that individuals and
groups are likely to develop a sense of loyalty to the state when they receive due
recognition. If recognition involves according recognition to their language by giving
them the opportunity to receive education in their language or devising policies
whereby members of the community have the opportunity to address the state
authorities in their language or use their language in the market, then such measures
must be welcomed rather than resisted. Any imposition of homogeneity is likely to
be counterproductive and it is likely to create fissures rather than solidarity among
the citizens.

Language is however only an instance of the kind of concerns that require
accommodation. In situations where we are dealing with communities, like the
indigenous people, who have lived on a particular territory with their own social,
political and economic institutions, accommodation may involve some form of power
sharing. These communities, for the multiculturalists, need the right to self-
governance – i.e., some degree of political autonomy to live by their own rules and
norms and be governed by their own institutions. Arrangements of this kind, that
are intended to give communities to govern themselves, could be made within the
framework of federalism. We could, as has happened in India, create different federal
units on the basis of a shared identity; these units could be given the same set of
powers and functions, or as has been done in the case of some states in the Northeast
region, give special powers to some states protecting their customary laws and
practices.7  In brief, the willingness to attend to a community’s needs and concerns
is necessary to resolve the emerging conflicts between communities within the
nation-state. Implicit here is also the belief that the nation-state, with its instruments
of coercion and conception of sovereignty, is a hindrance to the process of

7 Article 371 A and G give a special status to Nagaland and Mizoram by recognizing customary laws
and procedures of each of these communities, and giving them the authority to administer themselves
in accordance with these customary laws. Such asymmetrical arrangements of power sharing (where
some federal units enjoy more powers than others) is able to take note of the different histories of
groups and their relationship to the state.
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democratization and equal treatment to all. Accommodation is necessary, and at
times it may require due recognition of multiple identities.

Rationale for Accommodation

Perhaps the single most important message that comes from multiculturalism is the
need to accommodate differences. If we look at the kinds of conflicts that have
emerged in many states around us it is evident that accommodation is the need of
the hour. Accommodation is not however easy; many view it as a sign of weakness
that is likely to lead to the escalation of demands from the given minority community
as well as other communities in the nation-state. It is assumed, perhaps somewhat
prematurely, that the willingness of the state to accommodate cultural claims and
differences through a set of institutional arrangements is likely to weaken the state
by creating dual or multiple allegiances. This is a serious consideration and when
we look at the Indian experience it is apparent that new demands for recognition are
continuously being articulated by cultural groups that may have existed for a long
time or those that may have emerged as old solidarities dissolved and gave way to
new group formations. These groups begin to construct their separate identity and
history in a way that differentiates them from their immediate neighbors. But the
same experience also assures that, the emergence of new demands notwithstanding,
the existence of, and recognition to, multiple identities need not always weaken the
state.

Accommodation of linguistic identities in India is perhaps the strongest evidence
of this. When the Telegu-speaking population in India demanded a linguistic re-
organizing of state boundaries many political leaders opposed it, fearing that this
would fragment the polity further. It is only when the protests could not be contained
that the central government agreed reluctantly to set up the State Reorganization
Commission. However, what was then the last resort eventually became a point of
strength for the polity. Retrospectively it is evident that non-recognition of linguistic
claims of these communities threatened the nascent nation-state more acutely than
the recognition of these claims. In fact, as many scholars have since pointed out,
linguistic identities that were recognized at the regional level may have formed
another tier of loyalties and solidarity but these did not threaten the nation-state.
Today, it is easy to conceive the co-existence of these regional identities with the
national identity: one can be a Bengali, a Maharashtrian or a Malayali and
simultaneously see oneself as an Indian. The existence of multiple identities does
not weaken or dilute one’s national identity.

Responding to Identity Conflicts
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Challenges Before Accommodation

Accommodation allows us to win back the support of a group that might otherwise
get alienated from the state. However, opening oneself to the task of accommodation
is fairly tough and it raises many anxieties. There are at least three important concerns
that surface and inhibit the process of accommodation. One, since nation-states
have been so closely associated with a single, homogeneous and shared identity,
articulation of difference almost always meets with resistance from the state.
The situation gets further complicated and conflicts become steadily intractable
when the minority community responds by constructing its own distinct cultural
identity to mark its separateness from the rest. Such attempts at constructing a
distinct cultural identity with its own history and experiences often ends up fixing
boundaries, making a sharp distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’, and propping-up
traditional leadership and community practices. This not only creates a hiatus
between the minority community and the rest of society, it invariably closes the
community to internal debate and dialogue. This invariably disadvantages the most
vulnerable sections of the community, such as women, who invariably become the
symbol and mark of difference. It also reinforces the control of the traditional, and
often conservative male, leadership of the community that in turn attempts to
homogenize the community. Dissenters frequently bear the cost of such constructions
of identity. In other words, both the state and the minority community act in an
analogous manner.  If the state refuses to acknowledge community differences, the
minority community too suppresses internal differences. The space for the
articulation of differences, as a consequence, diminishes, making it more difficult
to pursue the path of accommodation. What makes a difficult situation even worse
is that the citizens are expected to position themselves either in favor of a liberal
and progressive external intervention as against a narrow traditional way of life, or
alternatively to choose between a homogenizing and coercive state and popular
upsurge. Both focus on an aspect of the totality and seek either/or solution rather
than reflecting on the reasons that are responsible for the distance between the
minority and the state (as a symbol of the majority).

The second imponderable is the use of violence in the articulation of demands by
communities and the state response to them. Reliance on violence closes the space
for dialogue; it generates mutual mistrust and makes each party more rigid and less
open to negotiating its sets of demands. Most often the prolonged use of violence
results in the escalation of demands – groups begin to seek special measures for
self determination – and this makes it further difficult for the state to be receptive to
the demands of minority communities.
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Accommodation is particularly difficult, and this is the third kind of challenge,
when we are dealing with competing claims of different minorities co-existing in a
region. When a minority is asserting its claims against the majority or the state that
seeks to impose its agenda of cultural assimilation, it is relatively easier to build a
consensus around what would be considered fair and equal treatment. The problem
becomes more complicated when minority communities conflict with each other
and seek territorial division and separate domains of self-governance for themselves.
Accommodation under these circumstances meets with greater resistance and
suspicion. While each minority, at one level, stands in some degree of opposition/
distance from the state, challenge from other communities in the region appears to
be a way of marginalizing it further. Triangular conflicts involving the state and
different minority communities requires therefore a greater effort to build lines of
communication and trust between communities – elements without which
accommodation is not possible.

Thus, even though accommodation is necessary and desirable it is not always easy
to move in that direction. In countries, like India and its neighbouring states, where
the conflict is not between a historically oppressed or dispossessed minority and
the state, there is a lingering fear that accommodation will lead to the spiraling of
demands.8  Negotiations begin only when all other options appear to be exhausted,
or, in the case of democracies, when there is enormous pressure from the civil
society.

Accommodation is rarely the first step but it is an inevitable step towards which we
have to move if we want different communities to have a sense of belonging to the
state of which they are a part; and this sense of belonging can only be nurtured and
sustained when they feel that they are not being disadvantaged or discriminated
against. Theories of multiculturalism make us sensitive to some of the culture-
related sites of disadvantage and discrimination in society. This itself is significant
because issues of culture and identity appear in normal times to be superfluous and
irrelevant in modern times where the emphasis is on choice rather than tradition
and identity. By drawing our attention to the ways in which state reflects a cultural
orientation and can disadvantage minorities, multiculturalism compels us to be open
to the expression and accommodation of diversity as a way of minimizing, and
possibly eliminating conflicts in society.

8 By comparison, in North America where the indigenous populations have historically been the
victims of past injustices it is relatively easier to make a special case for these communities and
differentiate their claims and demands for special rights from the claims of other minority
communities in the state.

Responding to Identity Conflicts
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Modes of Accommodation

Once we accept that accommodation is necessary, even if difficult, the question
that comes up is - What form should accommodation take? Linked to it is the second
question – would we be better-off attending to the ‘real’ concerns of redistribution
rather than accommodating cultural concerns?

Most often it is assumed that accommodation has to take the form of special rights
for minorities. However, this is not necessarily the case. On the question of language,
for instance, minorities might well be accommodated by according recognition to
their language, perhaps in the form of a second language, so that government
notifications and the medium of education in minority concentrated areas, could be
the mother tongue of the minorities. Indeed the two languages (the language of the
numerical majority and the minority) might be taught in all schools so that the
minority can learn the language of the majority and vice-versa the majority could
also learn the language of the minority. Such forms of accommodation do not bestow
special rights upon minorities; they simply give to the minorities the same rights
that the majority invariably enjoys in a geographical area. Likewise, such
accommodations as exemptions from prescribed headgear for Sikhs, when they
ride motorcycles or serve in the army, only extends to the members of this community
the same opportunities as are available to others, albeit it removes hurdles that
would otherwise keep them away from taking up these jobs in the defense forces.

On occasions accommodation may entail stronger measures that do indeed give the
minority a special status or privilege. A minority, for instance, the Francophone
population in Quebec, may receive the right to govern itself. It could then declare
French as the official language of the region, ask all francophones and immigrants
to send their children to French-medium schools; it could in addition (as is currently
the case) be given a permanent voice in deciding who would be permitted to settle
in the region.9  Special provisions of this kind may be made to ensure that the language
and culture of the minority is protected and allowed to flourish. In India, in an
attempt to accommodate minorities in the Northeast, in particular the Nagas and
the Mizos, special provisions were made to protect their customary laws and
practices.10

9 Joseph Carens, Culture, Citizenship and Community: A Contextual Exploration of Justice as
Evenhandedness (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).

10 Gurpreet Mahajan, “Indian Exceptionalism or Indian Model: Negotiating Cultural Diversity and
Minority Rights in a Democratic Nation-State,” in Multiculturalism in Asia, eds. Will Kymlicka
and Baogang He (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 302-306.
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Although it is difficult to specify in advance just when special provisions are needed
and when the extension of same rights is enough, it can be said that in situations
where we are dealing with historically oppressed or previously colonized
communities, with communities that were against their wishes incorporated into
the nation-state, and in situations where there has been a prolonged violent conflict
between the state and the minority community, accommodation often requires strong
measures involving some degree of autonomy to the latter. The extent and degree
of autonomy may vary and it may come in stages rather than in one swell swoop.
But a way of keeping the community within the nation-state and taking the edge off
demands for secession is some degree of self-governance within the overall structure
of a democratic constitution.

Besides self-governance through a federal system of power sharing the state could
address the concerns of the minority by ensuring the community representation in
key political bodies and through other related forms of affirmative action. Further,
the chosen policies of affirmative action may not involve formal power sharing;
they may take the form of preferential hiring or opportunities for education or simply
providing more funds for a given minority-dominated region. All these elements
are context-specific. Eventually it is the nature of the group and its relationship
with the state and other groups in the polity that determine just what form
accommodation can or should take. All one can say is that special treatment is not
always required or justified. It may at times be necessary but only in a few
extraordinary situations and is not supposed to be the norm. Hence, it needs to be
backed by good reasons, such as, the past history of the group, previous agreements,
the experience of discrimination or oppression, etc. In other words, it cannot simply
be a response to violent articulation of demands.

There is no doubt that in several cases minority claims are asserted because the
existing policies disadvantage them and make it difficult for them to compete with
other groups in society for prestigious social, economic and political positions. But
this should not be taken to imply that minorities are always worse off or that cultural
claims made by them are just a front to seek redistribution of material goods. Even
economically better-off groups present cultural claims. In fact economic prosperity
can give communities the confidence to seek equal respect and visibility in the
public arena. Thus demands for accommodation of cultural identity and its markers
may come from all minority communities and they may take many different forms.
In America the Jews, even though they were not economically vulnerable or weak,
asked for the revocation of the Sabbath laws and in  India, most communities, be it
the majority or the minorities, have asked for banning books, films and other artistic
expressions on the grounds that they offend community sentiments or misrepresent

Responding to Identity Conflicts
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the community. Similar controversies have surrounded the writing of history
textbooks also. These demands for the accommodation of cultural identity and its
markers may, like other forms of special consideration, be sought on a continuing
and permanent basis. In India, for instance, the representation of a community’s
history, particularly its contribution to the making of the nation-state, in school text
books offers an example of such cultural claims and contestations in society.

Questions of recognition and accommodation arise in most democratic societies.
What needs to be reiterated here is that cultural claims have their own rationale and
importance; they need to be taken seriously and attended to. It is equally important
to recognize that cultural claims do not always stand in for the seemingly more
‘real’ claims for material redistribution. Consequently, it is not always sufficient to
focus on the latter. Availability of resources and prospects of the ‘development’ of
a particular region are always welcomed, and they can help to de-escalate the
problem, but when redistribution claims are backed by the rhetoric of cultural
distinctiveness and difference, the latter too have to be accommodated. It is not
sufficient to simply improve the living conditions. Infact the concerns of
redistribution and cultural recognition have to go hand-in-hand and it is this that
necessitates some form of relative autonomy for regionally concentrated minority
populations.

Pursuing Peaceful Co-existence through Equal Treatment

The necessity and desirability of accommodation has in recent times been underlined
by theories of multiculturalism. Although many more today are convinced about
the wisdom of pursing policies of accommodation, the association of this policy
with multiculturalism has also always helped its cause. To put it in another way,
apprehensions about certain aspects of multiculturalism has created certain
skepticism about the path of accommodation. Theories of multiculturalism have a
tendency to reify communities; to speak of the claims of a cultural community it
invariably draws boundaries between insiders and outsiders and identifies certain
practices as markers of a given identity and community membership. The fixing of
boundaries and membership in this way almost always privileges the traditional
elite and has the possibility of freezing cultures and limiting the possibility of internal
dissent. The anxiety therefore is that accommodating minority communities might
eventually help to create separate islands where the basic rights of the vulnerable
members of a community are not protected in the name of difference. This is indeed
a visible danger – one that accommodation policies have to be mindful of.
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In every society, marginalized minorities, more than others, have a tendency to
close ranks and emphasize the collective over the individual. Hence, their claims
for protection often take the form of nurturing their collective community life at the
expense of the rights of the individual. The emphasis on the collective (and its
markers of identity) is a consequence of their vulnerability and insecurity in the
larger society. Policies of accommodation have to take this on board and while
creating a framework for protecting minorities and treating them as equal in society,
they need to build safeguards for internal minorities in these communities.

Policies of accommodation have therefore a twin task to perform: ensuring equal
treatment for a community and equal treatment for minorities within the community/
region where the minority is concentrated. Each of these tasks is in itself quite
difficult and together they pose an even greater challenge. Just as the nation–state is
often suspicious of the minorities seeking special or separate treatment, minorities
which receive recognition and accommodation are suspicious of any effort to create
prior safeguards for internal minorities. They view such efforts as a continuing sign
of mistrust of the community and external intervention. Hence, bringing the state
on board along with the minorities to accommodate a given minority while
simultaneously protecting vulnerable members of the group/region poses a big
challenge. Indeed, efforts at accommodation are usually so focused on
accommodating a protesting minority that the fate of internal minorities and
dissenters is often forgotten. It is this neglect of the fate of marginalized groups
within the community that eventually builds resistance to policies of accommodation.
Hence, both in the interest of building a consensus in the larger society as well as
for according due recognition to members of a minority, accommodation must attend
to the twin concerns of equality between groups as well as equality within the
community. It is the ability to successfully fulfill these two tasks that determines
the survival and the fate of a democratic state.

Responding to Identity Conflicts
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IDENTITY POLITICS AND FEMINIST PRAXIS

Anuradha M. Chenoy

Abstract

We are all different in multiple ways and have multiple identities. These differences
can either separate or brings us together, depending how we theorize and practice
the politics of our differences. Gender is one marker of our social identity. Other
identity differences have been used to separate, privilege, exclude, threaten and
oppress and gender identity intersects with many of these. This essay outlines the
politics of gendered identity and feminist praxis by looking at how identity politics
intersects with patriarchy. Acknowledging that even while all feminists support
equality and empowerment of women, there are important differences between them
on how this can be achieved, the paper seeks to unravel various strands of Feminist
thought to analyse how different feminisms have responded to issues around identity.

The experience of self identification through gender and the symbolic as well as
social practices associated with it have been unraveled over time by feminists who
deconstructed the distinction between sex which is biological, and gender which is
determined by culture.1  By the 1970s, feminists showed that most social differences
are not based on nature and the subordination of women is carried out through
social processes. Thus maleness and femaleness and the discriminatory practices
associated with this are based on a gendered lens.

Identity politics has been a central concern of feminist theory. The gender aspect of
social relations has been deconstructed by feminists – they reveal how all institutions
whether it is of class, race, community or state, are based on patriarchal practices
that discriminate against women. These practices in turn are based on the patriarchal
conception of power as the ability to use force to influence the other.

1 Simone De Beauvoir, The Second Sex: The Woman as Other (Paris:1949; Translated, London:
Penguin, 1974).

Anuradha M. Chenoy is a professor at the School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi. She has published widely on issues related to gender, security issues and
conflict studies. Some of her well known publications include Women and Militarism in South Asia
published by Sage and The Gender and Human Security Debate, published in IDS Bulletin in
March 2009.
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Feminism, like all political theory is divided along ideological lines as indicated in
Table I. Feminist theory has developed in stages or three waves that mark feminist
thinking. Beginning first with the understanding of gender identity, feminists then
started unmasking how gender is part of power, class relations and institutions.
Feminists in later stages showed how gender identity is not trapped in binaries
(male/ female) but that alternate sexualities and systems of power are also social
issues.

While all feminists support the idea of equality and empowerment for women,
there are differences between them regarding how this can be achieved.
This difference impacts on their thinking on identity. Liberal feminists have faith in
democratic institutions and the market through which women can get equality.
This is contrary to socialist and post modernist feminists who link class and
patriarchal oppression. The difference between Post modernist feminists and
socialists is that the former critique ‘modernity’ and reject any grand theory or
universalism. They focus on women’s experience and celebrate differences.
All these strands critique the essentialist feminists who reverse the biology theory
to state the difference between men and women, arguing for example, that women
are essentially peaceful, caring, linked to mother earth. They argue that boys and
girls form their identity as two separate moral universes and the sexed body remains
a fixed biological background to personality formation. Others reject this is an
essentialist argument, since personalities are made through socialization patterns.
(See Table I).

Socialist feminists showed how the labor market is segregated on the basis of gender,
in addition to race and class.2   By closing in the distinction between the private and
public spheres, they revealed how this distinction had in perpetuity disguised the
hierarchical gender divide, which went far beyond the private realm. While showing
that relationships were gendered, feminists also argued that not all relations are
marked with power and there can be oppressive as well as non-oppressive relations.3

Feminists brought out gender as a major form of social inequality that had remained
hidden, when political equality was being proclaimed. Socialist/ Marxist feminist
focused on domestic labor and liberal feminists wanted all institutions to give equal
place to women. Marxist feminists and post modernists argued that the power of
capital would always keep women of the working class in oppressive positions.
As Table I shows the debate between feminists is by no means over.

2 Maxine Molyneux, “Beyond the Domestic Labour Debate,” New Left Review, 116. (July 1979).

3 Ana Marta Gonzalez, “Introduction,” in  Ana Marta Gonzalez and Victor Seidler, Gender Identities
in a Globalized World (New York: Humanity Books, 2008).
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Table I: Different Feminisms

Different Feminisms
and their central

concerns

Views on Identity Structures to
Overcome this

difference

Commonalities
to all Feminisms

Liberal
(advocate equal
rights and equal
opportunities)

Men and women
not different ‘by
nature’ – equal
capabilities; do not
focus on
discriminations
based on race,
class, etc.

Institutions and
women get equal
status in institutions

Understanding that
women historically
occupy a secondary
position in the society;
gender-based
discrimination
unjustified.

Class and gender
struggles and
women be part of
process of class
liberation and
equity process

Identity mediated
by class structure;
women bear
double burden of
class and sexual
oppression

Identity shaped by
‘sex-gender
systems’ and
‘patriarchy’

Power and getting
rid of patriarchy and
replacing it with
feminist ideology

Linking feminist theory
to feminist practice

Identity formed
through a process of
‘Other’-ing; ‘self’ is
either connected
(female/relational)
or separate (male/
disjointed)

Intersectionality with all
other progressive
movements

Resistance to
patriarchal structures

Resist universal
categorisations;
identity mediated
through class-
caste-gender-race-
community-
culture-religion
and various other
factors.

Women’s liberation
from all forms of
injustice and
discrimination

Get women’s
experience; history
and voices in all
identity mediated
organizations;
women have to
make a choice in
keeping their
traditions or
changing to
modernity

Marxist (critique class
structure and the sexual
division of labour)

Radical
(‘patriarchy’ as the root
of all systems of
oppression)

Essentialist Standpoint
(emphasise difference
rather than equality in
women’s experiences;
interlink biology and
sociology and
psychology)

Postmodern
(critique universalism
and celebrate
differences, no
‘authentic woman’s
voice’, often run the risk
of overstating
differences to render
impossible any common
threads)

Identity Politics and Feminist Praxis
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Other differences between feminists include post-modernists focusing on discourse
as the primary source of power, and radical feminists emphasizing the socio-
economic condition.  There are differences between feminists on whether countries
(like France and Belgium) should ban the full covering of women (burka). Some
feminists believe that this will help liberate women from their oppressive community
codes. Other feminists believe that this is a marker of identity, and is banned because
of the demonization of Muslims. Yet other feminists believe that there can be a
third way, arguing that wearing the burka can be regulated and women who chose
to wear it be given different choices.

Feminists and Identity Politics

Feminists build on the idea that identities are designed to define a group as opposed
to others and constructed to serve the interest of power. The passion invoked though
nationalism is used to identify communities vis-à-vis other communities.4  Feminists
have shown how some identities like ethnic or religious ones are magnified and
imposed while other identities like gender can be subsumed or positioned within
other identities as and when necessary. For example nationalist movements that
have focused on the creation of a new nation state are based on the assumptions of
the rights of men. Women also engage in nationalist struggles, but women’s rights
are not an assumption or priority in these struggles. Women’s rights are held back
for a later stage, to be discussed after the formation of the nation. Thus the process
of nationalism itself is exclusionary. As citizens then, the rights of women are lower
compared to the ‘natural’ rights of men. Men are granted rights by the state whereas
women have to struggle for their rights. The experience of women in all the nationalist
struggles in South Asia and beyond has shown this.5  Even currently, women in

Different Feminisms
and their central

concerns

Views on Identity Structures to
Overcome this

difference

Commonalities
to all Feminisms

Women’s equal
participation in all
spheres public and
private

Critical
(aims to strike a balance
between a universal
gender analysis and
differences among
women’s experiences
across the world)

-do-; primacy of
gender as an
analytical category
is not lost

-do-

4 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (London: Verso, 1991).

5 Kumari Jayawardne, Feminism and Nationalism in South Asia (New Delhi: Kali for Women, 1986).
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India are still struggling for reservation in the Parliament, which traditionally has
been a male domain.

Men and women have multiple identities and these are manifest in different and
unequal ways. For example, my identities may include each of the following: woman,
mother, Indian, Tamil, Hindu, professor, migrant, feminist, sister, South Asian, etc.
Each of these identities comes with their roles, role models, stereotypes, relationships
and cultural symbols. Further, for the sake of identity politics, I may choose to
focus on my South Asian or feminist identity over other identities. At the same
time, the male leadership of my community/ state would however like to construct
me as a Tamil, Hindu mother and expect me to wear the symbols that may include
bangles, head covering, specific dress codes, etc. Other communities would also
see me primarily as a Tamil, Hindu mother. In case of inter racial tension only three
of these identities would be marked and targeted. My other identities, including
that of citizen may be ignored. Further, the gender identity would lead to sexual
crimes in case of conflict; denial of voice at time of leadership and decision making,
etc. Thus gender and identity roles, relations and behaviors are generally hierarchical,
and usually oppressive, but we are so socialized in them, that they are part of our
essential identity. It becomes difficult to deny our identity and sometimes we force
ourselves to adopt an identity practice even if it is oppressive.

 A large majority of women accept and play out these inequalities that are used in
identity politics. Failure to do so take away from their identity, angers their
community and can even destroy their relationships. Challenging their community
identity codes can lead to death. In recent time in India there have been cases of
women being killed for marrying within their gotra (kin group) which is forbidden
in their community. These killings known as honour killings, even though they are
crude murder, are ordered by the Khap panchayats – the caste local power group
(constituted primarily by unelected male caste leaders). Another example is how
Muslim women wear the full veil in western societies, even while living under laws
that do not force the veil. The point that these women make, is that instead of force,
both by state and community, where women are at the receiving end from both,
there should be a third way in which such personal laws and codes can be regulated
so that there is an agreement between all three sides: state, community and women
who want autonomy from both state and community.

Motherhood, Care and Identity

Patriarchal setups treat mothers and motherhood with a duality that reveals deep
contradictions. This is because motherhood and nationhood are seen as co-terminus.

Identity Politics and Feminist Praxis
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Both are highly emotional concepts and give a sense of worth and belonging.
Motherhood is evoked in almost all nationalisms as mothers are called upon to
socialize their children as future ideal citizens. Since women/ mothers are symbols
and represent the honor of their community they are also sexually violated when
identities clash. Their autonomy is controlled, and they have to give up their rights
in order to be protected. (See Table II). This protection is manifest in South Asian
societies where veiling and covering of women is practiced; ‘honor killings’ are
common; boys are privileged at every stage of life; caste based arranged marriages
as well as early marriage of women under the age of eighteen continue.

Women themselves treat motherhood with duality and ambivalence. Due to the
dominance and universalism of patriarchal practice, women end up negotiating
with patriarchy.6  Motherhood has played an important role in identity politics of all
kinds. For example, some mothers have supported dowry for their sons and oppressed
their daughter in laws; they have conformed to community codes in controlling
autonomy of daughters; women in conflict areas have asked all sides to listen to
their appeal to end conflict as mothers who have given their sons to the nation;
mothers have tried to negotiate between conflicting parties with their status as
mothers. Many women have also challenged stereotyping motherhood and taken
on patriarchal practices. At the same time when it comes to official decision making
women have been left out of the process.

Traditional Identity Differences

Feminists show how patriarchy is part of all the identity construction and remains
so, unless it is actively challenged and transformed. Thus gender; ethnicity; religion;
class; caste; race; nationality; state; citizenship; sexuality etc intersect with patriarchy.
This gives men more power and places women in unequal and lower position in all
identity groups and sub groups. It also invisibilizes women’s experience in these
groups, for example, women were victims of sexual violence during the Bangladesh
war for liberation, but the official history barely touches on women’s role. Women
are politically active in all South Asian politics, but when it comes to political
representation in parliaments, it is daughters/ wives who matter, the others are treated
as party workers. As the awareness of women’s rights becomes important women
are given more token and symbolic representation, whereas what is required is
equal representation.

6 Denniz Kandiyoti,  “Bargaining with Patriarchy,” Gender and Society 2:3(1988): 274–90.
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Racial and class identity also determines destiny, along with gender. In South Asia
for example, there is a greater chance of being born and kept alive if you are a male
child. You have a better chance, of education, high wages, and more autonomy of
choice if you are a man. But you also have better chances if you belong to a privileged
race, class or region. Thus a landless Muslim, Dalit, tribal, male in India, will have
far less opportunity than an upper class, Hindu, elite woman though the upper class
Hindu woman may still be less privileged than her brother. Again as another example,
out of the many available, in Sri Lanka, between Sinhalese majority and Tamil
minority there is a difference in rights, but within both these ethnicities women
have lesser rights than men and leadership positions in both communities are
occupied by men.  Further there are class differences within Sinhalese and Tamils,
and within the same class women have lower status and lesser power. Yet each of
these identities has been constructed to oppose the other resulting in Sinhala
nationalism and Tamil sub nationalism. Both these nationalism have been embedded
in patriarchy and militarism.7  Thus, though women have unequal rights within their
community, they still oppose women of another community in conflict situations.
Feminists on the contrary, ask for women’s solidarity across ethnic and national
lines.

Explaining how gender ideology was constituted as an aspect of identity in India,
Tanika Sarkar shows how the Hindu Right “simultaneously constructs a revitalized
moral vision of domestic and sexual norms that promises to restore the comforts of
old sociabilities and familial solidarities without tampering either with women’s
public role or with consumerist individualism... Older forms of gender ideology are
merged with new offers of self-fashioning and a relative political equality in the
field of anti-Muslim and anti-secular violence. Patriarchal discipline is reinforced
by anticipating and accommodating consumerist aspirations.”8  Thus as Sarkar
argues, even while the upper caste woman modernizes, she does not exercise full
choice as domestic and sexual norms/ identity are controlled through somewhat
wider but still patriarchal structures. These patriarchal structures are part of the
family, community, market and state. The choice of grooms is controlled within
high caste and trader castes. The Jat community in India for instance has openly
said that they would ‘allow’ girls to be educated, but will not allow them to marry
of their own choice. As part of globalization and modernization, women are thus

7 Neloufer De Mel, Militarizing Sri Lanka, Popular Culture, Memory and Narrative in Armed
Conflict (New Delhi: Sage, 2007).

8 Tanika Sarkar, “Women, Community, and Nation: A Historical Trajectory for Hindu Identity
Politics,” in Appropriating Gender: Women’s Activism and Politicized Religion in South Asia, ed.
Patricia Jefferey and Amrita Basu (New York and London: Routledge, 1998).
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allowed choice in buying internationally branded commodities or using technology
but personal laws and norms remain within traditions of patriarchal control.

Identity and Nationalism

Historically, identity formation was a useful tool in the formation of nationalism as
it undermined feudal states; led to anti-colonial movements and assisted in creating
the modern nation state in the image of its oppressor. Identity has been associated
with nationalism and progressive movements. But simultaneously nationalism put
back the goal of equality for women for a later time, even though women equally
(though differently) participated in identity-nationalist movements. It thus retained
the right over women’s modernization just to the extent that was necessary to make
them mothers of future leaders. Further right wing movement including fascism
shifted identity-nationalist constructions to appropriate this agenda. In India, the
Hindu right gave it an upper caste Hindu bent. For example, the image of mother
India, is associated with some women goddesses; the notion of a pure women is
based on chastity in the case of unmarried women. For married women, serving
one’s husband, producing sons, etc are the ultimate virtues. Women who challenge
this image are considered outsiders and not representative of the mainstream.

Moreover, putting aside of women’s rights for a later resolution, which was part of
the Indian national movement continues in identity and class based movements
today. For example, feminists have critiqued the Maoists for not understanding the
feminist agenda. Feminist argue that the struggle for women’s equality has to be
part of the process of nationalism or any other movement.

Identity and Conflict

Identity is often the basis of sub nationalism and armed conflicts. For example in
South Asia, many Kashmiris may not identify with the Indian nation. The Nagas
have been waging a struggle for self determination. Tamils in Sri Lanka had asserted
their nationality cause, and so on. When these identity based nationalisms are
constructed,  gender politics intersects with it and women are given a specific role
and status that is not equal to that of men.  Patriarchal politics homogenizes identities
in order to distinguish between groups and to privilege one group over another.
This homogenization constructs a ‘us and them’; ‘we and the other’; the insider and
the outsider. In this process, the other is demonized and given imaginary
characteristics. For example, the Hindu right construct the Muslim male as extra
virile, and the fundamentalist Muslims see Western women as promiscuous.  Identity
construction and the politics of the outside/ uncivilized other, increases during crisis
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and armed conflict. At such times the perception of identity by patriarchal and
feminist discourses as explained in Table II are further homogenized and become
part of a patriotic discourse and violence against the other/ the outsider is justified.
In the patriarchal discourse male identity is identified with superior citizenship,
ideal warriors, upholders of patriotic duty, brave hearts, protectors of women, nation
and purity of race, homogenization of culture, and intolerance of dissent. Females
are identified as supporters of the nation, patriotic, symbols of culture, reproducers
for the nation, care givers for the male and nation, etc.

Patriarchal politics makes an enemy out of difference. A different identity is
demonized, constructed as an enemy other, and force is advocated to deal with this
‘other’. In the same discourse there is gender stereotyping, increasing masculinity
and militarization. Former US President George Bush’s dictum ‘you are with us or
against us’ exemplifies this. There are other examples – the pitting of one tribal/
primordial identity against another as in the case of the Hutus versus the Tutsis or
the Kyrgyz versus the Uzbek minority - all carry elements of militarization of identity
and the foregrounding of masculinities.

Table II: How Identity Politics intersects with Patriarchy and
Feminist response

Identity Issues Patriarchal view
of Men

Patriarchal view
of Women

Feminists view

Privileging and
hierarchy of
different identities

Roles in identity
And Difference

Ethnicity/ religion/
colour/ Class/ caste/
tribe manliness

Protectors Producers
Predators of
difference

Power in public and
private or power-
lessness in public but
power in private

As power and
privilege

Women + motherhood of
ethnic/religion/class/race
etc.

Symbols; markers;
Protected; Reproducers of
difference

Dependants-Mothers/sisters/
daughters of powerful and
powerless. Negotiators with
power

With ambiguity but
negotiating also with power
and privilege

Insider women as racially
pure/ honourable/ supporter
of insider men in opposition
to outsider/ illegal/
culturally backward woman.

Accepting difference
as individuals;
equally; as diversity

De-constructors;
Respecters; tolerate
difference

Independent choice
of identity.

Relation with
identity

Negotiations with
identity

Identity during
conflict and crises

Insider men as
masculine/patriotic/
Defender of race as
opposed to outsider/
other/men

With acceptance and
interaction

Women as
internationally linked
without a nation.

Identity Politics and Feminist Praxis
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Feminist politics oppose such binary politics as it leads to retribution, violence and
most of all it seeks to exclude and force women to either one side. The precious
space of autonomous women is lost in such discourse and practice. Wars and conflicts
accentuate difference and make it violent. This is the time when stereotyping and
demonizing is strongest. Table II shows how the dominant patriarchal discourse,
views gender identity and its intersection with other identity politics. For example,
the patriarchal discourse views men as representing power, privilege, protectors of
identity. Simultaneously women are represented as symbols, bearers of identity on
their bodies; reproducers of identity and so on.

Feminists have deconstructed identity politics and its intersection with gender
politics. But the practice of negative identity politics continues and differences in
gender, nationalities, classes, groups continue to be used as a tool of oppression and
inequality. Feminists are attempting to re-create an understanding of difference and
looking at multiple ways of approaching a problem. There has been an internal
debate between feminists on how gender and identity politics intersect and the praxis
to give women equality and empowerment. (Table I)

A number of recent feminist debates raise these issues of identity construction.
For instance how should feminists react to the invasion of Afghanistan? Many
feminists supported the removal of the Taliban regime by the international coalition
led by the US because the brutal patriarchal regime enforced the veil and segregation
and denied young girls education. The liberal feminists argue that the Afghan
occupation is a just war, and that a liberal peace was possible. Socialist and radical
feminists on the other hand argued that cultural change could not be brought through
foreign troops and occupation. That occupation was an extension of imperialism
and militarism. Post modern feminists stated that Western standards or modernization
could not be imposed on traditional culture.  Meanwhile, the forces that first helped
create the Taliban, then bombed them out of power, now seek to make a deal with
different type of militia, who have little regard for the autonomy of women. Feminist
theorists who had hopes about women’s liberation from the Afghan occupation are
also raising questions about this.

Crises accentuate the already existing difference between people and enforce gender
stereotypes. During economic crises, women and migrants are generally the first to
loose their jobs. In the Russian transition to capitalism women were the first to
loose employment and shift to informal domestic labor. Globalization has brought
more workers into the informal economy and more women than men have been
displaced. During economic crises the outsider tends to be blamed.  Instead of
addressing the root cause for the economic and social crises, minorities, migrants
and especially their women are targeted.
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Feminist understand globalization as a restructuring which enables neo-liberal control
of economies by transnational actors, especially global corporations, with demands for
cheap labor, combined with decrease in social services and control of labor migration.
At the same time feminists see this process as highly masculinized and racialized, where
women of colour are least able to participate in it and are more oppressed by it.9  Others
see the migration of women as care workers or through trafficking as being more
exploitative. At the same time, globalization also co-opts more women, giving them the
illusion of greater autonomy by allowing them greater market choice.

Many theorists talked of equality, but they did not talk of patriarchy. Feminist theory
has contributed by paying attention to patriarchy and the invisibilization of women.
The consequence of gender research has been that identity politics and their relation
to gender are also undergoing transformations in state systems and cultures.10

The Feminist challenge is to seek to transform these differences to ensure that identity
politics does not create exclusions, false hierarchies, intolerance and violence against
the other. The argument is: ‘While recognizing the importance and specificity and
difference, feminists are attempting to develop approaches to thinking about gender
in an international or global context that avoids reductionism and avoid marginalizing
or rendering invisible the experiences of different women.”11  Feminist politics seeks
to show that while identities exist they need not be factors for exclusion but can
actually promote diversity, acceptance and respect.

The role of feminist praxis is to challenge the politics that separates and excludes
women through subjective identity construction, where women are bearers of identity
but not treated equally and patriarchal structures continue to assert. Feminists have
deconstructed the notion of difference as essentially oppositional and threatening,
and instead have shown difference as part of diversity and existence. They have
done this by unraveling the gender identity which for centuries was essentialized
and used to make women unequal. Feminists have shown that identity is just one of
the many characteristics that people have and that difference and identity can become
the basis of inclusive politics and social and economic equity.

I am grateful to Ms. Sneha Bannerjee for her research and to Prof. Kamal Mitra
Chenoy for his comments.

9 Chandra Talpade Mohanty, “Under Wester Eyes, Revisted: Feminist Solidarity through Anticapitalist
Struggles,” Signs 28 No.2 (2002): 499-535. Jayati Ghosh, Never Done and Poorly Paid, Women’s
Work in Globalizing India (New Delhi: Women Unlimited, 2010).

10 Jan Jindy Pettman, Worlding Women: A Feminist International Politics (London and New York:
Routledge, 1996).

11 Jill Steans, Gender and International Relations: An Introduction (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1998).
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CARTOGRAPHIC ANXIETIES, IDENTITY
POLITICS AND THE IMPERATIVES OF

BANGLADESH FOREIGN POLICY

Meghna Guhathakurta

Abstract

Cartographic anxieties have been imprinted on the statecraft of South Asian states
from its very inception. It has suppressed the diversity of multiple identities and led
to the growth of identity politics which has cross border implications. Different
identities in states of South Asia have been marginalized through the adoption of
centralized growth oriented development rather than devolution and self-
administration as its core principles of development. Globalizing tendencies have
enhanced these modernization trends and negated a legitimate ground for identity
politics. This does not augur well for addressing either the root causes of conflict
that such identity politics seeks to assuage or addressing issues of justice and equality
both within its state borders and internationally. It is crucial that states such as
Bangladesh take cognizance of the complexities of the situation and rethink their
foreign policy imperatives.

Boundaries of the Nation-State

Many scholars have interrogated the application of the the Westphalian model of
the West to the South Asian situation.1  It is a notion that needs to be demystified
through decoupling or disassociating the two notions, nation and state. In South
Asia, there are cultural constituencies that clearly cut across national lines – evidently
there are many ‘nations’ in one state and members of  one ‘nation’ shared by more
than one state. For example Bengalis, Punjabis, Tamils are not confined to any one

1 T. K. Oommen, “‘Ethnic’ Dimensions of Security: Situating India in the Context of South Asia,”
in Comprehensive Security in South Asia: Ethnic Dimensions Seminar Proceedings (New Delhi:
Delhi Policy Dialogue, 2003), 1-40. Amena Mohsin, “The Nationalist State and the Chittagong
Hill Tracts 1971-1994,” The Journal of Social Studies 74 (1996).

Meghna Guhathakurta taught International Relations at the University of Dhaka from 1984 to
2007. She is currently Executive Director of Research Initiatives, Dhaka, a research support
organization which specializes in action research with marginalized communities. Dr. Guhathakurta
currently writes on gender, migration and minority rights. She is also Associate Editor of Action
Research Journal published by Sage.
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state in South Asia and in any given point of time there are multiple identities of
nationalities and citizenship that any South Asian may possess.2

These multiple identities are tellingly captured in an anecdote from Pakistan when
a Pakistani politician of the Northwestern Frontier Province of Pakistan, Mr. Wali
Khan, in response to a question by an American journalist on his identity, replied
“I am a 6000-year-old Pushtun, a 100 year old Muslim and a 27 year old Pakistani!.”3

Similarly a Bengali speaking inhabiting current Bangladesh may also claim to be
both Bengali and Muslim in identity as a subject of British Empire, as a citizen of
Pakistan and currently as a Bangladeshi.  This layering of identities in the flux of
history creates a political reality in South Asia which is often the cause of cartographic
anxieties among policy-makers of the region. I will first try to explore the root
causes of these anxieties by looking at three ‘textbook’ characteristics of the nation
state and apply them to the context of Bangladesh. In a later section I shall try to
relate them in the construction of identity politics in the Bangladesh state.

Territoriality

The textbook notion of the nation-state is entrenched in the notion of territoriality.
The defense of its borders therefore becomes a centrality of focus in national security
concerns. However irrational or incidental borders may be, whether they are seen
to be a result of a fluke of history or antithetical to the economic well-being of the
nation, it is defended with all the military and ideological might that a state can
muster. This is not only true of security concerns but also of nation-building projects.

I was told the following story by Mr. Tajul Hussain, who was the first secretary of
Health in the independent state of Bangladesh, and who as a member of the
Bangladesh government in exile in 1971 had accompanied the then Prime Minister
(PM) in exile, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed to meet the then PM of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi
to seek permission for the Bangladesh Government in exile to reside in India. During
the meeting, the PM of India brought up the question as to why she should let a
Liberation War that based its premises on Bengali nationalism reside in a country
that itself has a large Bengali population bordering East Bengal and what guarantees
the exiled Government could give to India that it will not let the movement for
Bengali nationhood also embrace Indian West Bengal. The answer that Mr. Tajuddin

2 Ibid.

3 Cited by T.K. Oommen in his discussion of  Meghna Guhathakurta’s paper, “Security in Flux:
Coping with South Asian realities in Comprehensive security in South Asia: Ethnic
Dimensions,”Seminar Proceedings (New Delhi: Delhi Policy Dialogue, 2003), 115.
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gave was based on territoriality rather than ideology. He pointed out that the flag of
the independent Government in exile contained the territorial map of the erstwhile
East Pakistan, and hence the Bengali nationalist movement that was represented by
this flag was already predetermined. Thus territoriality was entrenched into the
making of the current Bangladesh state from its earliest stages. Whether the
cartographic anxieties were assuaged sufficiently was an issue that was to unfold
over the years in the political relations between the two states.

State Ideology

State boundaries are often more defined by ideological markers than physical borders.
Hence in the history of South Asia, we have the concepts of Muslim Pakistan
(or the Islamic Republic of Pakistan) and Hindu India popularly known as Hindustan
notwithstanding the fact that each state had a sizeable number of religious minorities
living within their boundaries.

At the time of independence in Bangladesh secularism was one of the four pillars
of the first Constitution that was drafted. This principle was constructed largely in
response to the use of Islam as an ideology of domination by the Pakistani state vis-
à-vis the Bengali population. During the 1971 Liberation War of Bangladesh the
military crackdown and genocide committed by the Pakistani Army was often
justified by calling the Bengali Muslims kaffirs or non-believers or Hindus. In this
war non-Muslims in East Bengal were consequently specially targeted. Therefore
the way in which secularism entered the political discourse in Bangladesh, did not
mean the absence of religion or a separation of the state from religion but rather
recognition that each will observe their own religion while respecting the observance
of other religious practices. It was also noted that religion cannot be used for political
ends.

The above principle resulted in a state practice where all religions were tolerated.
For example, in ceremonial state functions not only would the Quran Tilawat be
recited but also verses from the Gita, Bible and Tripatak. Such tolerance at the
religious level was however not matched with toleration of ethnically and linguistic
diverse population, because the independent state of Bangladesh rested on a cultural
hegemony of the Bengali speaking people and hence excluded the political demands
of ethnic minorities.

Even the issue of secularism, could not withstand the political turmoil of the mid
seventies, which saw the assassination of President Sheikh Mujibur Rahman by a
bloody coup and the eventual takeover of President Ziaur Rahman, first, as Chief
Martial Law Administrator and then as President. The constitutional changes, which

Cartographic Anxieties
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accompanied this political changeover of power was equally radical. Secularism as
a principle of statehood was replaced by the clause “the principles of absolute trust
and faith in the Almighty Allah.” Socialism was replaced with the phrase ‘economic
and social justice.’4  It was also a time when the banned party of Jamaat-e-Islam
which had collaborated with the Pakistan Army was rehabilitated back into
mainstream politics.

1981 saw the assassination of President Ziaur Rahman and from 1982 to 1991
Bangladesh came under the autocratic rule of General Ershad. A further constitutional
amendment (the 8th amendment) declared Islam to be the state religion of Bangladesh.
It was a ploy to use Islam as policy of statecraft so as to gain more friends and allies
in the Islamic countries as well as to legitimize his autocratic rule. It is interesting
to note that even the right wing parties such as the Jamaat-e-Islam opposed this
since it fell short of their ideal which was to make Bangladesh into an Islamic
Republic.

It may be asked why over the last three decades there was a volte face in the ‘secular’
politics of Bangladesh. There were several possible reasons - public reaction to the
misgovernance apparent in Sheikh Mujib’s Government; territorial contiguity with
Hindu majority West Bengal creating cartographic anxieties (and hence the need to
forge ideological distance) ; diplomatic strategy of governments; failure to address
issues of economic upliftment of the common people and increasing influence of
global Islam.

However it is the use of religion to defend state borders which has been most
responsible for generating hostility between nation-states as well as endangered
minority communities living within state boundaries. In a system of majoritarian
democracy, minorities often become pawns in the chessboard of politics and have
to face the backlash as in the case of the post-Godhra incidents of murder and rape
of Muslims in Gujarat 5 and the post-election (2001) violence on Hindu minorities
in Bangladesh.6

4 Government of Bangladesh, The Constitution of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh (Dhaka:
Government of Bangladesh, 1991).

5 On 27 February 2002 following an attack on the Sabarmati Express train resulting in the death of
59 people, massacre against Muslims on a large scale was unleashed with the alleged complicity
of the state machinery. The exact circumstances under which the train carrying kar sewaks was
attacked and 59 passengers charred to death and the extent of the state involvement in the massacres
on the Muslim community that followed that left thousands dead and homeless remain issues that
continue to be debated in India.

6 The post-2001 election violence in Bangladesh specifically targeted the Hindu minority population
though in a broader frame it also encompassed Awami League supporters and other progressive
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Modernity and the Politics of Modernization

The idea of modernity in the European sense of the term came to south Asia through
colonial encounters and was ensconced in the notion of nationalist movements that
gave birth to the independent nation-states of India and Pakistan and subsequently
Bangladesh. The paradigm of modernization with its associated politics of
strengthening the state apparatus invariably led to the marginalization of
communities, values and thought processes such as those of indigenous people and
their movements, as these fell outside or interrogated this framework.

Security analysts both traditional and new are generally not averse to thinking of
the economy or economic well-being as essential to mainstream security.
They follow closely therefore those in favor of the modernization paradigm7

in developmental thinking. The dominance of the growth-oriented model of
development has exacerbated the modernization paradigm in the development
discourse of many South Asian states. Choice of technology is also a prime factor
in this way of thinking. From this perspective it would appear that nuclearization is
a more desirable objective for a South Asian state than the goal of self-sufficiency
in food grains. From defense to communication, from trade to local government,
the dominant development discourse has moved towards the creation of a modern
nation-state as opposed to the sustenance of a peasant society. This thinking has
permeated all levels of society through the help of the electronic media, so much so

forces in the rural areas. The violence has largely been known to be initiated by supporters of the
Bangladesh Nationalist Party who after winning the elections decided to “punish” the ‘Hindu
vote-bank’ which had supported Awami League during election propaganda. The backlash after
the elections was systematic and severe. Bangladeshi press has reported that attackers had entered
Hindu homes, beaten family members and looted their property and rape and abduction of women
too were reported. It was the south-western and southern part of Bangladesh, popularly known as
the ‘Hindu belt’ that was most affected. See Meghna Guhathakurta, “The Nature of the State in
Bangladesh,” Human Rights in Bangladesh, ed. Hameeda Hossain (Dhaka:ASK, 2001).

7 Bangladesh’s tryst with self-reliance has been short lived. From the self-reliant model of
development explicated in The First Five Year Plan, Bangladesh has gravitated towards the goal
of integration into the world economy. The dominance of the donors’ agenda and the growth-
oriented model of development has exacerbated the modernization paradigm in the development
discourse of Bangladesh. In the international sphere the modernization paradigm has come to be
interpreted as when a stagnant economy is transformed into sustained growth through increase in
human skills, a rise in level of investments and savings, adoption of a more productive technology
and development of new institutions. See Hollis B. Chenery et. al,  Redistribution with Growth
(London: Oxford University Press, 1974), 680. The emphasis is more on industrial enterprises
that will generate a growth rate that will ultimately trickle down to benefit the poor.

Cartographic Anxieties
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that an alternative thinking would appear to verge on the preposterous or insane.
It seems therefore ‘logical’ to think of modernizing the Chittagong Hill Tracts(CHT)8

as opposed to readapting indigenous technology as a solution to many of the
development problems of the region. It is more popular for each regime to think of
equipping an army with modern technology rather than making it pro-people. It is
more advantageous to think of earning more foreign exchange through introducing
shrimp cultivation notwithstanding the fact that it is displacing both agricultural
land and forestry of the locality. It becomes almost natural to assume that real estate
agencies and shopping complexes will solve the housing and consumption needs of
the middle-class although millions of slum dwellers, whose labor sustains middle
class life styles may be made homeless and jobless in the process.

Boundaries of the Self: Ethno-nationalism in the Backdrop of
Historical Movements of Populations

Juxtaposed against the above state-centric position, minority ethnic communities
formulate and define their own identity politics, mostly in the shape of ethno-
nationalist movements.

In the backdrop of history, the movement of people in South Asia has been initiated
through conquests, through the needs of labor caused by droughts and famines, or
through settlement plans of the ruling authorities. Subsequent drawing of political
boundaries has created the following consequences: First, stretches of the same
ethnic community who had previously lived in contiguous regions have been divided
as is evident in the case of Santhals, Garos, Khasis, Chakmas, Tripuras and Manipuris.
Second, Government settlement plans have created diasporas of isolated ethnic
communities separated from their ‘mother’ communities by political boundaries
such as  the tea-plantation workers in Sylhet who come from Andhra in India or the

8 The Chittagong Hill Tracts occupies a physical area of 5093 square miles in south eastern
Bangladesh, bordering Mizoram and Tripura borders of India and Myanmar. It is inhabited by
about 14 ethnic groups among whom the Chakmas, Tripuras, and Marmas constitute the majority.
According to the 1991 Census, 49 percent are reported to be Bengalis from the plainland.

Over the last quarter of a century, the indigenous people of the CHT have been involved in a
struggle for autonomy from the Bangladesh state, the main roots of the conflict being the land
issue, the transfer of population from the plainlands to the hills and the control of administration
by non-hill people. In 1997, an accord was reached between Government representatives and the
armed wing of the resistance, the Shanti Bahini, which brought an end to the armed struggle, but
in subsequent years the non-implementation of accord especially those dealing with the devolution
of power to hill people, failed to address the root causes of the conflict, thereby perpetrating
continued violence in the region.
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sweeper colony in Dhaka who came from Uttar Pradesh and Andhra again, in India.
This has had implications for their well-being and livelihoods. For one, although
there has been general stability in the ways which British colonial laws applied to
ethnic communities throughout the sub-continent, the change of political authorities
has brought about certain changes in the options open to them. Ethnic communities
which fell under the Pakistan or later Bangladeshi constitution did not enjoy many
of the benefits that were offered to their counterparts in India in terms of affirmative
action policies, or rights gained from a uniform personal law. Governance practices
too have differed. In many parts of tribe-inhabited regions of India the right to
swidden cultivation methods and collective ownership of land has been legalized,
whereas in the Bangladesh state, it has remained a bone of contention and an issue
of heated debate.

However despite the different legal regimes that govern them, communities such as
these are quite apt in making their own people to people linkages across borders.
Information and understanding between these communities across borders often
help build awareness of their rights in a fast and effective manner. The spread of
education among these communities serves as a principle guiding light and has
been a building block of most indigenous movements. The movement for autonomy
in the CHT  for example was based on the Headmaster’s movement, the core element
of which was that recruits to the Shanti Bahini 9  would have had to teach for three
years at a school before being inducted into the movement. This meant that education
was given a core place in the movement’s agenda. Since their leader Manobendro
Narayan Larma was a Headmaster in a school, the movement came to be known as
the Headmaster’s Movement’.10

Throughout the history of Bangladesh, mainstream politics have shown divisiveness
between a religion-based nationalism (Bangladeshi) and a language-based
nationalism (Bangali). However when it came to the Chittagong Hill Tracts, both
streams united to establish cultural hegemony over the hill people. During curfew
hours, Paharis or hill people were expected to carry a pass to go to the market. The
pass said, permission granted: Bangladesh is my life.11  Free mobility of the hill

9 The Shanti Bahini (Peace Corps) was the name given to the military wing of the United People’s
Party of the Chittagong Hill Tracts in Bangladesh. It was fought to safeguard the rights of the
tribal people in south eastern Bangladesh and fought for many years against the government.

10 Meghna Guhathakurta, “Narratives of Women in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,” in Women War and
Peace in South Asia: Beyond Victimhood to Agency, ed. Rita Manchanda (London: Sage, 2001).

11 Hill Women’s Federation (HWF) (1995) leaflet distributed in NGO Forum, Hill Womens Federation.
The book  Paharer Ruddho Kontho: Pahari Narider Nipiron O Protirodh (The Silenced Voices of
the Hills: The Oppression and Resistance of Hill Women) was published in Dhaka in 1999.

Cartographic Anxieties
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people of the CHT was therefore made conditional on their loyalty to the Bangladesh
state. Thus it mattered not to a Pahari whether the party in power possessed a religion-
based nationalism or language-based one, their cultural identity would always be
subordinated to that of a ‘Upajati’ a sub-nation (the official terminology ascribed to
them in the CHT accord).

It is easy for identity politics to become essentialist in nature. As such they become
ethnocentric. This often leads to the suppression of other identities within the ethnic
community like that of gender or religion. This may be deemed necessary by the
leadership during the period of crisis, but once peace-building or at least the
normalization of relations start, these variations invariably surface. If there is no
agenda to address these differences then that peace may soon be fractured. It is
therefore useful to think of multiple identities even within the framework of a
community so that when it comes to addressing questions of social justice and
equality, gender relations will not have to be subordinated to issues of ethnicity or
religion. It is a difficult thing to do at a time when the very existence of an ethnic
community may be at stake, but if the issues are addressed from within rather than
imposed from outside, there is a far likely chance for it to be in the agenda for peace
rather than being left for the future. Readings of women’s perspectives of the 1971
war of liberation in Bangladesh, and the Hill Women’s Federation (HWF)’s
assessment of the peace process in the Chittagong Hill Tracts have  brought us to
this conclusion.12

Women’s voices both as victims and survivors of war have foregrounded the varied
manifestations of identity based oppression that impacted on them as well as the
many dimensions of survival strategies that they often had to adopt. For example
women victims of 1971 spoke of perpetrators who not only belonged to the enemy
side but also their own neighbors, friends, who acted as collaborators or grabbed
their abandoned properties. Kalpana Chakma, the organizing secretary of the Hill
Women’s Federation spoke of the need for equal treatment of women in party
structures. She writes:”Despite the fact that women constitute half the population,
they are not taken seriously in any movement for social change. As an example one
can point out that the numerous demands voiced during the current movement,
even the ten point demand of the Chhatro Shongram Parishad does not speak
specifically of problems faced by the woman! Many conscious men seem to think
that such problems are not important enough to be dealt with at this hour. Therefore

12 Hameeda Hossain, Human Rights in Bangladesh 2001 (Dhaka: ASK, 2002). Hill Women’s
Federation (HWF), op.cit.
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the issue of woman’s emancipation have remained neglected in agendas for class
struggle and political change.”13   It is voices like these which need to be incorporated
in the struggle for freedom and justice and not cast aside as untimely or in opposition
to the cause.

Challenges and Imperatives of Bangladesh’s Foreign Policy

The matrixes in which both cartographic anxieties and ethno-nationalist sentiments
work are open to challenges and confirmation stemming from an era of globalization
with accompanying threats of global terrorism.

With the advent of globalization, the dual trends of migration and global terrorism
has led states like Bangladesh to adopt contradictory policies, on the one hand
having to deal with an increasing number of economic migrants, both documented
and undocumented and on the other, having to deal with global pressures to contain
terrorism.  This has meant having more vigilant borders and taking hard line policies
that has affected fundamental freedoms of dissenting groups and aggravating
cartographic anxieties.  On issues of economic out-migration, the Bangladesh state
denies the undocumented migrants working in many cities of India to be theirs.
Thus when dealing with cartographic anxieties of India manifest in its ‘push-back’
policies, Bangladesh reaches a stalemate.

On the other hand, with respect to both documented and undocumented Rohingyas
from Myanmar,14  Bangladesh demonstrates the same xenophobic tendencies as
that of India. Although Bangladesh has acknowledged the existence of 30,000
registered refugees many more around, 3 to 4 lakhs reside incognito in the villages
of the districts of Cox’s Bazaar. Interestingly, in the months preceding the last national

13 Kalpana Chakma, Kalpana Chakma’s Diary, published serially in Bhorer Kagoj, July 24, September
29 and October 6, 1996.

14 Muslim residents from the Northern Rakine State of Myanmar, commonly referred to as the
Rohingya, are an ethnic linguistic and religious minority that are de jure stateless in accordance
with the laws of Myanmar. The systematic and continuous persecution of the Rohingyas has
resulted in a constant stream of migration into Bangladesh over the past five decades. The most
recent influx of about 250,000 Rohingyas from Myanmar, began on July 18, 1991, as a consequence
of the Pyi Thaya campaign launched against the Rohingya community by Myanmar. About 236,618
who sought refuge in Bangladesh and were registered were repatriated with the help of UNHCR
, but even after 18 years after they fled Burma, about 28,203 Rohingya refugees continue to reside
in two main camps. But about 200,000 to 400, 000 unregistered Rohingyas are estimated to be
residing in localities. The Bangladesh Government has taken a strong stance about not registering
any further refugees and also not allowing any activities that may help to create a ‘pull factor’ for
further migration from Myanmar.

Cartographic Anxieties
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15 Eric Avebury, Sultana Kamal, Ida Nicolaisen, “CHT Commission’s memo to the Prime Minister
on the Baghaihat Khagrachhar incidents and activities of the Land Commission (June 28, 2010).”
Available at www.chtcommission.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/11/CHTC-memoToPM-
28June2010.pdf, last accessed December 6, 2010.

16 CHTC Memorandum to the Prime Minister dtd. June 28, 2010 on the Commission’s Visit to
Khagrachhari and Rangamati, June 19-24, 2010. See BDNews24, “CHT Commission Submits
Probe report”, June 30, 2010 on http://www.bdnews24.com/details.php?id=166236&cid=2 accessed
on September 1, 2010.

election of 2008, when Bangladesh Government, subject to the pressure of many
western Governments, took to issuing out national identity cards for the holding of
a free and fair election, many of these undocumented Rohingyas were forced out of
their villages by the local government officials who issued those cards, because
they were not considered to be nationals. Many of these migrants took ‘refuge’ in a
makeshift site adjacent to the existing refugee camps. There they still reside in
limbo, because the Bangladesh Government has taken the decision not to register
any further refugees in its camps as it may generate a ‘pull factor’ for further refugees.

Terrorism, counter-terrorism and the new security regime

A new security era has emerged in the world after 9/11 and one in which the southern
states have been caught up as pawns in the war against terrorism. Much of the
dominant security concerns of these states centre around following policies of
counter-terrorism, which entail adopting strong vigilante technologies and techniques
that bolster and reinvent dominant cartographic anxieties of the state. Needless to
mention these technologies, sometimes derived directly for western economies fail
to combat actual acts of terrorism and only manage to strengthen a xenophobia that
ushers in a new security regime. Thus in a period of fluid population movements,
states are compelled to engage with reinvented phobias of the cold-war instead of
taking up creative policies of engagement.

One very recent example of such a hard line policy taken by the current Bangladesh
regime is with respect to curbing violence in the CHT.15  This plan which was placed
at a review meeting on the situation in the hill tracts districts on May 5, 2010
subsequent to incidents of violence taking place in the area called Bagaihat and the
district town of Khagrachhari16 included rehabilitation of families affected by ethnic
violence, readjustment of the boundaries of the three districts, curbing poppy
cultivation, rehabilitating poppy growers and regulating the destabilizing activities
of one of the indigenous parties. The regional parties in an instant reaction to the
plan said that it contained elements that go against the spirit of the CHT Accord and
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can be considered to be a “non-political hard line” policy to be implemented by
officers not having a positive attitude towards the hill people. It was also perceived
to pave the way for greater military supervision in the hill districts. All this does not
augur well for a well thought out pro-people policy that will not only assuage fears
derived from a global state of insecurity, but will be based on the aspirations of its
own citizens.

Conclusion

Cartographic anxieties have been imprinted on the statecraft of South Asian states
from its very inception following the acceptance of the Westphalian model of the
nation state in a terrain of diverse and multiple nationalities. One of the prime
targets of such cartographic anxiety has been the growth of identity politics which
had cross border implications. The classic example is that of Bangladesh itself,
which was borne out a struggle based on linguistic identity vis-à-vis religious identity
and yet failed to acknowledge the different ethnic and linguistic groups within its
own borders once it gained independence.

Identity politics in states of South Asia have been marginalized through the adoption
of centralized growth oriented development rather than devolution and self-
administration as its core principles of development. Modernization trends have
been aggravated by globalizing forces that have induced states to integrate with the
world economy and at the same time coerced them to take up vigilante technologies
and technologies that affirm their cartographic anxieties. In such a situation, identity
politics have become doubly suspect as destabilizing forces within one’s borders as
well as possible breeding ground of or refuge for terrorist activities. This does not
augur well for addressing either the root causes of conflict that such identity politics
seeks to assuage or addressing issues of justice and equality both within the state
borders and internationally. It is crucial that states such as Bangladesh must take
cognizance of the complexities of the situation and rethink their foreign policy
imperatives.

Cartographic Anxieties
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‘PEOPLE WITHOUT SHADOWS’:
ETHNOGRAPHIC REFLECTIONS ON IDENTITY

AND JUSTICE IN CONTEMPORARY INDIA

Samir Kumar Das

Abstract

While many of our justice-seeking practices are triggered by the demand for
recognition of identity, every society has its way of governmentalizing them and
subjecting them to the rule of law. This paper draws on some of our ethnographic
researches on the ‘victims’ displaced by the slow yet continuous riverbank erosion
in the districts of Malda and Murshidabad located in north central and central
West Bengal in India. As the river erodes and meanders, islanders become
mainlanders and vice versa creating a complex web of social and legal identities.
The paper reflects on the complex interconnection between law and justice in the
light of these changing profiles and identities.

Justice is the dominant language through which much of today’s identity politics is
conducted. Conflict over identity brings into circulation multiple and at times rivaling
notions of justice. The language of justice is constantly invoked and deployed in
order to address the question of identity. Thus the assertion of such identities as
gender, caste and ethnicity is expressed essentially through demands for justice –
although it is true that not all demands for justice are necessarily expressed through
the assertion of identity. While many of our justice-seeking practices are triggered
by the demand for recognition of identity, every society has its way of
governmentalizing them and subjecting them to the rule of law. For, it is only in
and through law that one is entitled to one’s access to justice and accordingly
practices that do not conform to the rule of law are either not entertained or positively
disprivileged. Thus to cite an instance, in a multicultural society with a multiplicity
of identities the real challenge, according to Habermas, is to ensure that ‘different
cultural, ethnic, and religious forms of life coexist with equal rights’ and to ‘dissolve’

Dr. Samir Kumar Das is a Professor of Political Science at the University of Calcutta, Kolkata
and a Postdoctoral Fellow (2005) of Social Science Research Council (South Asia Program).
He specializes in and writes on issues of ethnicity, security, migration, peace, rights and justice.
Some of his recent publications include Conflict and Peace in India’s Northeast: The Role of Civil
Society (2006), Ethnicity, Nation and Security: Essays on Northeastern India (2004) and Social
Justice and Enlightenment: West Bengal (edited 2009) among others.
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the ‘fusion’ of ‘majority culture’ with general political culture by way of founding
the latter on ‘Constitutional principles’. In Habermas’s famous language,
‘Constitutional principles can take the place originally occupied by nationalism’.1

In simple terms, justice-seeking practices by virtue of being sanctioned by law and
its institutions also confer on us a legal-juridical identity as citizen. Justice-seeking
subjects are thereby transformed into objects of law and law-abiding citizens.
Our legal-juridical identity also imposes a closure on the otherwise infinite
possibilities of our justice-seeking practices. As Upendra Baxi writes:

… [S]tate institutional AP (Access Providers, SKD) formats take a relatively
autonomous life of their own via the development of some ‘legitimate’
languages and some institutional arrangements that in turn structure the
most elementary forms of access relationships. These languages and
arrangements presuppose and reinforce the grammars of social inclusion
and exclusion that define who may ‘legitimately’ seek access, ‘when’, and
‘how’. Indeed, in certain historic contexts what is at issue is not so much
access but the patterns of normative and institutional closure.2

The problem is sought to be addressed at two not altogether unrelated levels:
At one level, Baxi makes a plea for diversifying the normative and institutional
bases of access and constantly expanding the ambit of law while trying to
accommodate essentially plural and multicultural nature of Indian society. At another,
the justice-seeking subject is also involved in finding out what Samaddar calls ‘other
avenues’ to justice who points out “in as much as justice is located in law yet exceeds
law, the justice-seeking subject too combines in its subject-hood the reliance on
law yet the dialogic capacity to look for other avenues of justice.”3  This paper
seeks to make a preliminary exploration into the ‘other avenues’ which, while not
diametrically opposed to the rule of law, clearly however ‘exceed’ its limits.
To borrow Samaddar’s words: “...the emergence of the political subject is
fundamentally a matter of ‘non-correspondence’ with the dominant reality”4 of law.

1 Jurgen Habermas, The Inclusion of the Other: Studies in Political Theory, ed. Ciaran Cronin &
Pablo De Greiff (Cambridge, MA.: The MIT Press, 1998), 118.

2 Upendra Baxi, “The Renascent Access Notions: Globalization and Access to Justice” in Justice
for the Poor: Perspectives on Accelerating Access, ed. Ayesha Kadwani Dias & Gita Honwana
Welch (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2009), 89.

3 Ranabir Samaddar, The Materiality of Politics: Subject Positions in Politics Vol.2 (London: Anthem,
2007), 102.

4 Ranabir Samaddar, Emergence of the Political Subject (New Delhi: Sage, 2010), XV-XVI.
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The political subject is produced through the dialogue that occurs between what the
law stipulates and the illimitable human endeavour at constantly transcending it.

This paper focuses on how notions of justice get articulated under dialogic conditions
and how a plethora of new identities get created and recreated in the process. Caught
between the world of law and the world of ethnic and identity-based conflicts,
articulations of justice take on inescapably ambivalent forms. The paper reflects on
the complex interconnection between law and justice in the light of some of our
ethnographic researches on the ‘victims’ displaced by the slow yet continuous
riverbank erosion in the districts of Malda and Murshidabad located in central West
Bengal in India, which has resulted in a complex tussle of competing identities as
mainlanders are converted into islanders and vice versa.

Interestingly even the victims who lose their hearth, home, land and livelihood as a
result of erosion consider it as only ‘natural’ and plead for allowing the rivers to
swing and overflow into the floodplains instead of the presently followed policy of
keeping them confined to their beds. But the nature and extent of such erosion
particularly in the wake of some major development works including the laying of
railway tracks and establishment of surface connections cutting across the natural
north-south flow of rivers, the commissioning of the Farakka Barrage5  etc. and
rapid industrialization throughout the 1970s are usually reckoned as both
unprecedented and alarming so much so that one of the central demands of the
victims today is to get this phenomenon declared by the state as ‘a national disaster’.
The paper, intends to problematize the distinction commonly made in theoretical
circles between the legal and the just, between the legal subject and the political
subject and argues that much of what it takes to become a legal subject verges on
the implicit constitution of a political subject with its perception of the just. Moreover
political struggles that such a constitution of the legal entails are often enmeshed in
the same metaphor of law and governmentality. The just in other words does not lie
outside the legal, but is inspired by and implicated in it. Yet, in all these continuities
the just still appears as the unacknowledged deficit that perpetually eludes law or
‘the supplement’ – as contemporary Social Theory would have put it – that law is
unable to appropriate and absorb fully. To borrow a phrase from Pierre Bourdieu,

5 Farakka Barrage was made fully functional in 1975 and its main purpose as mentioned in various
policy papers of the Government of India was to flush about 40000 cusecs of water through a
feeder canal connecting a 38-km stretch of the Ganges in Farakka with the Bhagirathi in Jangipur
in Muslimabad. With the ‘death’ (thinning flow) of the Bhagirathi, the Calcutta Port was gradually
losing its navigability. One of its main purposes was to flush water through the river so that the
Port could be revived. Insofar as the water flow was slowed by its construction, the silt that it
carried started settling in the riverbed – reducing thereby its depth and water-carrying capacity.

People without Shadows
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justice is what turns into a game and takes away from law its ‘theorization effect’.6

As Bourdieu argues, one does not win the game simply by observing its rules. What
is necessary in order to win it is to be able to outplay the other while continuing to
play by its rules.

The Fictive World of Law

At one level, the victims find it impossible not only to establish themselves as
legal-juridical personalities and to enjoy the rights that emanate from them as
corollaries but also to get them recognized in the eyes of the state as concrete people
who have ever lost their hearth and home, land and livelihood in the first place.
On 7 December 2008 as we descended on a little-known island called Hamidpur
after a more than two hour ride by motorboat from Panchanandapur (Malda), the
nearest point in what both the mainlanders and the islanders refer to as the ‘mainland’,
we hardly had any idea that even the frequent swings of the Ganga make ‘mainland’
an extremely protean and fuzzy concept. We had no idea that each of the few hundred
households was living there till it formed part of the ‘mainland’ and was completely
washed away in 1997 when they took shelter in what then became a newly redefined
mainland. As the old local proverb would have it, ‘the river never takes away
anything’, the new mainland got washed away in 2003 – by which time the mainland
- once lost - resurfaced, not as mainland but as a river island; a char or sandbar as
the locals would call them – one that remained separated from the mainland by two
of its formidable channels surrounding it on all sides. The people from the mainland
as a result now turn into islanders. Consequently a new set of legal and political
identities comes into play.

It is interesting to see how the legal identity plays itself out in this binary between
the mainland and the river island, between people secured in settled existence and
their nomadic and footloose counterparts. Law has been privileging the settled over
the nomadic since the late-colonial times for reasons not unknown to us. If this
happens today in case of ever shifting river islands of Malda and Murshidabad, the
same has been happening for centuries to the wandering mendicants, migrating
Jews and nomadic Gypsies or Romas of so-called ‘developed’ Europe. As long as
the ‘islanders’ from what had been Malda and Muslimabad were part of the mainland
till 1997, they had everything – land titles, ration cards, voter identity cards –
all that one’s establishment as a legal-juridical personality calls into existence.
The moment they lost their mainland identity, these documents were of no value to

6 Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge: Polity, 1997), 81.
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them. Yet they preserved them. I will come back to the use of archiving legal
documents that apparently ceased to have any material value. As I will argue, this
contributes to the formation of what I prefer to call a counter-governmental archive.
As they migrated to the new mainland and stayed there till 2003, they were ‘illegal’
settlers – again a complete legal category, for, it is precisely through the
instrumentality of law that one is rendered legal or for that matter illegal. Yet as
they now ‘resettle’ themselves in 2003, they have nothing. They have all the
documents, which have no correspondence to the fiction of legal reality that has
been created during the intervening years – they hold titles to land - which do not
exist, they have ration cards for which rations are not available, they have voter
identity cards against which there are no votes. The river has washed away not only
their home and cultivable land but also their identity as legal-juridical personalities.
By then law has created an altogether fictive world to which their documents do not
apply.7

The newly resurfaced island, according to the Farakka Barrage Authority that has
only recently been vested with the responsibility of looking after the problem of
erosion, forms part of the swing area of the river where no human habitation is
supposed to exist. To further complicate the matters, both West Bengal and Jharkhand
stake contentious claims to the jurisdiction over this tiny river island so much so
that the Census of 2001 by a special order of the Registrar-General of India held a
double count on them on behalf of both these states.

If they had had everything by their side, then the subsequent loss, I wondered, must
have left the pale shadow of whatever they lost including their own selves in the
archive of law. If law is what endorses the metaphysics of presence, it should not
have failed so miserably in explaining their absence – nevertheless an equally
important metaphysics that cannot but be accounted for without law. Back in 2006
when I first landed in Malda for conducting my research, I was enthusiastically
checking with the district authorities the exact number of the victims who have
been displaced by riverbank erosion. The numbers matter and more so in matters of
governmentality, I told myself. As I approached the irrigation department officials,
they were scandalized. They are there to assess the toll that erosion takes on civil
structures and properties but not on the human beings. Of course they were sincere
enough and willing to help me. They advised me to inquire with the department of
relief and rehabilitation. I did not know that I was in for another disappointment.

7 See, for example, Samir Kumar Das, ‘Introduction’ in Blisters on Their Feet; Tales of Internally
Displaced Persons in India’s North East, ed. Samir Kumar Das (New Delhi: Sage, 2008), 11-43.

People without Shadows
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This department would provide figures of people who have actually been provided
with relief and obviously the figure of victims, I surmised, would be no match for
the number of people affected by erosion. Governmentality, as I learnt, casts an
intricate web that incorporates everyone into it and accordingly spares none.
The simple thought that there might be numbers and quotients of all kinds and
some of them might be un-enumerable never crossed my mind. Not all are tied in
what Foucault would call ‘the governmental web’ and certainly not as firmly since
the people without shadows remain outside it. The displaced persons in this instance
are those who cannot be classified into the vast repertoire of any of the governmental
categories and identities whether as voters, or as title-holders of land or as BPL-
cardholders or any combination of them. They are the first-order victims of power
for whom power impinges more directly – not through the governmental web of
classificatory schemes and identities but through an absolute denial and deprivation
of rights that their incorporation into the web would have otherwise brought in its
wake. They lack what Hannah Arendt might call the basic right – ‘the right to have
rights.’8

Law thus creates a fictive world in which the problem of riverbank erosion exists
without as it were the victims – without anyone actually having to suffer it. They
are the ‘people without shadows’ whose existence does not matter in the eye of the
state and hence leave no residue behind them – who exist and perish, come and go,
live and die without the sovereign gaze ever being fixed on them. It is by way of
being reflected in the eye of the sovereign that one acquires one’s visibility. Law
recognizes one’s presence by making one’s legal identity visible, by enumerating
one into any of its complex categories and thus subsuming one under the grids of
governmental rationality. Sovereign gaze lights up those who otherwise remain out
of focus and who cast no shadows. We prefer to call the people out of focus as the
‘people without shadows’. While much of contemporary Political Theory dwells
extensively on how the sovereign gaze is fixed, and how the sovereign constantly
calibrates the density and distribution of gaze while turning an unwieldy mass of
people into identifiable and governable objects, the paper instead focuses on those
who remain outside the gaze and those who are not considered as governable at all
in the first place. Much of the existing literature focuses more on the optics of the
sovereign gaze than on what remains outside it and as we argue, what remains
outside it does not stand in a state of splendid isolation but is implicated in it.

Yet at another level, the paper proposes to take a more nuanced view of the victims
and concentrate on how the so-called victims negotiate their victimhood while trying

8 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1951).
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to become legal-juridical personalities. Interestingly whoever I met in any of the
river islands I could visit, insisted that they did not want any special favour from
the state. They instead want their identity as common citizens at par with others to
be recognized and thereby be entitled to rights that others enjoy. But in order to
make this claim, they need to constitute themselves as political subjects. While
much of political subjectivity consists in their attempts at establishing them as legal-
juridical subjects, there is reason to believe that the very process of constitution
itself seldom remains bound by the legal norms and rules. Law per se does not
constitute one into a legal-juridical personality. Behind every legal subject, there is
a political subject and a political subject that invariably tells us a story of political
struggle. The paper draws our attention to three  related moments in the construction
of distinct yet intertwined  aspects of people’s identities.

Justice as Counter-Governmentality

First, as we have already seen, although displaced in 1997, the victims take particular
care in preserving such documents such as deeds of conveyance, ration cards and
voter identity cards that once invested them with legal-juridical personalities. These
documents apparently do not mean anything and seem to have lost all legal validity.
Article 11, Clause 2 of the West Bengal Land Revenue Act 1955 in its original form
enables the owners who lose their land to regain ownership – provided the land
reemerges on the river within 20 years’ time from the erosion. This provision was
abolished in 2000 and any land reemerging on the river, according to the new
amendment, automatically becomes a vested land of the government. As a result,
the law permanently rules out the claims of those who lose their land as a result of
erosion.

But they serve one important purpose. Once the island resurfaces and they resettle
themselves on it, they do it exactly as per what their deeds of conveyance stipulate.
Individual deeds add up to the geography of the island’s privately owned part.
If what resurfaces is smaller than what once formed part of the mainland, then the
private owners have to share the loss in proportion to the size of their ownership.
If it is large, it creates no problem. Land allocation is done by the villagers themselves
without the mediation of any land surveyor or authority appointed by the government.
The survey is done from a point of origin situated invariably in mainland with the
help of a measuring tape stretched from it over the water. Significantly, the mainland
continues to serve as the point of origin of their idea of justice. The survey implies
some form of community allocation of cultivable land and homestead that is privately
owned and used and perhaps the common property resources. The river gives back
(payosthi), roughly – if not as much as, it takes (shikhosthi) – the villagers take it to

People without Shadows
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be an inviolable axiom. So, they feel that if nature offers a fair deal that is inherent
in it, why then does the state create so much fuss about it? All that the state needs to
do is legalize what they have done for themselves. They want the state authorities
to allow them to pay taxes; this will confer legality on what they have been doing
by way of resettling themselves. But their persistent entreaties have failed and the
state authorities have refused to accept their payments. All they do is not ineffective
but continues to lack the official sanction. The new dispensation that is ushered in,
in the island is not ineffective. Nor do people who resettle them have any iota of
doubt about its justness. The people without land remain landless in the new social
dispensation. They continue to remain as much vulnerable as before.

In local parlance, it is known as khadir. Khadir is a just social order that is created
in newly formed islands exactly in accordance with the land map of the ‘mainland’
that once got washed away as a result of riverbank erosion. The exactitude of the
creation leaves no one in doubt and the geographies of resurfaced island and lost
mainland appear to be perfectly substitutable. The resurfaced island becomes a
shadow of the lost mainland – its reenactment. What they perceive as just reappears
through the spectrality of the lost mainland. The island now constitutes a world
where only shadows of legal-juridical personalities of the mainland exist without
the personalities coming into play. People without shadows create shadows without
people. Counter-governmentality builds on the shadows that the death of legal-
juridical personalities leaves behind them.9  It thrives on the insurgent archive of
shadows. While allocating land and dividing the island amongst themselves, they
seem to mimic an order of ownership including that of common property resources
that in the eyes of the state is a thing of the past and they create a legal world –
by and for themselves – without of course any official mediation. Khadir is just
precisely because it claims to mimic a legal order that remained valid till it forms
part of the mainland. The more perfectly it does, the more just it turns out to be.
There is nothing immanent in their perception of justice and what is called people’s
perception never predates their entry into the world of law for it too is lodged in the
legal. The just is not necessarily imagined as chaos that inevitably fractures the
legal order. The just is not opposed to the legal – as some commentators would
have us believe, for it too emulates the order that law creates and like law has its
own self-disciplinary technologies.

9 I coin the term ‘counter-governmentality’ to refer - not simply to the remainder of the ‘governmental
web’ that the state is either unwilling or unable (or both) to appropriate and ‘colonize’ but also to
the way the now-redundant legal-juridical identities are invoked and pressed into action to ‘govern’
the people (that is to say, the islanders).
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Law per se cannot address the question of vulnerability. There is nothing that law
can do to make one love another and be loved by her. How does vulnerability get
into the legal discourse? To translate it into our parlance, how can we fit people
with their shadows that will establish their presence? The answer certainly cannot
be found in the world of law. Vulnerability probably takes a ‘virtuous’ state that
promises to practise justice as a virtue. It is predicated on a modern state’s self-
recognition that is impelled more by contingencies of power than by the imperatives
of law. Justice, as we argue, cannot be dissolved in law.

Justice as Recognition by the Sovereign

Second, khadir, one must note, is not a ‘liberated area’ a la Mao. Unlike a ‘liberated
area’ that has the requisite resources of being self-sufficing, victims’ world, as our
ethnographic work suggests, insists on that critical official mediation that stamps
the order established by them with legality and is intent on being integrated into the
sovereign’s world of law. Now this integration is not easy. Nor can it be explained
in terms of ‘political society’ that, according to Chatterjee’s formulation, enters
into some form of ‘strategic politics’ with the state and ‘civil society’.10  The relation
of khadir to the state is not one of ‘strategic politics’, but one of integrating the
former into the sovereign’s order of law not so much through a sovereign decree
made at will by the state but as Deleuze and Guattari tell us in their Anti-Oedipus:
Capitalism and Schizophrenia, by refashioning ‘the whole’ of which it is going to
be ‘a part’. Sovereignty, to borrow their words, is – “no longer the transcendent law
that governs fragments; it must fashion as best it can a whole to which it will render
its law immanent. It is no longer the pure signifier that regulates the signifieds; it
now appears behind them, depending on the things it signifies”.11

In simple terms, integration of the people without shadows is bound not only to
redefine the ‘whole’ but also to reorient state sovereignty. A few years back, Ganga-
Bhangon Pratirodh Nagarik Action Committee (Citizens’ Action Committee for
Resisting Erosion of the Ganges) went to the district collectorate (administrative
headquarter) for submitting a memorandum to the then executive engineer of West
Bengal Government’s irrigation department. The memorandum highlighted the
futility of the engineering measures hitherto undertaken by the department and urged

10 Partha Chatterjee, The Politics of the Governed: Reflections on Popular Politics in Most of the
World (New Delhi: Permanent Black, 1998), 10.

11 Gilles Deleuze & Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. from the
French by Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, and Helen Lane, Preface by Michel Foucault (London:
Continuum, 1984/2004), 241.
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on it to immediately stop all such work. While significantly describing flood as a
natural phenomenon, it attributed riverbank erosion to the department’s exercise in
controlling it by keeping the river within its existing bed and finally allowing its
vengeful fury expressed through the sudden surge of water during monsoons by
eroding the banks. Spurs and boulders spread out on the banks only cut into the
depth of the riverbed. The shallowness of the bed – the villagers argued – causes
tremendous ‘wheeling’ of huge monsoon water – that the river carries throughout
its course – from within and cuts into the inner crusts of earth underneath the topsoil
of the banks. This makes the banks fragile and allows huge chunks of earth to cave
in and erode. These ‘futile’ works are undertaken – the villagers continued to argue
– at the instance of and in league with the corrupt contractors, politicians and
bureaucrats. Here was a piece of engineering knowledge that overstepped its
conventional disciplinary boundaries and got entwined with politics. Their
engineering knowledge was not blind to politics and vice versa. The executive
engineer – an engineer both by training and profession – lost his cool as the
‘unintelligent’ victims came in a herd and got into an argument with him on a point
or two about the finer aspects of complex river and civil engineering – which
evidently require specialists’ knowledge. “How far have you studied? What is your
IQ?” he thundered. The villagers had no words to answer the question. Indeed, they
belong to a world where knowledge refuses to be transformed into ‘studies’ and
accordingly does not render itself liable to be measured by ‘IQs’ and modern
quantitative techniques. Victims have a knowledge that is of no use to the officials
of the irrigation department or maybe interrogates theirs.

Yet the knowledge of the ‘unintelligent’ villagers is of immense use for their own
survival. No one – to my knowledge – loses life as erosion takes its toll on homestead,
cultivable land, cattle and livestock, other critical, life-bearing resources. As the
huge monsoon water ‘wheels’ from inside with a silent roar, the villagers have the
knowledge necessary to hear it and thus feel alarmed by it. The alarm reaches those
for whom it is meant. They relocate themselves hours before their land gets washed
away. This is a ‘knowledge’ that knows the inevitability of floods, that knows how
to cope and live with them, that also knows that the anti-erosion measures are futile
– all without the mediation of the sovereign state and its vast engineering and
technological repertoire – a knowledge that remains fiercely autonomous and is
therefore relentlessly censored by the state functionaries. While their ‘ignorance’
saves them and positively helps them in bearing their life, the ‘all-knowing’ sovereign
bodes their destruction by dispossessing them and devouring their livelihood. The
sovereign may be ‘all knowing’ but is singularly unable to embrace and ‘overcode’
the knowledge that the villagers have for themselves. They bare the King and point
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to the limits of the sovereign. The social order of the island that mimics the legal
order of the mainland may be orderly and just, but can never enjoy the recognition
by the sovereign – although villagers envisage no problem on the state’s part in
legalizing it.

Justice as Negotiated Distance

Third, between counter-governmentality and recognition by the sovereign, there is
patience. Patience as a factor is of critical importance, for, the question is: how long
will the victims wait for their social order to be recognized by the sovereign? Or
else it persists as what it is – merely as an island that reenacts yet remains ever so
distant from the mainland. One of the islands has been named by the victims as
‘Calcutta Char’. Its bizarre resemblance to the largest metropolis of Eastern India
amused me for a while. As I broached the issue with some of my acquaintances,
I could sense that my hunch was correct. The naming of a char is an act of
insubordination and mnemonic of distance – if not the stark opposition – that obtains
between metropolitan Calcutta (now Kolkata) and Calcutta Char.

As I keep visiting these islands of varying sizes off and on, I came to realize that
distance is neither a benign nor an apolitical concept. The ‘governmental web’, by
definition, spares nothing and even distance that is so crucial for the assertion of
autonomy of the insurgent counter-governmentality needs to be fought and negotiated
at every step and wherever necessary with force and violence. I will never forget
my experience of 8 December 2007. I was accompanied by some of my old contacts
and spent the whole day with the villagers in Khasmahal Char - one of the newly
emerged islands. It was a pleasant winter day and a good escape for us. The sun was
about to set in, in the silhouette of over 14-kilometer meandering belt of the river.
As darkness was slowly setting in, we were about to take leave from the villagers –
whose hospitality we had thoroughly enjoyed for the whole day. The boat, fitted
with a motor presumably discarded from a bike, started roaring and as all of us
leapt one by one into the narrow keel, we looked back one last time towards the
villagers including the elderly women and little children who flocked in their tens
in the ghat. Have they come, we wondered, for seeing us off? None of them – even
the child of 3 years - was wearing any woolen in that punishing cold, but to our
utter surprise, we discovered that each of them was armed with whatever they had
– lathis, machetes, spears and sickles etc. The eldest amongst them – a lean, shadowy
skeleton of a man with only one hateful eye came forward and slowly became
audible. He seemed to speak on behalf of the villagers and bluntly wanted to know
the purpose of our visit. We were groping for words for we had no real answer.
‘Research’ was meaningless for them. Thankfully, he himself broke the eerie silence

People without Shadows
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that was becoming unbearable for all of us: “You (aapnera) come and go. But our
life remains unchanged. We are yet to figure out why outsiders come to visit us.” It
had already become dark. The boat started inching forward. We felt relieved. After
a while, the faces turned into what they look like from the mainland – ghostly pale
shadows. As we conduct our research on them, we conveniently objectify them –
turn them into objects of our research without any agency.

All of them value distance and refuse resolutely to be investigated upon as mute
objects. Certainly they do not want to remain objects of outsiders’ gaze. They want
to remain distant and probably bask in their being out of focus. But, how do they
seek sovereign recognition if they seek to preserve the distance? There are many
different albeit ambivalent moments in the journey of the people without shadows
to the world of law and what Samaddar calls ‘other avenues’ do not stand either at
an unbridgeable distance or in complete opposition to the legal world.

I thank Brett Neilson, Valerian Rodrigues and Rajarshi Dasgupta for their comments
on an earlier draft of this paper. Lapses, if any, are entirely mine.
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GUJARAT 2002 – THE POLITICS OF POLARIZATION:
A SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Asha Titus

Abstract

Popular explanations of riots as political manipulation of the ‘masses’ whereby
shrewd politicians and elites enthuse community sentiments for electoral gains, as
well as the explanatory thesis of communalism as masking deeper socio-economic
interests, overlook deeper structural processes such as the specific historicity of
Islam in India. Given the hybrid and heterogeneous nature of Indian Islam, this
article looks at two contemporary structural processes of change – modernization
and subsequent secularization – to construct a theoretical framework to understand
the dynamics of religious identity mobilizations particularly in the light of the Gujarat
Carnage in 2002. This paper critically reviews the immediate context of Gujarat
2002, and the syncretic traditions of localised Islam. It then overviews postmodern
discussions of a super imposed modernity, to finally begin to make a case for
approaching culture with a critical and historical perspective and view conflict
and identity mobilizations as open ended phenomenon having context specific
politics.

‘Unity in Diversity’ is an oft used phrase to describe the plural rubric of Indian
society and the essential civilizational unity of far flung geographic regions thrown
together by the post colonial nation-building project.1  Focusing particularly on
Muslim communities in India, this article examines the ramifications of such an

Asha Titus works at the Research Institute for Social Inclusion and Wellbeing (RISIW), University
of Newcastle, Australia. She holds a Master of Philosophy degree in Sociology from the University
of Oxford, and Bachelors degree from Lady Shri Ram College, New Delhi. Her research interests
include economic sociology, sociology of development, organisational analysis and public
participation and mobilisation. She has previously published with UNICEF India and has worked as
a research assistant at the Department of Sociology, University of Oxford, in the research hub of an
Aboriginal Organisation in Alice Springs and the Australian Red Cross in the Goldfields region,
Australia.

1 The phrase ‘Unity in Diversity’ grew in popularity with the nationalist movement and later after
independence as a coinage that in an ideological and ahistorical manner constructed a notion that
all peoples of India shared a common civilizational base that overrode vast linguistic, religious
and cultural diversities in order to culminate in an Indian state that would encompass its peoples
as one nation.
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overarching structure of cultural hybridity in the context of two important
contemporary processes of change – modernization and subsequent secularization.
I attempt to gain a thicker understanding of the dynamics of the Gujarat carnage of
2002 where following the mystery shrouded attack on the Sabarmati express train
coach carrying kar sewaks2  in Godhra (resulting in the death of 59 persons), a
systematic pogrom was unleashed on Muslim communities with the alleged
complicity of state machinery leading to over 2000 persons getting killed and 150000
left homeless.

Gujarati Muslims are a heterogeneous group of Ismailis, Chhipas, Khojas, Bohras,
Memmons, Sunnis and several other sub sects and trading communities that can be
situated at the overlap between the broad classifications of Sunni Islam and
Ismailism. Historically, these groups have jostled each other over resources and
jockeyed for power by aligning themselves with the ruling elite, be it the Mughals
(16th – 18th century AD) or the Marathas (mid 17th-19th century AD), rather than
putting forth a unified front. Therefore the categories of ‘Muslim’ or even ‘Gujarati
Muslim’ are umbrella terms that gloss over and subsume the complexities of the
subject positions of this heterogenous group; yet ironically, the violence in Gujarat
had done precisely that by erasing all such differences and homogenously
categorizing them into a single entity.

Much sociological work has been done of late to demonstrate the plurality, internal
differentiations and divergent origins of Indian Muslims and the limitations of an
exclusively textual understanding of Islam that would conceptualize it as a single
unified tradition, ignoring the specific historicity of the religious experience of
Islam in India.3  Given such a fundamental syncretic intermingling of different groups
in Indian society, I would like to interrogate how the trend of identity/religious
mobilizations can erupt in a kind of violence that homogenizes them into a single
category as witnessed in riots and polarization of communities that have lived
alongside each other for centuries. I also look at the roots of the creation of such a

2 Kar sewaks are volunteers of the militant Hindu nationalist organization – Vishwa Hindu Parishad
– who on February 27, 2002  were returning from Ayodhya which is the epicenter of the political
mobilizations initiated by the VHP since the early 1990s to build a new temple on the Babri
mosque site.

3 For a review refer to Nasreen Fazalbhoy, “Sociology of Muslims in India: A Review,” Economic
and Political Weekly 32, 26 (1997): 1547-1551.

I Ahmed, Ritual and Religion among Muslims in India, (Manohar: New Delhi, 1981). Also, there
were scattered articles in the four volumes of Contributions to Indian Sociology which I. Ahmed
edited between 1973 and 1981.

F Robinson, “Islam and Muslim Society in South Asia,” Contributions to Indian Sociology,
17, 2 (1983): pp 301-05.
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‘suspect minority’4  with respect to the political collapse of the Mughal rule and the
colonial apparatus that endorsed a separation concept, culminating in a different
brand of nationalism (negotiated by a certain class of Muslims) and the scars of
partition in those who stayed behind. 

This article grew out of a basic question, namely, ‘who makes riots’ or ‘why do
people who have lived in close proximity, whose lives and destinies are interlinked
and who in times of mundane normalcy live lives of close economic and social
exchange mutate into an unrecognizable vicious mob in a fit of frenzy?’ A review
of the literature on riots and ethnic violence posits many perspectives and means of
answering these questions. While I found  that a great deal has been written on
Gujarat 2002 in terms of clarifications on nomenclature – about how the usage of
the term ‘riot’ implies a clash of certain equal and opposing forces while what
happened in Gujarat was nothing short of a ‘carnage’ or a pre-planned attempt at
ethnic cleansing – and on the subsequent socio-economic fate of the Muslims in
Gujarat, what appears to be missing is a sociological study of the Gujarati Muslims
and their behavioral/interaction patterns vis-a-vis Gujarati Hindus.

Several authors theorized in general about the political and electoral expediency of
riots stressing how no riot can continue beyond a few hours without the active
connivance of the local police and magistracy and the meticulous manner in which
it is carried out thereby betraying a preplanned and ‘institutionalized riot system’.5

The lack of equitable development is often cited as the cause of community based
violence6  where the ruling elite obscures the real issues and interests by provoking

Veena Das, “For a Folk Theology and Theological Anthropology of Islam,” Contributions to Indian
Sociology, 18 (1984): 292-300 G Minault “Some Reflections on Islamic Revivalism vs Assimilation
among Muslims in India,” Contributions to Indian Sociology, 18 (1984): 301-05.

C Lindholm “Caste in Islam and the Problem of Deviant Systems: A Critique of Recent Theory,”
Contributions to Indian Sociology, 20, 1 (1986): 61-73.

4 Gyanendra Pandey, Remembering Partition: Violence, Nationalism, and History in India
(Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 168.

5 Paul R Brass, The Production of Hindu-Muslim Violence in Contemporary India (Seattle: University
of Washington Press 2003 and Delhi: Oxford University Press 2004).

6 Yoginder K Alagh reminds us that any serious-minded understanding must be located in the
dual recognition that Gujarat as ‘a powerhouse of industrial growth’ simultaneously marked by
‘a neglect of a larger vision of development... a neglect of the human factor’. If only this faultline
were better, more creatively, managed (and civil society resources imaginatively harnessed in
relief and rehabilitation), Gujarat will become a relatively violence free state. He urges a notion of
Gujarat development as a ‘major process of confidence building so that a large number of economic
and social actors once again start functioning autonomously’. See Yogender Alagh, “The
Powerhouse and Its Nemesis,” Seminar 513 (2002): 73-77.
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unrest and operationalising it by stirring an ‘irrational’ frenzy among the underclass
over non-issues. The political manipulation theory is the most popular where shrewd
politicians enthuse community sentiments and for electoral gains get a riot sequence
organized.

While all the above are important facets in a comprehensive understanding of
communal violence, the fact of the syncretic intermingling of the groups involved
over centuries of shared culture, tradition and economic exchange, in this case Hindus
and Muslims, adds perturbing complexity to the whole episode.

Also, both the political manipulation theory and the explanatory thesis of
communalism as masking deeper socio-economic interests seems to treat religious
mobilizations as ‘a disease in body politics’ and work on the assumption of a universal
model of social evolution where anything other than secularization is seen as an
aberration.7  It has also been argued that much of the religious and ethnic violence
in contemporary south Asia could be attributed to the forced breakdown of the
‘traditional community’ by the dominant westernized ruling elite and the consequent
search for packaged/manageable forms of religion that would serve as a political
ideology seemingly resisting the desacralisation of life as Ashis Nandy outlines in
his essay.8

Given such a double bind, one has to realize that the choice is not between the
homogenizing discourse of modernization theory that decries an ‘incomplete
modernity’ in India and the ‘nativist’/quasi- postmodernist celebration of
‘community’. One needs to look at the cultural processes in contemporary times by
using an open ended concept of social or cultural identities. To understand
communities today in a sociological light, it is not sufficient to explain away identity
mobilizations as communalism or casteism; instead one needs to survey the politics
of their mobilizations or, to put it in Benedict Anderson’s words, ‘the style of their
imagining’.9

The purpose of this study is to formulate an integrated theoretical framework to
understand the specific instance of Gujarat 2002 with respect to larger questions.

7 Veena Das, Communities, Riots and Survivors in South Asia (Delhi: OUP, 1994).

8 Ashis Nandy, “The twilight of certitudes: secularism, Hindu nationalism and other masks of
deculturation” in Tradition, Pluralism and Identity: In Honour of T.N. Madan/edited by Veena
Das, Dipankar Gupta and Patricia Uberoi (New Delhi; Thousand Oaks, Ca: Sage Publications,
1999).

9 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
(London: Verso, 1991).
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Typically this would include the structural modalities of modernity one takes for
granted; the democratic party system increasingly deriving from ‘traditional’ social
categories of caste and religious community (old structures now taking on new role
functions), imports of colonial modernity such as the state and discourses of
secularism. I do not seek to show how the ‘primordial’ and ‘irrationalities’ of
traditions resurface intermittently making for a pet preoccupation of Indian
sociologists, namely the modernization of ‘Indian’ tradition.10  This sort of
dichotomous binary opposition presupposing a pre-existing tradition and particularly
an ‘Indian’ one11  is what I seek to resist by demonstrating how identities are
perennially in a state of ‘being’ and ‘becoming’, to borrow a phrase from existentialist
philosopher Jean Paul Satre,12  in such a way that they are constantly being performed,
redefined and in the process of being something but never achieving a stable
completion.

Politics of the mobilizations of multiple, fluctuating subject positions that often
intersect and compete are context specific and can only be understood through a
layered, non linear analysis (one that does not assume a natural progression from
‘communal’ primordial values to that of a modern consensual civil society where
irrationalities are debated and resolved) and this is what I seek to arrive at by first
reviewing the immediate context of Gujarat 2002 and the syncretic traditions of
localised Islam which means that polarisation and alienation is not a predicament

10 Lloyd I. Rudolph and Susanne Hoeber Rudolph, The Modernity of Tradition: Political
Development in India (Delhi: Orient Longman, 1969).

M J. Levy, Modernization & the Structure of Societies: The Organizational Contexts of Societies
(New Jersey: Transaction, 1996).

Bernard S Cohn and Milton Singer, Structure and Change in Indian Society (Chicago: Aldine
Publishers Co., 1968).

M N Srinivas, Social change in Mmodern India (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1966).

Yogendra Singh, Modernisation of Indian Tradition (Delhi: Rawat, 1986)

S N Eisenstadt  and S Noah, Modernization: Protest and Change (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-
Hall, 1966)

11 Is there an Indian Way of Thinking? as A K Ramanujan asks with emphasis on each word for
different meanings in an essay by that name. eg: Is there an Indian way of thinking? Is there an
Indian Way of Thinking, Is there an Indian Way of Thinking etc. A K Ramanujan, “Is There an
Indian Way of Thinking?” In India Through Hindu Categories, McKim Marriott ed. (New Delhi/
London: Sage, 1990)

12 Jean Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, trans. Hazel E. Barnes (New York: Philosophical Library,
1956).
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intrinsic to a particular religious sensibility. I then move on to the postmodern
discussions of a super imposed modernity,  to begin to make a case for approaching
culture with a critical and historical perspective where conflict and identity
mobilizations are viewed as open ended phenomenon having context specific politics.

“Indian Islam”

Imtiaz Ahmad in a 1972 article13  in the Contributions to Indian Sociology makes a
case for a truly comprehensive ‘Sociology of India’ and stresses that it needs to be
a rounded picture that includes non-Hindu religious communities. While the tendency
to equate Indian society with Hindu society goes back to the Indologists who had
very essentialist notions about oriental culture and religion, exclusively textual
understandings of religious communities are equally limited. Islam in India shows
a marked divergence between formal and actual religious beliefs and practices;
between folk and Great traditions. This is quite unlike what Clifford Geertz14

describes as the ‘typical mode of Islamisation’ where, given the historical roots of
conversion to Islam, there occurs a slow but conscious rejection of syncretic elements
that persist as remnants of pre-conversion orientation and ethos only to finally result
in a gradual shrinkage of the heterodox religious complex.

While Islam does have a holistic principle in terms of the concept of the chosen
people, the church and the Umma as a global community of believers, sociologists
like Yogendra Singh15  have made the very significant distinction between the Great
tradition of a pan-Indian Islam and its Little traditions. Like the Great Tradition of
Hinduism, Islam too had undergone many orthogenetic changes from its revelation
through Prophet Mohammed in AD 570 to AD 632 in Arabia. When the originally
nomadic socio-cultural milieu and an egalitarian tribal social structure was exposed
to the mercantile and agrarian economy the social organization of Islam changed.
The political expansions of Islam after the death of the Prophet to Syria, Iraq, Persia
and Egypt, transformed the egalitarian and democratic structure of power into a
feudal authoritarian pattern and a contradiction between the religious elite (ulema)
and the political elite began to manifest itself.

13 Imtiaz Ahmad, “For a Sociology of India”, Contributions to Indian Sociology, 6 (1972):
172-178.

14 Clifford Geertz Islam Observed: Religious Development in Morocco and Indonesia (Chicago :
University of Chicago Press, 1971).

15 Op. cit., Yogendra Singh.
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The importance of this discussion on the journey of Islam to India lies in the critical
understanding of how religions change and evolve according to the interactions
with the cultures they come in contact with. Such a dynamic understanding of Islam
is not only relevant with respect to the essentialism of today’s ‘Islamophobia’ but
also the manner in which the ‘Gujarati Islam’, as it were, has certain intrinsic
peculiarities born out of contact and interaction with the Hindu traditions.
The Anthropological Survey of India says that Muslims in Gujarat are divided into
distinct sects – the Shia followers consist of the Bohra Muslims and the Khojas,
and a Sunni majority, divided into Saiyad, Sheikh, Moghul and Pathan.
The occupational groups (mostly traders) within the Sunni community are Memons,
Mansoori, Rangrez, Quereshi, Fakir, Ghanchi etc most of which are Hindu converts.

The elites, seen to be the bearers of the Great Tradition in India, constituted the
uppermost segment of society and did not come from indigenous converts. Saiyads
and Sheikhs belong to the nobility of Islam which has traditionally occupied religious
offices. This distinction is important because there is a tendency to view Islam as
free of caste hierarchies and as consisting of a homogenous population. Singh
demonstrates how with interaction with local cultural practices, Indo Islamic little
traditions evolved consisting of folk rituals, institutions and even vestiges of caste
groups that are inimical to the Muslim faith.

Singh traces the Islamic tradition in India through several phases16 : in the Mughal
phase, they used to be qazis (judges), muftis (preachers), faujdars (district
administrators) and courtiers which were all positions of pre-eminent economic
status. With the British regime, Mughal faujdars were supplanted by British
magistrates, military establishments of Nawabs were depleted and several far
reaching changes in the positions of the social and economic elite were imposed.
In the nineteenth century, the various pulls in reformation movement of the Great
Islamic tradition began to polarize into two schools – one which stood for liberalism
and peaceful reform and the other which was more for orthodoxy and militarism.
This tussle is said to represent the psycho-cultural anguish of the Muslim elites at
their alienation from power. In this process, the Islamic tradition in India got
politicized and was rendered conscious of its self identity largely by refusing to
participate in the modalities of modernization.

But the fact remains that even Muslim fundamentalist and reformist movements
(eg. Mujahideen of the 19th century) have not succeeded in stamping out these
syncretic and folk beliefs that have more parity with the belief system of a Hindu

16 Op.cit,Yogendra Singh, 60.
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neighbour rather than a contemporary in the Arab world. Thus we see how rather
than totally displacing heterodox religious beliefs and ritual observances,
Islamisation often results in the acceptance of a somewhat modified version of the
religious complex which was originally prevalent. Ahmad argues that there exist
several levels in the religious system of the Muslims in India and the beliefs, values
and ritual practices at each level enjoy a certain autonomy, “being relevant for
different purposes but at the same time remaining an integral part of Islam in India.”17

At the first level are beliefs and practices belonging to formal Islam derived from
the Scriptures, while the second level is of a more limited spread. He characterizes
as third level ‘pragmatic or practical religion’ and this practiced Islam is essentially
pluralist and local in character. What needs to be noted is that these levels co-exist;
what Mandelbaum has called the ‘transcendental and pragmatic religious complexes’
are a part of an integrated religious system even in Indian Islam. It would then be
erroneous to think of the pragmatic complex as eventually an eliminable one to be
replaced by a ‘pan-Islamic system’.

Perceval Spear traces the historical emergence of Muslims as a separate community
in India and posits that it was in the 300 years up to 1500 that the Muslims in India
became a community with specific characteristics rather than a collection of groups
or individuals. According to him, “there was in this community an element of
separateness or uniqueness, the Islamic heritage; there was also an element of
identity, of oneness with the country. An Indian Muslim was now very different
from a Muslim in Persia, Arabia or the Turkish lands.”18

What is important is that the concept of separateness began to gain ground from the
time of the Mughals. With the political collapse of the Mughal era, the community
felt the jolt in a very real way and nationalist movement aggravated the wounds.
And by the time of the Partition in 1947, Muslims had come to consider themselves
not so much as an Indian minority with special rights, but as a separate community
with a distinct civilization. Indian Islam had been remarkable for its identification
with India without ceasing to be Islamic. But the way nationalism was being
negotiated, estranged most as democracy meant majority rule and majority were
Hindus. When the demand for a separate state was being voiced by a certain section

17 Imtiaz Ahmad, “For a Sociology of India” Contributions to Indian Sociology, 6 (1972):
172-178.

18 Perceval Spear, “The Position of the Muslims, Before and After Partition” in India and Ceylon:
Unity and Diversity, ed. Philip Mason (London and New York: Oxford University Press for the
Institute of Race Relations, 1967), 35.
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of upper class Muslims – urban, reflexive, Westernized and formalized – that was
no longer certain about its standing within a ‘Hindu majority’ nationalism, this
notion of separateness was manipulated. With partition however the scars on those
who stayed behind were very marked.

But what becomes important to study is the manner in which the Little tradition of
Islam or what Yogendra Singh calls “Islamisation” grew. Many of the Hindu lower
castes that converted to Islam for upward social mobility still observed the Hindu
calendar and worshipped many Hindu Gods. This means that the Little traditions of
Islam have been symbiotically integrated with the Little traditions of Hinduism for
hundreds of years.

Thus as we see, within specific local sites, Muslim households identify closely
with their non-Muslim (particularly Hindu) neighbours; so much so that the intrinsic
character of the Islam they practice is modified. Indian Islam has elements of caste
in spite of non-hierarchical nature of formal Islam. In rural parts, they participate in
the jajmani system of relations and service Hindu families (as bangle-sellers etc)
and vice versa. Furthermore, Islam is highly internally differentiated into converts
from lower status groups like Ajlafs while Ashrafs have Arabian antecedents and
enjoy higher status. Amongst the upper strata in North India itself there are Sheikhs,
Pathans and Sayyadas (priests). Though ritual services were rendered by respective
priests in each community, every other sub group practiced its own specialized
trade thereby producing solidarity. 19

Modernity, Secularization and the State

Given the above syncrecity of “Indian Islam” can a notion of increasing separateness
be reason enough to conclude that inter community hostility is germane to Indian
society? History and the spatiality of present day riots and other instances suggest
that there is more to it than meets the eye. Let us look at how the modernizing
ideology of secularization has functioned for further light on the process and politics
of polarization that can erupt into ‘othering’, irrational stereotypes and pathologically
fratricidal riots. Amitav Ghosh in his novel ‘The Shadow Lines’ while referring to
riots especially those around Partition, constructs a very useful metaphor – one of
fighting ones mirror image – and therefore being locked into this infinite cycle of

19 According to the classic Durkheimian thesis greater differentiation and a division of labour
leads to greater solidarity. Thus the level of interdependence and horizontal inter-community
civic engagement is quite high. Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labor. Trans. George Simpson
(Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1960).
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violence which he calls the ‘pathology of the subcontinent’. Given the above facts
about how deeply intertwined, dependant (and yet distinct) Hindu and Muslims
communities have come to be even in their self definition, it really becomes quite a
perplexing task to understand how fault lines that could get aggravated form in the
social cement. For this purpose it may be instructive to review existing opinions
about the same.

T K Oommen20  posits that the Western context and experience from which the
ideology of secularism emerged are quite different from the Indian context and
experience. So does the word communalism which had a positive connotation in
the industrial west where it is seen to be an alternate and way of life to the traditional
one supposedly disintegrating and being depersonalized under the impact of
industrial urbanization. He goes on to say how the sacred and the profane is
intertwined in an authentic representation of life therefore perfect rationalism and
secularization aimed at ‘separating man and the society from the transcendental
and the divine is a conceptual impossibility.’

Secularism is often perceived as the onward march of rationality aided by science
and abetted by technology; the scientific temper is believed to be displacing religious
values. Then one has to ask if all symbolization and meaning creation are as much
religious as they are cultural activities. For religion has two essential dimensions –
belief and ritual – the first needs to be reinforced and the second ought to be re-
enacted in the collective context. So to privatize religion is to liquidate it; efforts to
replace the sacred with the secular are empirically impossible. Here Oommen is not
talking about how religion is so suffused in every capillary of Indian society that
secularism cannot but break into communalisms once in a while. He is dealing with
the deeper ontological roots of the two concepts to show how the concept of
secularism is intrinsically flawed.

Since the advent of nation-building and conscious modernization, most people
believe that the opposite of religious fundamentalism is secularism. Culture in
modernization theory was seen from a teleological-evolutionist perspective where
the process of modernization/development would inevitably bring about a secular
society. In this framework of thinking, it was assumed that as development process
matured, the individual and class would replace earlier ‘traditional’ ascriptive
communitarian identities eventually leading to the emergence of a modern
associational ‘civil society’. Rationality rather than culture would be the guide to
human action. This is what was meant to be modern. The dispute until the eighties

20 T. K. Oommen, State and Society in India: Studies in Nation-building (New Delhi: Sage, 1990).
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was not on the wisdom and politics of the enlightenment project but on the method
of achieving it.

Therefore, following this line of mainstream development thought, New Social
Movements21  have no value. They would just be problems of transition which would
disappear once perfect modernity was achieved. But with the collapse of the
Nehruvian consensus, the idealized promise of the post independence development
dream built on science, dams and import substitution policy and largely as a response
to these new mobilizations and identity politics, the concept of the ‘community’
returned to social science discourses. Advocates of this school such as Ashis Nandy
and Vandana Shiva turned the developmentalist paradigm and modernization theory
upside down. They pointed to the ‘violence’ that an alien/ western project (abetted
by the local ruling elite) of modernization has inevitably inflicted on the common
people. The process of modernization invariably victimized the already marginalized
social groups, traditional cultural values of native society and ecology. The only
achievement of the modernization process was an unsustainable consumer society.
This ‘nativist’ perspective also implicitly emphasized the virtues of traditional culture
that had seemingly kept the ecological and social balance intact for centuries.

Ashis Nandy in an article “The Twilight of Certitudes: Secularism, Hindu nationalism
and other masks of deculturation” while drawing upon his key note address at the
XVIIth  International Congress of History of Religions makes an important point
about secularism. He says that the politics of religious and ethnic violence is basically
the politics of secularism and secularization. ‘Communalism and secularism are
not sworn enemies but disavowed doubles of each other’ in that both are birthed by
the historically specific project of modernity in South Asia and the ‘language of
secularism is wielded by an elite and marks out a class that speaks the language of
the state (either in conformity or dissent)’. As modernized Indians, the concept of
secularism is a principle of exclusion and rationality in an otherwise ‘irrational’
society that gives them access to state power.

He locates communalism in the same frame of modernity; Hindutva and other forms
of ‘ready made, packaged forms of religion’ that serve as a manageable form of
religion in a modern society and as a political ideology seemingly resisting the
desacralisation of life. Once a society is secularized, people get acutely aware of
living in a desacralised world and start searching for faiths or ideologies linked to
faiths in an effort to return to ‘traditional forms of a moral community’ that would

21 T. K. Oommen, Nation, Civil Society and Social Movements: Essays in Political Sociology
(New Delhi: Sage, 2004).
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give meaning to their life. This explains why many expatriate South Asians in the
West are getting defensively traditional in an attempt to hold on to an imagined
notion of cultural purity  and preserve identities that they find undergoing adaptive
transformation.

But what needs to be noted is the fact that many distorted or perverted versions of
religion in circulation today in modern and semi-modern India owe their origins to
this perception of the triumph of secularism due to its being an aggressive agenda
of the state rather than there being a persistence of traditions. Hindutva revivalism
draws from such a perception of secularism having gone too far by weakening
public morality, opening the country to the ‘licentiousness’ of western culture and
pandering to minorities – all of which can only be remedied by forging a strong,
disciplined, and united Hindu nation under the aegis of a timeless civilizational and
cultural ethos. In this light Bharatiya Janata Party and  the Shiv Sena would count
as ‘two of the most secular parties in India’ in the manner in which they repudiate
the sanctity of religion and go so far as to ‘use’/’misuse’ it. Communalism therefore
becomes the perverted child of modernity as much as secularism, rational-legal
organization or the democratic process. Nandy says:

“Even religious riots or pogroms are becoming secularized in South Asia.
They are organized the way a rally or strike is organized in a competitive,
democratic polity, and usually for the same reasons – to bring down a
regime or discredit a chief minister here or to help an election campaign
or a faction there. Some political parties have ‘professionals’ who specialize
in such violence, and like true professionals do an expert job of it.”22

Even Paul Brass23  draws attention to the meticulously organized fashion in which
riots happen; he calls it the development of an ‘institutionalized systems of riot
production (IRS)’. Refuting the argument presented in the work of Ashutosh
Varshney24  concerning the critical importance of ‘civic engagement’ in riot
prevention and the absence thereof as equally important in explaining the occurrence
of riots, he focuses on how riots are produced rather than on why they happen.
Emphasizing on how pre-planned collective violence is he says that,

22 Ashis Nandy, op.cit., p.285.

23 Paul R Brass, The Production of Hindu-Muslim Violence in Contemporary India (Seattle: University
of Washington Press 2003 and Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2004). For a case study of Meerut,
see Paul R Brass, “Development of an Institutionalised Riot System in Meerut City, 1961 to 1982,”
Economic And Political Weekly 39, 44 (Mumbai: Sameeksha Trust Publication, 2004): 4839-4848.

24 Ashutosh Varshney, Ethnic Conflict and Civic Life: Hindus and Muslims in India (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 2002).
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“in sites where riots of a particular type are endemic, they are a grisly
form of dramatic production in which there are three phases: preparation/
rehearsal, activation/ enactment, and explanation/interpretation.
Preparation and rehearsal are continuous activities. Activation or
enactment of a large-scale riot takes place under particular circumstances,
most notably in the case of competitive political systems in a context of
intense political mobilization or electoral competition in which riots are
precipitated as a device to consolidate the support of ethnic, religious, or
other culturally marked groups by emphasizing the need for solidarity in
face of the rival communal group. The third phase follows after the violence
in a broader struggle within, but also outside, the local community to
control the explanation or interpretation of the causes of the violence.
In this phase, wider elements in society become involved, including
journalists, politicians, social scientists, and public opinion generally.”25

This third phase is marked by a process of blame displacement in which the social
scientists themselves become implicated, a process that does not isolate effectively
those most responsible for the production of violence, but diffuses blame widely,
blurring responsibility, and thereby contributing to the perpetuation of violent
productions in future. He claims that a hegemonic discourse exists in Indian society,
which he calls the communal discourse, which provides a framework for explaining
riotous violence. That framework allows Indian citizens, particularly its dominant
castes and classes, to accept the persistence of such violence in their society without
seeing it as a fundamental flaw in their democracy, their essential nonviolence,
their acceptance of Indian cultural diversity, in short, their ideals. This is what he
calls denial and blame displacement.

“Blame displacement makes it possible to acknowledge the existence of
evils such as riotous communal violence and pogroms by attributing violent
practices to others or to natural human propensities that must be accepted
by any realistic person as a part of life. It makes it possible, also, either to
accept the violence as inevitable or to direct rhetoric or action towards
one’s favorite causes that may or may not have anything to do with the
violence.”26

The labeling of Gujarat 2002 as a ‘riot’ which implies a sense of two equal and
opposing forces clashing, thereby glossing over the genocidal features of the event
is also a case of blame displacement.

25 Paul R Brass, The Production of Hindu-Muslim Violence in Contemporary India, op.cit.,p.15.

26 Ibid, p.24.
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In fact, “…post hoc labeling of incidents of collective violence is an important
aspect of the political struggle to gain control of their interpretation.”27

Furthermore, the killing of the kar sevaks in the train station in Godra was espoused
as the triggering cause much before any verifiable facts about the incident came to
light showing how blame displacement began early on in the horrific series of events.

But the point to be noted here is that riots have to be organized because ordinary
citizens are not easy to rouse to participate in them. As Nandy says, “At one time,
secularism had something to contribute to Indian public life. [But] “that context
presumed a low level of politicization, a personalized, impassioned quality in
collective violence, its expression and execution.”28  As ethnic and religious violence
has become more impersonal, organized, rational and calculative (as have been
noted by several scholars about the concentration camps in Hitler’s Germany)29  in
the methodical, efficient and instrumental means-ends calculations employed that
leaves values and moral evaluation out of the equation, it has come to represent
more a pathology of rationality than irrationality. Modernity and secularism has
become chronically susceptible to being co-opted or hijacked by the politically
ambitious and dependant on those controlling the state.

The Way Out?

Thus, Nandy and likeminded sociologists posit that riots and inter-community
tensions are a natural by-product of the path of modernization India has chosen.
The fear of religion supposedly part of a more pervasive fear of the people and of

27 Abid, p.386.

28 Ashis Nandy, op.cit., p.290.

29 Z Bauman in the book Modernity and the Holocaust (Cornell University Press, 2000)  refers to
how the holocaust, rather than being an aberration, operated on the same principles of bureaucratic
organization of modern societies which would explain its scale. Using the typology of Max Weber
he shows how it is the detached instrumental rationality which Weber regards the organizing
principle of modernity (as against value/belief rationality, emotional-rationality and traditional
custom or unconscious habit) that executed the Final Solution. “[Auschwitz] was also a mundane
extension of the modern factory system. Rather than producing goods, the raw material was human
beings and the end-product was death, so many units per day marked carefully on the manager’s
production charts… the brilliantly organized railroad grid of modern Europe carried a new kind
of raw material to the factories. It did so in the same manner as with other cargo. In the gas
chambers the victims inhaled noxious gas generated by prussic acid pellets, which were produced
by the advanced chemical industry of Germany. Engineers designed the crematoria; mangers
designed the system of bureaucracy that worked with a zest and efficiency… the overall plan
itself was a reflection of the modern scientific spirit gone awry” (p. 8).
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democracy, has thrown up various readymade, packaged forms of faith for the
‘rootless’ and ‘alienated’ who populate urban, modernized South Asia. The fact that
riots occur more in urban areas than ‘traditional’ rural areas is used to substantiate
this point. Therefore what is implied is that the only institutions that can provide
the solution are those that belong to the ‘little traditions’ of local community life
which are the products of many centuries of coping with social change.

But where does that leave us? Though ours is certainly not an unproblematic
modernity, it cannot be reversed. Democratic, legal, information processes that have
percolated widely cannot be dispensed with. Furthermore, though the critiques of
development sound nuanced and intellectually fashionable, the dichotomy of
traditionalism and modernity they use is quite problematic. In fact their conceptions
of ‘history’ and modernity and tradition are not very different from those of the
modernization theory framework. Both essentialise and attribute certain fixity to
traditional cultures thereby overlooking the specificities of the historical process of
change in non-western societies and their experience of modernity. It ‘precludes
the possibility of seeing tradition as strenuously contested and redefined by different
communities”30

Both ‘nativist’ arguments (critiques of modernization) as well as the communalism
thesis (elite manipulate masses obfuscating their ‘real’/class interests) though begin
from different points in trying to explain polarization, have some commonalities.
Both point out the complicity of the state. In the case of communalism thesis amongst
the proponents of modernity, as Veena Das points out,

“In this view, South Asian Societies are threatened by the lack of
homogeneity and the absence of institutionalized mechanism for the
regulation of differences. Hence a strong state is necessary to ensure order
in society and to proclaim a new order based rational and scientific
principles of management.”31

But there is really no need to choose between the homogenizing discourse of
modernization theory and the ‘nativist’ celebration of community. The need is to
evolve a language through which one can talk of diverse modernities from a non-
teleological perspective.32  After this overview on identity politics and different

30 Tejaswini Niranjana, P. Sudhir and Vivek Dhareshwar, ed., Interrogating Modernity: Culture
and Colonialism in India (Calcutta: Seagull, 1993).

31 Veena Das, Mirrors of Violence: Communities, Riots and Survivors in South Asia (Delhi: OUP,
1994), p.5.

32 Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Aspects of Globalization (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1997).
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conceptualizations of polarization, I have not been able to come up with a single
factor explanation for riots or even Hindu-Muslim conflict. There can be no way of
ascertaining that a single solution to the issue can be found at all; there can only be
contingent workable solutions and means of using discourses of modernity,
secularism and development, however problematic they are, to address various issues
at different points in time. As has emerged the alternative to communalism is certainly
not to promote and reinforce the discourse of secularism; perhaps the alternate
discourse with resonance for the particular time might be a development discourse
addressing the economic backwardness of Muslim communities. Since nothing can
be the unitary ‘grounded truth or centre’ of any discourse or intervention strategy,
one can only ‘recentre’ and use contingent solutions and concepts like modernity,
however contested they are. The struggle to cope with the problems of modernity
will have to be fought on the terrain of modernity itself and for the most part with
the weapons forged in modernity.

Conclusion

Thus we end with more questions than answers. We do not have a comprehensive,
all encompassing explanation that answers the initial question of ‘who makes riots?’
Nor is this a manual guide on to how to prevent communal polarization. But as is
certain, a good analysis is an important prerequisite for policy advocacy and a good
analysis is one that is multifaceted even if not conclusive. What I sought to do was
add another dimension and a certain theoretical depth to the discussions on Gujarat
which I thought was missing in recent literature and interrogate the frameworks
within which communal identity politics is typically analyzed.

What has emerged with certainty however is only a means of approaching culture
with a critical and historical perspective and such conflict and identity mobilizations
as open ended phenomenon having context specific politics. As Jodhka33  says, a
means to study community identities is not through primordial or substantivist
perspectives but as a process of conscious mobilization of cultural difference. This
helps us go beyond a reductionist notion of ‘false consciousness’ while analyzing
identitarain mobilizations. My aim through this article has been to foreground the
phenomenon of polarization in a nuanced fashion as having risen out of multiple
causes and power dynamics. They are neither mere mechanizations of power hungry
politicians, problems of law and order, outcome of a strange history, or the

33 Surinder S. Jodhka, “Community and Identities: Conceptual Questions: Introduction” in Community
and Identities. Contemporary Discourses on Culture and Politics in India, ed Surinder S. Jodhka
(New Delhi/Thousand Oaks/London: Sage, 2001).
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pathological condition of plural societies as ours nor even the inevitable by-product
of non indigenous modernity. The maxim of ‘unity in diversity’ often used is
misleading in its simplicity and what I sought to do was to add a certain thickness
and depth to it.

In this framework as Stuart Hall argues, “Cultural identity is a matter of “becoming”
as well as “being”.34  It belongs to the future as much as to the past. It is not something
that already exists, transcending space, time, history and culture. Cultural identities
come from somewhere, have histories. But like everything that is historical they
undergo constant transformation. Far from being eternally fixed in some essentialised
past, they are subject to the continuous “play” of history, culture and power.
Far from being grounded in a mere recovery of the past, which is waiting to be
found,… identities are the names we give to the different ways we are positioned
by, and position ourselves within, the narratives of the past.”

Such a dynamic and open ended concept of social and cultural identities is probably
what Benedict Anderson35  meant when he explains that “communities are to be
distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which they are
imagined”.

This article is a much revised version of a thesis submitted for a Postgraduate
Diploma in Conflict Transformation and Peacebuilding, Lady Shri Ram College,
New Delhi. I thank Dr. Vivek Kumar, Centre for Study of Social Systems, Jawaharlal
Nehru University, New Delhi, for his help in conceptualizing this paper.

34 Stuart Hall, as quoted in Surinder S. Jodhka, op.cit., 225.

35 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
(London: Verso, 1991).
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REFLECTIONS ON IDENTITY CONFLICTS AND
NATION BUILDING IN CONTEMPORARY

SOUTH AFRICA

Vasu Gounden

Abstract

Post-apartheid South Africa has seen a noticeable transformation of the notion of
identity. Cluster identities of black and white, created by apartheid, have evolved
to reflect the real racial and ethnic character of the country, including indigenous
black, white, Indian and colored communities, in addition to an increasing African
immigrant population. Contemporary identity conflicts in South Africa mainly
emerge as these various identities seek to assert and re-assert themselves in the
context of a multicultural post-apartheid society. This article seeks to advance the
idea that it is possible to establish a supra national identity, which cuts across
ethnic and racial divides, by mobilizing all ethnic identities to participate in a
common national culture. Cognizant of the many challenges to creating a national
identity, the article emphasizes the concept of civic nationalism as it offers a
progressive opportunity to mobilize South Africans around a shared national vision.

Introduction

The end of apartheid in 1994, and the attendant changes in the economic, political
and socio-cultural fronts saw the transformation of the concept of identity in South
Africa. Contemporary identity conflicts in South Africa are to be understood within
the context of competing identities seeking to assert or re-assert themselves in line
with the new dispensation. For instance, some indigenous black ethnic groups have
been advocating for Black Nationalism based on communalism through concepts
such as ubuntu.1  On the other hand some white nationalist groups have also been

1 Ubuntu is an African concept of humanity towards others.

Vasu Gounden is the Founder and Executive Director of the African Center for the Constructive
Resolution of Disputes (ACCORD). He holds a LLM from Georgetown University in Washington
DC which he obtained under a Fulbright Scholarship in 1990 and serves on several Boards including,
the Conflict Management Institute (Finland), Gandhi Development Trust (South Africa), International
Negotiation Journal (USA). In 2000 he was elected as a Global Leader of Tomorrow by the World
Economic Forum.
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advocating for exclusive racial privileges. However, in a multicultural society such
as South Africa, Black Nationalism or White Nationalism can be exclusionary.
Identity conflicts are by definition a clash between the concepts of nation(al) and
communal identities. It is of paramount importance to outline from the outset that
current identities found in South Africa were inherited from the apartheid era.
However, there have been marked changes among some of the identities with the
end of apartheid. Cluster identities of black (where “black” included indigenous
African, and Indian and Coloured communities) and white, created by apartheid,
have also evolved to reflect the real racial and ethnic character of South Africa,
with the Indian and Colored identities emerging as distinct identities from the
previous generic “black identity” forged during the apartheid struggle. Identities
found in South Africa today are: the indigenous black community with various
identities denoting the various indigenous ethnic groups found in South Africa;
white community (Afrikaner and English); and Indian Colored. An ever increasing
African immigrant population also weighs in heavily on contemporary identities
found in South Africa. This article seeks to argue that within the myriad identities
found in South Africa today, there exists the possibility to have a shared national
identity which cuts across ethnic and racial divides.

There are always competing configurations of what constitutes national identity in
a multi racial, multi-ethnic nation-state in the mould of South Africa. Following the
end of apartheid in 1994, there have been attempts by successive African National
Congress (ANC) governments to forge national unity through civic nationalism.
The first president of post-apartheid South Africa, Nelson Mandela, initially led the
process to mobilize people behind a vision of a single nation guided by common
values and symbols. Inspired and guided by his ideas, I therefore seek, through this
article to advance the idea that it is possible to establish a shared identity in South
Africa. Arguments in this article are guided by the concept of civic nationalism.
The concept of civic nationalism fosters loyalty to a political community, usually
the nation state, and is tolerant and inclusive. Furthermore, the concept propounds
an allegiance to political institutions and principles rather than a community. In this
context political institutions refer to the constitution and democracy; and principles
refer to common citizenship rights and obligations. In highlighting the dynamics of
the formation of national identity in post 1994 South Africa, I posit a supra national
identity ahead of communal ethnic based identities.

Background

Since the establishment of the South African state in 1910 the construction of a
national identity was defined by the white community through hegemony and the

Reflections on Contemporary South Africa
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use of ideological state apparatuses. The construction of a white South African
identity was premised on the control of the state apparatus and access to resources
by the white minority and the suppression of indigenous groups. The by-product of
apartheid policies was on the whole the product of cluster identities, with sub-
identities within the wider spectrum of cluster identities. During apartheid the two
main identities prevalent were white and black.

The White community consisted of two main ethnic groups of European origin
(English and Afrikaans) both of whom defined themselves during the apartheid era
primarily in contradistinction to the black population. The narrative of ‘whiteness’
which informed the construction of white identity meant that race became a salient
social category in South Africa.

The apartheid governments promoted an exclusive Afrikaner ethnic nationalism, as
well as a broader white nationalism. The ruling “apartheid-era” party, the National
Party, ideologues propagated a particular vision of South Africa as a multiracial
society. They justified separate development policies in terms of primordially-
conceived ethnic differences. This had the effect of collapsing individual ethnicities
into white and black, us and them. The promotion of racial consciousness over
other significant cultural markers was clearly a narrowly-defined form of nation
building.

White nationalism was fostered by the slogans ‘unity is strength’ and ‘unity in
diversity’. The first slogan appealed to white jingoism and militarism in the face of
an alleged communist-inspired attack on white ‘civilization’ in South Africa. The
‘unity in diversity’ only extended to whites as it effectively excluded others from
identifying with the nation. A more accurate rendering would have been ‘unity in
adversity’ for it was forged in the face of international hostility and internal black
opposition. Even during apartheid’s reform phase, a divide-and-rule strategy sought
to consolidate white (Afrikaner) hegemony, co-opt the Coloreds and Indians, and
perpetuate differences and divisions amongst the African population. Apartheid
effectively created two nations; one white, the other black. South Africa became
two political communities in a single national territory.

South Africa is composed of multiple black ethnic groups. The Zulu are the biggest
of the eleven ethnic groups in South Africa, followed by the Xhosa. A closer
examination of the identity conflict between indigenous ethnic groups was modeled
around the struggle for economic and political emancipation. The struggle for
economic and political emancipation among the indigenous black population rallied
them around a common vision and cause in the struggle against apartheid. African
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liberation movements such as the ANC and the South African Communist Party
(SACP) mobilized black communities around this common vision and constructed
a single black identity built on common grievances, concerns and issues.

Constructing National Identity after 1994

After the end of apartheid in 1994, the sub group identities encouraged by apartheid
continued to exist although with a shared, strong overarching identity. In 1994,
South Africa as a nation state embarked on a path to construct a single national
identity from the various apartheid inspired identities. The genesis of this process
was in the framing of the Constitution which in its preamble called for an effort to
build “unity in diversity”. In this context active steps were taken immediately to
bridge the huge divide of fear that apartheid had created between “oppressor” and
“oppressed”. The national anthem of the oppressor was merged with that of the
oppressed to give South Africa a new national anthem that still exists today. The
national flag contained the colours of the oppressed people’s flag and colours from
the oppressor’s flag and again this flag is still the official flag for South Africa and
while it took long for all South Africans to embrace this flag, it became the biggest
selling item during South Africa’s hosting of the Football World Cup. In the first
week of the World Cup it was the scarcest item, most having been bought by South
Africans of every colour and creed to fly on their cars, businesses and homes!

The first president of post-apartheid South Africa, Nelson Mandela, upon assuming
office in April 1994, immediately led efforts to rally the nation towards a shared
and common vision. Archbishop Desmond Tutu in his capacity as chairperson of
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was instrumental in advocating
for a just and tolerant society through the idea of rainbowism.2  Efforts by former
President Mandela and Archbishop Tutu are widely accepted as the first steps towards
the advancement of the idea of a shared national identity.

To this end efforts aimed at creating a single national identity in South Africa have
largely hinged on cultural and sporting events. National sporting and cultural events
provide an arena for a shared public culture. Key national and cultural events such
as the 1995 Rugby World Cup, 1996 soccer Africa Cup of Nations, 2003 Cricket
World Cup, the 2010 Soccer World Cup, and successive South African Music Awards
have mobilized South Africans around a common cultural experience.

2 The term ‘rainbowism’ was coined by Archbishop Desmond Tutu to denote South Africa’s multi-
racial society and the peaceful coexistence of different identities.
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The quest to create a common national identity in South Africa is also played out
through discursive texts, particularly the media. The national broadcaster, South
African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) has adopted an inclusive policy which
gives space to all available identities in South Africa. For instance, SABC 1
broadcasts in Zulu and Xhosa, SABC 2 in Afrikaans and SABC 3 in English.

In summary, identity should be defined by participation in a common national culture.
This does not amount to a sort of cultural reductionism for communal cultures. By
their nature national cultures are hybrid as they comprise elements from all
constituent cultures. Various ethnic groups found in South Africa represent ‘nations’
within a nation state. My argument is that it is possible to build a single national
identity by mobilizing all ethnic identities around a fair and universal constitution,
national anthem and through providing a shared narrative on a history that bind
them all together. Instead of being reductionist, the concept of a shared public culture
produces allegiance to certain cultural common denominators and symbols. 

Challenges to National Identity Formation

Although there is a possibility of having a shared national identity, it is of paramount
importance to note that it is not easy in a multicultural nation state such as South
Africa. The socio-economic status of South Africa today provides a challenge to
efforts aimed at creating a shared common identity. After decades of marginalization
during apartheid there are deliberate efforts by the post-apartheid administrations
to empower the black community. A major challenge here is that even though black
economic empowerment policies were necessary and formulated with good
intentions, they have been criticized in recent years for their exclusivity and the
failure to reach out to vulnerable sections of society which are ‘presumed’ to have
been advantaged by the apartheid system. Socio-economic and political
empowerment of certain groups and disempowerment of the new ‘other’ in
contemporary South Africa poses potential dangers of identity-based conflicts.

Another challenge that hampers efforts towards a shared national identity in South
Africa is multiculturalism. Within the environment of multiculturalism it has to be
noted that, at times it is difficult to conceive a shared national identity because of
nativism. However, in view of this challenge there is a need to reconceptualise the
notion of national identity and define it along the lines of a shared common national
culture which accepts and respects the cultural identity of individual ethnic groups.

The process of harmonizing identities in South Africa is well underway with the
new South African national identity being constructed discursively through the media
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and other forums of public discourse. A critical analysis of the content on the national
broadcaster highlights efforts aimed at harmonizing various cultures and identities.
This is a shift from a racially constituted system of inequality and cultural identity
to a national identity constituted as culturally diverse but with equality based on
citizenship.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I wish to posit that even though identity conflicts in South Africa
have at times manifested through nativism and apartheid exploitation of differences,
it is possible to build a supra national identity. Difficult as it may be to expect an
ethos of non racial citizenship to prevail unchallenged by older political perceptions
of nativism and apartheid divisions, it will suffice to note that the concept of civic
nationalism provides a progressive opportunity to mobilize citizens of South Africa
around a shared national vision.

Reflections on Contemporary South Africa
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NATIONAL IDENTITY AND
REGIONAL AUTONOMY IN SOUTH ASIA:

THE CASE OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR

Aswini K Ray

Abstract

The problem of the precise territorial delimitation of South Asia has remained an
abiding problem and has in many ways stymied the development of the region both
as a geopolitical and a geo-economic entity. This is not surprising given the structural
inheritance of the region, with all the sovereign states emerging from the womb of
British colonial India. This political history of the sovereign states of the region
often stokes cleavages between the regimes and its citizens, and is also an embedded
source of inter-state tensions, with India as its perceived epicentre. The identity
politics in the region that emanates from this often manifests itself in demands
for regional autonomy. This essay advances the view that the tendency of various
south Asian regimes to perceive demands for regional autonomy as a security threat
rather than a natural expression of identity politics has led to repressive policies
that has only brewed more simmering discontent and in extreme cases even
secessionism.

The South Asian Region

Since the post-colonial territorial delimitations of the sovereign states in the South
Asian region could not clinically separate all the diverse ethnic clusters of their
composite coexistence that had existed for centuries in British and pre-British India,
to hermetically seal them within the new states meant that cross-border ethnic and
cultural constituencies would be structurally endemic in South Asia. Most often
these have been perceived as threats to the territorial integrity of the inadequately
evolved states that emerged out of British colonial rule. The national security
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establishments in these  states, built to replicate their counterparts in the west remain
too mystified by the western conceptual traps of the Westphalian ‘nation-state’ to
be adequately sensitive to this.

Consequently in most South Asian states, popular aspirations for regional autonomy
are perceived by their respective national regimes to be in conflict with their
imaginary idea of national identity and, when such aspirations are understandably
reflected by shared cultural groups across the territorial borders, it foments inter-
state tensions. The multiple sources of ascriptive identity in South Asia, which
includes religion, language, ethnicity and many imaginary inspirations, provide
infinite range of possible mobilisations of group-identities asserting their aspirations
for regional autonomy. Moreover each group often does it from its specific experience
within the diversely deficient democratic structures of governance in their respective
states. This is the sense in which the simultaneous struggle for  national identity
and regional autonomy in South Asia, as part of its post-colonial inheritance, and
exacerbated by the global cold war directed against external threats, embeds the
region with sources of both inter-state and intra-state tensions.
The operational democratic deficits in all the legally sovereign states of the region
reinforce this vicious circle.

The origin of almost all the major security concerns in the region are rooted in this
macro-level historical inheritance of the struggle of group-identities, seeking to assert
their diverse aspirations for autonomy, equality or self-respect based on their existential
experience of deprivation, disadvantage and humiliation from real or/and perceived
majoritarian excesses.  India’s unresolved problems in Kashmir; earlier identity
conflicts around the Dravidian identity followed by the Telegu identity in Tamil Nadu
and now around Telengana;1  the issue of Sikh identity after the “Operation Bluestar”

1 Tamil Nadu in South India had one of the earliest independence movements (separatist or
secessionist or liberation movements) in India even before the British left, based on nationalism,
ethnicity and language dating back to 1939. The Dravida Kazhagam (DK) of Periyar E.V.
Ramaswamy and its offshoot Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) had as their primary goal an
independent Dravida Nadu (southern India that included Tamil Nadu) separate from India.
In 1963 the Congress Party Government of Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru passed a constitutional
amendment that prohibited parties and individuals demanding independence from contesting
elections. The DMK thereafter abandoned the Dravida Nadu independence demand. For more
on this see http://www.tamiltribune.com/independence/index.html, accessed December 1, 2010.
The Telangana agitation though it dates back to 1969 has recently come into the limelight with a
agitation being launched to create a separate Telangana state breaking away from the Southern
Indian state of Andhra Pradesh. The identity politics here are believed to be fuelled primarily by
economic grievances vis-à-vis the coastal Andhra region.

National Identity and Regional Autonomy in South Asia
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and the anti-Sikh riots of 19842  as also now, in the entire North-East 3 , and vast areas
of its tribal population and forest-dwellers in 220 of about 550 districts across the
country are cases in point.4  Undivided Pakistan’s problems in its eastern wing leading
to the creation of Bangladesh, and now persisting in all its northern regions
predominantly inhabited by Pathans and Baluchs;5 Sri Lanka’s problems in its Tamil-
speaking northern region leading to the civil war;6 Bangladesh’s problems with the
Chakma hill tribes, and other Buddhists in the Chittagong Hill areas;7  Nepal’s Terai
regional aspirations8  are further examples. The origin of all these and many other
festering sores in the region stoking internal and inter-state tensions in South Asia are
rooted at the macro-level in the same source.

2 The controversial Operation Bluestar was an operation launched by the Indian army at the behest
of the elected civilian government in power at that time led by the Congress (I) and Indira Gandhi
to free the Golden Temple- the holiest of Sikh shrines- from the clutches of militants who had
taken over and virtually fortified the temple complex. The anti Sikh riots of 1984 in which thousands
of Sikhs across the country were massacred, followed the assassination of Indira Gandhi by her
Sikh bodyguards.

3 India’s north east is home to more than 50 ethnic rebel groups – a few demanding complete
secession from India, others fighting for ethnic identities and homelands.

4 The current unrest in India in the tribal belts is not secessionist in nature but has manifested itself
in the form of a violent movement that challenges the pattern of development being imposed in
these areas. This has been described by the security establishment in India as one of the biggest
internal security threats.

5  In Pakistan the eastern wing where identity politics coalesced around the emotive issue of language
and culture finally seceded to form Bangladesh in 1971- currently unrest in Pakistan prevails in
Balochistan between Baloch nationalists and the government of Pakistan and armed opposition
groups continue to fight the Pakistan army Khyber Pakhtun Khwa.

6 In May 2009, the Sri Lankan government formally declared an end to the 25-year civil war after
the army took control of the entire island and killed the leader of the Tamil Tigers formally known
as the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). The LTTE had once controlled a wide swathe of
the North and much of the East.

7 In Bangladesh, though the decades-long Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) conflict officially ended
with the signing of the 1997 Peace Accord between the government and the  Parbattya Chattagram
Jana Sanghati Samity (PCJSS), confrontations between the two main armed groups of the
Chittagong Hill Tracts region, the Parbattya Chattagram Jana Sanghati Samity (PCJSS) and the
United People’s Democratic Front (UPDF) continue on a low scale. The CHT conflict was yet
another manifestation of an identity conflict that protested against Bengali hegemony and that
was met with the repressive machinery of the Bangladesh state.

8 In Nepal, new identity assertions have taken place one of which consists of people in the Terrai
(plain) region who distinguish themselves from the hill people (Pahadi) and those of Himali
(Himalaya) origin. This identity based politics has manifested itself in questions of political
representation in Nepal and the manner in which the federal structure is to be designed-whether in
terms of ethnicities or geographical areas.
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The resolutions of some of these problems, or their partial mitigation provide us
with considerable empirical experience to help resolve some of the unresolved ones,
among which the Kashmir issue obviously gets primary attention. It would be wiser
for the regimes in this historically comparable region to learn from each others’
mistakes than be condemned to repeating them.

However as in all such cases, for optimising the lessons of comparative politics,
one has to be careful about two critical structural preconditions. First, since no two
historically different issues could be identical, one must ensure that comparisons at
all levels are between comparables; secondly, one must clearly distinguish between
the purely conjunctural and the causal. For example, the decisive military victory
of the Sri Lankan armed forces over the LTTE9  as an example of the permanent
resolution of the Sri Lankan Tamil aspiration for regional autonomy could be as
erroneous an example for resolving similar problems in the other states in South
Asia, as the relevance of the so-called “KPS Gill Formula” of Punjab for the rest of
India.10 

For a start, it is too early to conclude the military defeat as a final solution of the
Tamil aspirations in Sri Lanka. The so-called “Gill Formula” as a causal explanation
for the resolution of the Sikh aspirations in the Punjab remains open to question.
Historically, within India’s political economy, the secessionist demands of the Sikh
group-identity never had any widespread social base. It was overwhelmingly stoked
by the ill-advised “Operation Bluestar” followed by the anti-Sikh riots of 1984.
However the consequently humiliated Sikh alienation was considerably assuaged
by the subsequent transparent “Operation Black Thunder” against militants misusing
place of worship as sanctuary and also by the actions of many civil rights groups’
activist interventions to identify the culprits of the riots. New developmental funds
targeted at the unemployed youth, and the widespread aversion within the civil
society against the numerous innocent victims of terrorist violence further isolated
the militants. By the time Gill employed his “Formula”, its targets were
overwhelmingly criminals despised by the community which welcomed it unlike
ever before in the post-Bluestar phase. Consequently the “Gill Formula” only proved
its legitimacy as an effective policy-option to deal with criminals, and not against
any long-term aspirations of Sikh group-identity.

9 From 1983 the island state of Sri Lanka had been in the grips of a civil war.

10 KPS Gill as Punjab police chief in the 1990s is widely credited for crushing terrorism in India’s
Punjab in the 1980s and early 90s though at the cost of strong allegations of the excessive force
used by security forces and human rights violations.

National Identity and Regional Autonomy in South Asia
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In fact, as I would argue in this essay, similar high-handed measures periodically
against the demands of politically organised group identities in South Asia, as for
example, in Kashmir in the two terms of Jagmohan as Governor, as also in the
erstwhile East Pakistan by its successive military regimes, have been counter-
productive, and they have in fact invariably led to further radicalisation of both the
goals and means of such assertions.

In many ways, democratic India’s periodic response to the Kashmiri peoples’ regional
aspirations bears such a close parallel with the Pakistani military-bureaucratic
regime’s attitude to the comparable aspirations of its erstwhile Eastern wing that
they provide good test cases for reflecting on the impact of repressive measures
against politically mobilised popular aspirations for regional autonomy. In both
cases, such measures cost the regimes  their moral legitimacy in the hearts and
minds of large sections of the people in the two regions, though for India, the end-
result of such alienation has till now remained different from the Pakistani experience
in its Eastern wing. This asymmetry is possibly explained by the shifting vagaries
of International politics, and also the periodic democratically incubated monitoring
– howsoever weak and flawed – by India’s civil society against some of the
operational excesses of the ham-handed law enforcement agencies in Kashmir. It
can not as is argued in some quarters provide evidence of the effectiveness of
repressive measures per-se, against political aspirations of alienated group-identities.

In this sense, Pakistan’s policy options through its prolonged military regimes have
had relatively weaker civil society based corrective possibilities. Yet, despite this
asymmetrical social base of the two neighbouring regimes, both have similarly
responded to their specific challenge posed by the aspiration of regional autonomy
to perceived state sovereignty; and their respective mainstream media have also
conformed similarly. They have been conveniently sympathetic to the regional
aspirations of their neighbours but insensitive to similar demands in their own state.
They have hardly ever learnt from each other’s mistakes.

The Kashmir Issue in India and the East Pakistan Issue in Undivided
Pakistan: Some Similarities and Differences

While in the case of Jammu & Kashmir, Article 370 of the Indian constitution was
a formal endorsement of its special status from the beginning of the state’s integration
with the Indian federation, Pakistan’s emergence as a unitary state was a clear
violation of the “Pakistan Resolution” (1940) of the Muslim League initiated by
the East Pakistani leader Fazlul Haque based on the promise of the League leaders
to create two separate autonomous states in the two wings of Pakistan. Yet, despite
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this striking initial difference in the attitudes of the two regimes to the existential
reality of the regional aspirations in their respective states, policy response to such
aspirations in the two states has been strikingly similar. Before the creation of
Pakistan, Jinnah asserted, “a man is a Punjabi or Bengali before he is a Hindu or
Muslim.” Yet, after Pakistan came into being, Urdu was imposed on the Bengalis as
their only national language. When the Bengalis protested, they were fired upon in
the Dhaka University campus spawning its first “martyrs.” A later Pakistani Prime
Minister, Suhrawardy who was also the former Muslim League Chief Minister of
undivided Bengal who led the “Direct Action” in1946 at the cost of a massive
communal holocaust, dismissed the earlier promise contained in the  original Lahore
Resolution (1940). According to him “the two-nation theory was advanced by the
Muslims as justification for the partition of India and the creation of a state... once
that state was created the two-nation theory lost its force even for the Muslims.”

Within two years of Pakistan’s creation, an East Pakistani legislator echoed the
generally shared liberal criticism in both parts of the divided sub-continent against
the increasingly centralising trends in governance. “After the achievement of
freedom, there has been a race for centralisation of power both in India and in the
central government of Pakistan. I consider it to be the most unsound and short-
sighted policy. The provinces must be allowed to enjoy the full autonomous position,
must be as free from the central government as it is thought practical.” In Kashmir,
till as late as in 1974, during the Kashmir Accord with the Indira regime after his
prolonged incarceration, Sheikh Abdullah reiterated “our quarrel with the
Government of India is not about accession, but about the quantum of autonomy”.

But beyond this widely shared liberal resentment against centralisation in both
countries, the perception of humiliation from the operational excesses of dominant
groups is shared by the Bengalis in East Pakistan, and the Kashmiri Muslims in the
Indian state of Jammu & Kashmir, despite their respective demographic majoritities.
This was poignantly expressed by Sheikh Abdullah as the only charismatic secular
leader of the Muslim-majority state before its integration with India when he pointed
out that, “In a country like Kashmir where Kashmiri Pandits cannot even tolerate
the construction of a bathroom by Muslims on the banks of Jhelum, what is the use
of preaching nationalism? People who cannot even tolerate the washing of hands
and face by us on the banks of Jhelum surely cannot be united by us.” This humiliation
perceived by the majority community in the attitude of the dominant minority group
was not strikingly different in East Pakistan, as expressed by a legislator:
“The attitude of the Muslim League coterie here was of contempt towards East
Bengal, towards its culture, its language, its literature, and everything concerning
East Bengal... Far from considering East Bengal as an equal partner, the leaders of
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the Muslim League thought we are a subject race, and they belong to the race of
conquerors.”

Despite this shared anguish of humiliation from the dominant minority groups in
both East Pakistan and Kashmir, political aspirations of the majority also remained
strikingly similar in both cases, at least to begin with. This included the demand for
regional autonomy expressed through the available democratic channels and
committed to secular goals, which in East Pakistan was expressed around Bengali
cultural icons and in Kashmir around their Kashmiriyat counterparts. While the
military-bureaucratic Islamic theocracy in Pakistan sought to repress the popular
aspirations and its secular idioms as being “Hindu” and Indian-inspired, India’s
secular-democratic state remained insensitive to the regional aspirations of its only
Muslim-majority state, despite the impeccable secular credentials of its leadership.
For example, through its long freedom struggle directed simultaneously against
British colonial rule, and the local regime consisting of the king, Dogra landowners,
and Pandit bureaucracy – all Hindus in the Muslim majority state – Sheikh Abdullah
never supported the Muslim League’s demand for Pakistan, never invited the League
leaders to Kashmir, nor permitted any communal violence that was affecting the
rest of the country. In fact, he dropped the “Muslim” prefix originally tagged with
the National Conference at the cost of some resentment within his party, and
politically remained allied with the Congress party despite pressures from Muslim
communal groups.

Attempts of the Pakistani intelligence apparatus to foment communal violence,
like the mysterious theft of the Holy Prophet’s relic from Hazratbal in 1965, were
aborted through prompt and firm action, in this case, by the quick rediscovery of
the missing relic. The year before, during the Pakistan-sponsored “Operation
Gibraltor”, it was the Kashmiri people who identified the paratroopers to be handed
over to the Indian army; and a Kashmiri Muslim won the highest gallantry award in
the Indo-Pakistan war of 1965.

In fact, the first ever communal violence in the state of Jammu and Kashmir erupted
in February 1986 during the most repressive first phase of Jagmohan’s rule as
Governor. While till then, Pakistan had failed to sufficiently communalise the
Kashmiri aspiration for regional autonomy, it was the operational distortions of
Indian politics that stoked it to Pakistan’s advantage, at least to begin with. In more
recent time it provided the social base to promote cross-border Islamic terrorism in
the valley. In this context, it is important to remember that the repressive and corrupt
structure of governance unleashed by the ‘National Emergency’ of 1975-77 also
provided the first major post-partition trigger to a quantum-leap in the re-incubation
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of communal politics across the board in India, with its predictable impact in Jammu
and Kashmir. For example, in the general elections of 1977, following the National
Emergency, the erstwhile Jan Sangh, Akali Party, Muslim League, all popularly
perceived “martyrs” of the repressive Emergency regime, flaunting secular masks,
received a fresh lease of life across the country, and in the Jammu & Kashmir
Assembly. For the first time in its history, Jamaat-e-Islami emerged with five elected
members.

An equally significant impact of the post-Emergency elections of 1977 was the
virtual routing of the two main national parties – Congress and the Janata Dal –
in Jammu and Kashmir. This election heralded the emergence of the National
Conference asserting the demand for autonomy as the main regional party.
Yet when such aspirations were politically articulated, they were often confronted
with accusations of threatening national security and the state’s regional minorities.
This trend of increasing communal assertions in Jammu and Kashmir’s regional
politics continued, almost in direct proportion to its democratic distortions like
continued incarceration of its popular leaders like Sheikh Abdullah (longer than in
colonial rule), rigged elections, corrupt administration, and unrepresentative
leadership foisted by the central government. Simultaneously there was an increasing
radicalisation of the content of autonomy in the regional aspirations. These were
virtual replication of the East Pakistan scenario, paradoxically continued in the
Indian state even after the Pakistani experience fully unfolded itself.

Aspirations for Regional Autonomy in Erstwhile East Pakistan and
Jammu and Kashmir and Communalization of Politics:

East Pakistan’s secular and democratic aspiration for regional autonomy had asserted
itself most forcefully in the first regional elections of 1954, in which the United
Front (UF) under the leadership of Fazlul Haque the initiator of the Lahore (Pakistan)
Resolution, won a massive majority routing the League which spearheaded the
creation of Pakistan. The UF government was dismissed within one month, and all
its leaders arrested, and charged for “high treason”, including Fazlul Haque who
was accused of being a “self-confessed traitor” for having committed the indiscretion
of pleading for peaceful Indo-Pakistan relations in a public reception accorded to
him in Calcutta. The mainstream Indian media was self-righteously critical of this
“undemocratic” act of Pakistan’s central leadership.  Earlier, in August 1953, when
Sheikh Abdullah was arrested under the Preventive Detention Act of the Defence
of India Rules for “high treason” on his return from Pakistan where he was sent
with the blessings of the Nehru government, it was the turn of the Pakistani media
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to virtually paraphrase the Indian media’s reaction to the comparable events in East
Pakistan. These historical parallels have been recurrent among the neighbours, as
are trumped up “conspiracy cases” against regional leaders.  These include charges
against  Sheikh Abdullah and his core-group in India, the “Agartala Conspiracy
Case”  trumped up against the fledgling new leader of East Pakistan Sheikh Mujibur
Rahaman, who led the secular Awami League after its original leader Bhasani had
delinked its “Muslim” prefix, as earlier by Sheikh Abdullah’s National Conference
in India’s J&K. Beginning from the dismissal of the UF Government in 1954, through
the military rule in the country in 1958, till the country’s first election in 1971, East
Pakistan remained disenfranchised largely because of its aspiration for autonomy.

In the elections of 1971, East Pakistan’s secular United Front, now with the Mujib-
led Awami league at its helm, demanded a more radical version of regional autonomy
in its six-point programme as manifesto, virtually recapturing the essence of the
original “Pakistan Resolution.” In the election, despite massive riggings, the Awami
League-led United Front won a majority of seats in the country. However the party
was denied its democratic mandate, and its leaders arrested, thus triggering their
“liberation struggle.” The massacre of 25 March 1971 unleashed by the armed
forces under General Tikka Khan led to the final dénouement of the creation of the
sovereign, secular, democratic republic of Bangladesh which seceded from the
military-ruled Islamic theocracy of Pakistan. This also dented the legitimacy of
religion as the basis of Pakistan’s national identity. The mainstream Indian media
overwhelmingly celebrated it, but remained inadequately sensitive to similar trends
in the Indian policy-responses to the Kashmiri aspirations for regional autonomy.

For example, in the “Kashmir Accord” negotiated by the Indira regime with Sheikh
Abdullah in 1974 after his long imprisonment, the most important components
were: i) permanence of Art.370 of the Indian Constitution; ii)  review of all central
legislations extended to the state after the latter’s arrest in August 1953. There
could not have been a more forthright acknowledgement of the unrepresentative
character of the regimes imposed on the state since the prolonged incarceration of
its only charismatic leader. While this part of the Accord has till now remained
unrequited, demands for the abrogation of Art.370 of the constitution has periodically
emerged as a major issue in Indian politics. In fact, the Accord provided for a more
limited version of autonomy than such demands periodically made by other political
parties in India, and also as contained in East Pakistan’s “Six-Point Programme”
in the elections of 1971 which was applauded in India. Instead, in Jammu and
Kashmir elections continued to be rigged and local leaders harassed, and corrupt
governance patronised. In the 1980 elections in Kashmir, Mrs. Indira Gandhi played
the communal card by publicly announcing in Jammu that the minorities were
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“insecure” in Kashmir, though till then there had not been any serious communal
violence in the valley, unlike the rest of India.

The silent tribute of the entire valley to Sheikh Abdullah at his death in 1982, was
another manifestation of the widespread mass base of the demand for regional
autonomy espoused by him and the highest security alert of the Indian armed forces
on that occasion, was also a manifestation of the irreversible dent in the credibility
of the democratic process to respond to such demands. More menacingly for India,
the demand for regional autonomy was assuming communal overtones. In a macabre
replication of East Pakistani politics before its secession, while Farooq Abdullah
was appointed as Chief Minister with Congress support after accusing him of
spreading insecurity among the minorities, in the next election of 1983 after his
father’s death, under regional pressures when he raised the issue of the dishonoured
pledges of the 1974 Accord, Mrs Gandhi again used the communal card in her
election speeches in Jammu and was applauded by the RSS. Both accused him
again of threatening the minorities long before the mass migration of the Kashmiri
Pandits that happened during the second stint of Jagmohan as Governor in the
Nineties.

This is the sense in which the operational distortions of India’s democratic politics
stoked communalism in Jammu & Kashmir’s regional politics. This scenario also
provided the backdrop to the subsequent insecurity of the Pandits and their flight
from the valley in which they constituted an important component of its ruling
coterie before its integration with India’s democratic politics. Some of them were
also close advisers of India’s Kashmir policy especially in the era of Nehru and
Indira Gandhi. In fact, the impeccable secular credentials of some Kashmiri Pandits
at the national level in Indian politics, in sharp contrast to their insensitivity to the
regional aspirations of the Kashmiri Muslims, would underscore the role of religion
in the power politics of identities in both parts of the sub-continent. For, even in the
erstwhile East Pakistan, Bengali Muslims who had played a critical and often bloody
role in the partition of the sub-continent on religious lines in 1947 were soon in the
forefront of the demand for autonomy on the basis of their linguistic identity in the
new state of Pakistan leading to its equally bloody secession.

In the regional elections in Jammu and Kashmir in 1983, for the first time, votes
were sharply polarised on communal lines between the Congress and the National
Conference, predictably, helping the National Conference to win. In spite of its
past, the National Conference was almost pushed to become a party of the Muslims
of the valley. Soon, massive defections were engineered from the party, and family
intrigues helped to dismiss the Farooq regime to install Shah with Congress support.
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This scenario, reminiscent of the politics of East Pakistan in the fifties, was also the
prelude to the first major communal tension in the valley, dismissal of the Shah
regime, and the reimposition of Governor’s Rule again under Jagmohan against the
opposition of all the regional parties in the valley. By then, despised in the valley
and hero-worshipped in Jammu, Jagmohan epitomised the polarisation of the state
politics on communal lines. The following Congress- National Conference coalition
government brokered with a politically bruised Farooq by Rajiv Gandhi had already
forfeited its democratic credibility in the region.

The consequent political vacuum further undermined the ideological appeal of
secular democratic politics in the valley. This happened despite the fig-leaf flaunted
in the following elections of 1987 which till now is remembered as the byword of
electoral malpractices than for its inconsequential results. As for the results, despite
massive riggings by the Congress – National Conference coalition, the opposition
Muslim United Front won 30% electoral votes, well short of a majority. Fearing
repression, its supporters crossed the borders to be welcomed by the open arms of
the ISI, thus replicating the RAW in East Pakistan. Operating either underground or
from across the border, the political strength of the militants was provided by the
comic opera of the elections of 1989 in which their call for a boycott received
massive popular support. But by then the non-cooperation movement in the valley
was no longer non-violent. With the credibility of the democratic process irreversibly
dented, as in the aftermath of the 1971 election in Pakistan, the valley’s militants
now called themselves freedom fighters like their “muktibahini” counterparts in
East Pakistan.

But Jammu and Kashmir is still a constituent state of the Indian federation, with its
special status guaranteed by Art.370 of the constitution, unlike Pakistan’s erstwhile
eastern wing. But despite the asymmetry in the ultimate dénouement that are rooted
more in the shifting current of international relations, the penultimate consequences
of insensitive repression of political aspirations of group identities as presented in
this narrative are comparable. The democratic process has lost its legitimacy as a
credible source of response to popular aspirations. This provides the ideal social
base for militancy and terrorism, with or without cross-border support which,
anyhow, in South Asia for reasons already discussed, are never in short supply.
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Where should we go after the last frontiers,
where should the birds fly after the last sky?

Mahmoud Darwish

This melancholic cry of the Palestinian poet about his people could well reflect the
predicaments of the people of Jammu and Kashmir. Captives of both history and
geography, the last six decades have seen the state converted into a war zone over
which two belligerent nation-states seem to have constructed their raison d’etre.
Assertions of legitimate claims have been made by both India and Pakistan, leading
to a protracted row that has frustrated most attempts at friendship between the two
countries.

Like most conflict societies, the story of Kashmir is anything but simple.
The enormous literature on Kashmir has attempted to capture some of these
complexities. However a majority of published works have focused on the ‘Kashmir
problem’ as an extension of an international relations debate between India and
Pakistan. The Kashmir issue has come to be seen – as have the Kashmiris – in terms
of a larger regional conflict or dispute alone. Another prominent cluster of writings
has been historical or personalised accounts of Kashmir. But few, if any,
contemporary writers have bothered to go beyond the ‘conflict in the valley’. In the
welter of writings on the subject, very little attention has been paid to the way
Kashmir’s internal dynamics have influenced the inter-state dispute and vice versa.

‘Identity Politics in Jammu and Kashmir’ edited by Rekha Chowdhury is a worthy
attempt to shift the focus back  onto the internal dynamics of the state as manifested
in its identity politics.

Navanita Sinha is currently Research Officer, Centre for Budget and Governance Accountability,
New Delhi. She has previously worked at Women in Security, Conflict Management and Peace
(WISCOMP) an initiative of the Foundation for Universal Responsibility of his Holiness the Dalai
Lama.  She holds M.Phil. and MA degrees from the Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, and a Bachelor’s degree from Lady Shri Ram College.
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While focusing on the identity politics of Kashmir (which remains at the root of
conflict) it “goes beyond its homogenized exterior and points to various internal
tensions.” More importantly, it goes beyond Kashmiri identity politics and focuses
on various other manifestations of identity including religious, regional and sub-
regional identity politics within the state.

This edited volume of essays critically examines the socio-cultural diversity and
political divergence within the state and talks about multiple contexts of deprivation
and neglect including those defined by the categories of gender, caste and tribe. The
central thread running through it, spotlights the formation of separate identities at
different moments in history  and how they  impact on its contemporary reality/
realities.

The twenty odd papers which form this volume, together portray a ‘multi-layered’
problem of identity politics lost on those with eyes set on cartography and
territoriality rather than people. As the editor points out, “Such complexities assume
importance both in understanding the conflict situation of the state as well as in
contextualizing the peace process. However the importance of the book lies in its
attempt to go beyond the context of conflict and peace process. Its aim is to locate
the politics and society of Jammu and Kashmir in the perspective of the plural and
multicultural politics of the state.”

Bearing in mind the multiple identities of a community in terms of language, religion,
caste, culture, ethnic and religious affiliations, why does a particular aspect become
politicized at a specific moment in history? In her introduction, Rekha Chowdhury
also makes a valiant attempt to answer this comprehensive question.

The introduction posits a few overlapping themes that weave together the collection.
Firstly, the diversity/divergences within the state cutting across religious, regional,
ethnic, caste, gender lines. Secondly, the multiple contexts of deprivation and neglect
in the state, which lead to multiple contexts of minority perception – i.e. those
configured as minorities in one context and space become majorities in another.
Thirdly, overlapping contexts make each identity internally differentiated. Lastly,
the multiple and layered identity politics of the state, i.e. the complex nature of
diversities determines the nature of politics as well. Given the immense and varied
sweep of the different essays, Chowdhury’s overview is laudable in its ability to
weave together the diversity of information to put forth a cohesive argument.

The strongest statement that this book makes is that while the conflict is undoubtedly
Kashmir-centric, its resolution has to go beyond Kashmir. “The multiple identity
politics within the state provides a challenge to the peace process and therefore it is
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important to locate the whole issue of conflict and its resolution in the internal
politics of the state.”

The book is divided into five sections: Identities and Politics in Jammu and Kashmir;
Religion, Identities and Inter-community Relations; Exodus and Identity Politics of
Kashmiri Pundits; Identity Politics of Women and Dalits and; The Other Kashmir.

Identities and Politics in Jammu and Kashmir

As its name suggests, the first section Identities and Politics in Jammu and Kashmir
seeks to map the plurality of the state, with a focus on the identity politics of the
Kashmir region.

The pronounced diversities and plural identities of the people of Jammu and Kashmir,
form the theme of Balraj Puri’s article. ‘On Identities, Ideologies and Politics’  begins
with posers related to the multi-layered reality  of the people of the state. For instance,
Puri asks: “Why could the National Conference, of Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, a
movement against a Hindu Maharaja not gather much support in Jammu...a Muslim-
majority region and more populous than the [Kashmir] Valley?...Why Prem Nath
Bazaz...the most vocal voice for Pakistan in 1947...[did not] get any Muslim support
and almost all his followers belonged to his own Kashmiri Pundit community?”

Puri goes on to talk in some detail about different identities – Kashmiri, Jammu,
Ladakhi, Muslim, Pundit, Buddhist, Dogra, Gujjar, Pahari, and so on. Each of these
identities, in turn, is examined along with its contribution to the composite identity
referred to as ‘Kashmiriyat’. He argues that identities, are overlapping and cross-
cutting, and thus cannot be reduced to anything singular.

Making a strong case against proposals for  division of the state on grounds of
religion, he fervently argues  for the need to establish a  democratic, federal, plural
and non-centralised system. Only such a system can resolve the tensions of plural
identities and harmonize them in the politics of the state, he asserts.

The evolution of Kashmiri identity, as perhaps the most important political factor,
forms the theme of Riyaz Punjabi’s article titled ‘Kashmiri Identity in a Universe of
Competing Identities’. This article seeks to unravel why even after political
unification,  Kashmiri identity remained the predominant identity of the state. Tracing
the historical evolution of Kashmiri identity, he notes that it was the specific
geographic location of Kashmir and the use of a common language which bound
the people of diverse faiths together in the region. On the basis of this specific
identity expressed as Kashmiriyat, the Hindus and Muslims of Kashmir distinguished
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themselves from their co-religionists in the rest of the country. This identity thrived
within the cultural domain and provided a vital source of social cohesion.

However shifting of these identities from the cultural to the political domain over
time, led to the creation of fissures. The secessionist political phase in the state
created a space for sharpening its religious edge, subsequently leading to communal
mobilization and polarization of different groups on religious lines. While Punjabi
acknowledges that in most societies similar processes of social cohesion and
disintegration are visible, Kashmir, for him, is a peculiar case in this regard. Unlike
other societies, the presence of various local, national and international factors in
Kashmir, created certain conditions whereby mechanisms to reconcile the new
components could not emerge.

Neera Chandhoke’s paper is an exploration of the theoretical debates concerning
nationalism and ethnicity. Here, Chandhoke examines the social contract in Kashmir,
both historically and more recently. Tracing the politicization of identity to processes
that are internal to democracy and federalism in India, she argues that the main
reason for political discontent and violence in Kashmir can be attributed to the
repeated infringements of the social contract by the central government of India,
(often acting in tandem with the state government). This was accompanied by the
erosion of the democratic space which permits the articulation of political discontent.

Elaborating on the process of formation and assertion of Kashmiri identity, Gul
Mohamed Wani in his ‘The Labyrinth of Kashmiri identity’ maps the emergence of
Kashmiri nationalism. Locating its roots in the history of oppression,  Wani highlights
that Kashmiris had not participated in any important way in the governance of their
state ever since the Mughal conquest. It was this history of oppression which created
in the minds of the people an intense desire for self-government and independence.
However, Wani argues that what was particular about the emergence of national
awareness amongst Kashmiris was its secular nature. It was around this popular
consciousness that Kashmiriyat as a concept came to be invoked.

Most papers in this volume focus on the fundamental challenges to the secular
tradition of politics in Kashmir – namely the growing power of religious
fundamentalism on the one hand and escalation of violence on the other. The
Islamization of Kashmir in the early 1990s is put to intense scrutiny by Ishaq Khan.
In “Kashmiri Identity during 1990-1994’, he argues that the politico-religious
consciousness that became visible during the early period of militancy, was not so
much a manifestation of a desire  to establish a Muslim state, but a marked reflection
of the resentment amongst Kashmiris towards the Indian state. Highlighting the
failure of the Kashmiri leadership, Khan argues that, “the idea of launching a militant
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struggle was not simply implanted in the minds of the Kashmiri youth by any outside
agency, but … was a logical corollary of periodic political instability characterising
J&K for the greater part of this century.”

This article provides an engaging account of how the militant upsurge swept the
valley in 1989, how and why Kashmiri youth were drawn irresistibly into the maw
of violence, and the manner in which the entire machinery of the state of India
seemed to have collapsed in Kashmir in the face of the unprecedented uprising of
the people.

The last two papers of this section shift attention from the valley to look at the other
two regions in the state: Jammu and Ladakh.

In her insightful article, Rekha Chowdhury, explores the nature of regional identity
politics in Jammu. She begins the article by mapping the tremendous heterogeneity
which marks the region – from religious to linguistic, cultural, tribal and caste.
Further, elucidating the nature of identity politics in the region, Chowdhury argues
that the logic of identity politics of Jammu is quite different from that of the Kashmir
valley. While the latter is evidently  India centric, the politics in Jammu is Kashmir
centric, i.e. the issues that are raised here are within the context of inter-regional or
intra-regional relationships. A feeling of political neglect has persisted since the
early 1950s. Much of the politics of regional discontent, she argues has been related
to the context of the power politics of the state. Furthermore, the specificity of the
conflict situation of Kashmir and the political responses of the centre vis-à-vis the
state has generated a feeling of ‘political neglect’ of the region.

Chowdhury also engages with the politics of the peripheral areas. Pointing to a
paradox of sorts, she notes that, while issues of regional discrimination and
imbalances  have been consistently raised, it has been done so from the perspective
of the most developed parts of the region. What has been left out from this discourse
is the real backwardness of the region- represented by poverty, illiteracy and
backwardness of the marginalized sections of society mostly situated in the peripheral
sub-regions. Over time, therefore signs of growing alienation in these peripheries
as well as increased assertion of sub-regional identities have become visible. She
concludes by stating that “the heightened sensitivities promoted by multiple levels
of identity politics, may generate an environment which might be unsettling at
times.”

In the last paper of this section, ‘Beyond Kashmir: Understanding Ladakh’, Sonam
Chosjar assesses the factors leading to regional discontent in the Ladakh region.
Lamenting the complete absence of Ladakh from the official and academic political
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discourse of Jammu and Kashmir at any level, she draws attention to  the  political
articulations of the region vis-à-vis the state and national mainstream as well as its
internal dynamics. While dealing with internal intricacies of the identity politics of
the Ladakh, specifically the political divergence that has evolved over time between
the Buddhists and Muslims, this article highlights the dangerous implications of
fragmentation of Ladakhi identity on religious lines.

Religion, Identity and Inter-Community Relations

Section II begins with the editor’s second contribution to the volume.  In her paper
‘Religion, Conflict and Peace Building’, Chowdhury argues that religious identity
is but one aspect of the multiple and overlapping identities that are invoked in the
state. For the author, pluralism defines the reality of the state, and also establishes
secularism as living ethos. Despite the manner in which religion came to be
implicated during the years of militancy, it has not succeeded in becoming the primary
identity of people. There are many other contexts and markers of identity which
make it difficult for such homogenising tendencies of a religion-based politics to
assert themselves.

Ashraf Wani in ‘Religion, Economy and Political Crisis in Kashmir’, engages with
the religious and economic factors which led to the emergence  of militancy in the
region. While religion divided Kashmir into two broad identities with diametrically
opposite extra – territorial political loyalties after 1947, Wani argues that religion
did not inspire militancy, but only fuelled it. Militancy was basically the handiwork
of secular factors and agencies, and religion came into play only when militancy
broke out. With regard to economic factors, he  highlights the failure of the state to
accommodate the rising aspirations of the educated middle class. The growing
problem of unemployment led to the birth of economic nationalism which provided
a stronger ideological basis to the militant movement than religion, he notes.

In one of the most fascinating articles of the volume, ‘Hindu Muslim Relations in
Jammu’, Yogendra Sikand highlights some alternative voices on peace, inter-
community relations and jehad  in the state. The article unravels the space of the
Sufi shrines in the Jammu region, as the most influential local religious institutions
for promoting inter-community relations in the region. Through his exploration of
religio-cultural practices within these shrines, Sikand also draws attention to the
diversities within the Muslim community in the state, specifically the distinct ways
in which they see the Kashmir problem, as well as its possible solutions.

Lalit Gupta’s  paper ‘Jammu Muslims’ draws attention to the disconnect in  the
relationship of Muslims in the Jammu region with those in Kashmir.  For Gupta,
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it is the political divide between Muslims of the two regions, which in spite of the
political transformation in the state, has failed to generate a sense of security among
the Jammu Muslims.

In ‘Religion and Identity Politics of Sikhs in Kashmir’,   Ravinder Jit Kaur analyses
the identity politics of another significant ethnic minority–the Sikhs. She examines
the assertion of the Sikh identity through various phases of Kashmir’s politics.

Exodus and Identity Politics of Kashmiri Pundits

The identity politics of Kashmiri Pundits comes in for rigorous investigation and
analysis in the third section of the book. The story of the community, from the early
years of peaceful coexistence,  to their exodus in 1989-90, is told – with some
emphasising an enduring sense of belonging,  others a bitter feeling of loss and
betrayal.

In ‘Identity Politics of Kashmiri Pundits’, Shyam Kaul argues that the mass exodus
of Pundits from Kashmir in 1989-90 had many precedents.  Kaul’s paper chronicles
the “persecution complex” of  the Kashmiri Pundits in the state. Beginning with the
rule of Sultan Sikander in the 14th century, to the end of Afghan rule in early 19th

century, he presents various accounts of how the Hindus from one era to another,
fell victim to the sadistic bigotry of the despotic monarchs who ruled the state.

What was markedly different about the exodus of 1989-90 was that  “this time the
perpetrators were not non-indigenous  monarchs.” Instead it was handiwork of those
“who struck at the root of Kashmir’s secular and pluralistic culture and Islamize the
Valley  completely”, he notes.  The Kashmiri Pundits were the symbol of the
pluralistic culture of Kashmir, but  the terror unleashed during these  years, (leading
to the exodus of the hundreds of Kashmiri pundit families from the valley), dealt an
irrevocable blow to the plural and secular ethos of the state. Their displacement
from their homes, the  harsh living conditions in the migrant camps, and reports of
encroachments and forcible occupations of Pundit properties in the Valley further
led to the erosion of trust between the communities.

Pramathesh Raina’s paper ‘Roots of Kashmiri Pundit Identity’, seeks to answer a
seemingly simple  question: who is a typical Kashmiri Pundit? Raini notes that  no
region or people can lay claim to a distinctly typical identity. For every type, there
is an exception. Reflecting on the crisis that envelopes the state, the author  avers
that every group today finds its identity under siege – for some the presence of
security forces threatens their identity; for some the migration of the Kashmiri Pundits
threatens their identity; while for others it is mindless violence and killings and the
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challenge it poses to Kashmiriyat. For the  Kashmiri Pundits however, it is not  so
much the loss of identity but the loss of roots, the loss of home which  constantly
haunts them.

Raina proceeds to talk of his own multiple identities – as a translator of Urdu poetry,
a freelance journalist, an erstwhile domestic Ranji Trophy cricketer , among other
things. He argues that despite his strong religious affiliation, it does not override his
Kashmiriyat. He writes:

“...I internalise a Kashmiri Hinduism, which is as often revolted by
Gangetic forms and practices of the faith as by the most brainless Christian
evangelism or Wahabi political Islam, feeling far closer to a composite
Kashmiri spiritualism than to anything else...it is in the Valley that I feel at
‘home’ rather than either in heartland India or in a preponderantly Hindu-
majority Jammu province.”

He proceeds to illustrate how identities, in Kashmir as elsewhere, are not “just the
givens at our birth” but “processes and unfoldings”. There seems to be a widespread
agreement that identities are constantly being wrought. It is not just identities of the
hitherto deprived groups that are being made and re-made, but of the privileged
groups as well. Arguing in a similar vein, Badri Raina in his ‘Conundrum of Identity’,
explores the new dialectic of identity formation  in Kashmir. He locates his analysis,
in the context of the conflict situation in Kashmir, specifically  the exodus of Kashmiri
Pundits. Making a case against systematic or homogenizing projects of identity,
Raina argues, that though such processes seek to establish the hegemony of uni-
linear identities,  group identities even at their most cohesive, are never monoliths
of opinion or preference, but riven with internal debate and dissent.

Identity Politics of Women and Dalits

Many scholars have drawn attention to the gendered nature of insecurity. In the
Indian context, this has been repeatedly illustrated from the time of Partition to the
more recent evidence during the Gujarat pogrom. All these and many others recount
the ways in which  countless women have been raped, abducted, or killed to
dishonour or to save the honour of a religious community.

The fourth section of this volume focuses on this particular aspect of the Kashmir
conflict. The first three papers in this section throw light on the manner in which
gender affects the narration of insecurity and the construction of collective memory
in specific ways.
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Noting that women have generally been under- or misrepresented in stories of
Kashmir and its people, Krishna Misri’s paper makes an attempt to map the complex
and variegated picture of women’s identity. Tracing the history of the social position
of women in Kashmir, Misri analyzes the “relative emancipation of women in the
modern period, especially in the context of the mass political consciousness in
Kashmir.” However the entry of women into the public sphere, was severely impacted
by the onset of conflict, which among other kinds of insecurity, brought to fore the
gendered dimensions of insecurity.

Anuradha Bhasin Jamwal, in her paper, ‘Women’s Identity and Politics in Jammu
and Kashmir’ argues that hegemonic identities within communities (encouraged
by the political tendencies of the state) marginalize women. Jamwal  attempts to fill
the gap with respect to the fears and experiences of women in Kashmir who have
endured, and continue to endure, the brutalizing consequences of conflict. In re-
acquainting us with Kashmir’s scar marks, whether it is the ‘raped village’ of Kunan
Poshpara, or the myriad stories of individual women, this article uses the diversity
of women’s experiences to illustrate how women have struggled/coped against the
backdrop of extensive militarization and human rights violations.

Both Misri and Jamwal familiarize the reader with the terrible vocabulary of Kashmir
–its ‘half widows’, mothers with missing sons and raped women, both Hindu and
Muslim – and how violence against women always takes on a specifically sexual
form in situations of conflict.

Another important dimension of this debate is also brought out, i.e. the presence of
women in public spaces.  Both articles draw attention to the manner in which
experiences of women as spectators or victims of violence have propelled them to
form their own organizations, such as the banned women’s outfit Dukhataran-e-
Milat,  the Muslim Khawateen Markaaz, or  the Association for the Parents of
Disappeared Persons (AVDP), a civil society rejoinder to state-sponsored terrorism
which has mostly women as members.

The recent turmoil in Jammu and Kashmir has brought greater visibility to women
in the public space, leading many to argue that women have become the face of
protest politics both in Jammu as well as in Kashmir.  Vibhuti Ubbot’s paper ‘Gender
Identity and Participation of Women in the Amarnath Agitation’ analyses  the role
of religion in mobilizing women for political purposes. Like many before her, Ubbot
argues that women’s presence in the public sphere is often interpreted as a sign of
women’s emancipation and empowerment. However as women’s participation in
the Amarnath agitation illustrates, the issue of empowerment and emancipation of
women, has no easy answers.  At a deeper level, this provocative article also points
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to the contested relationship between women, state, and nationalism and
transformation of women as objects as well as subjects of state policies.

Moving away from gender, the last paper in this section, ‘Dalits in Jammu and
Kashmir’, analyses the impact of land reforms and other policy changes in the lives
of Dalits. Besides focussing  on the internal differentiation among the Dalits, this
paper by P. S. Verma also deals with the dynamics of Dalit politics - it highlights the
consolidation of Dalit identity – as well as its assertion through alliance with other
underprivileged groups.

The Other Kashmir

While most of the book deals with the people of the India-administered part of the
disputed territory, ‘Socio-Political Realties of Pakistan Administered Kashmir’ gives
the reader a glimpse into the complexities and political dynamics of the Other
Kashmir. This article by Ershad Mehmood,  introduces the idea of the cultural
continuity of the former with Pakistani-administered Kashmir.

Concluding Remarks

Romila Thapar states that to comprehend the present and move towards the future
requires an understanding of the past: an understanding that is sensitive, analytical
and open to critical enquiry.1  In that sense, this book is a definite value addition to
the study of identity politics, as it  does not fall prey to the somewhat naive
assumption, that identities come up unproblematically, or that a new identity unites
the ranks like never before.

Given this premise, the unproblematic use of the much vaunted term “Kashmiriyat”,
manifests as the only sore point of this volume of essays, otherwise well researched
and written. For most contributors, it is Kashmiriyat, which explains the old tradition
of religious tolerance, almost of syncretism, and the historical absence of tension
between Kashmiri Muslims and the small but prominent (and now displaced)
Kashmiri-speaking Hindu minority – until, that is, India and Pakistan started to
interfere. Barring a passing reference to Chitralekha Zutshi and Mridu Rai in Gul
Wani’s paper, there is a glaring omission (on the part of most of these authors) to
engage with the writings of other contemporary authors on the subject. A critical
look at the notion of Kashmiriyat would have only added greater value to this effort.

1 Romila Thapar, “In defence of history,” Seminar 521 (2003).
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Identity Politics in Jammu and Kashmir is definitely a timely addition to the growing
scholarship on Kashmir. What it does most assiduously is to map the  complexities
of Kashmiri politics and identity; in the process, it captures the varied experiences
of grief, pain, humiliation as well as the hopes and aspirations of the people in the
state . It is an important book, for those who endorse a people-centred view of the
conflict, and perhaps, a people-centred solution.

When Edward Said published After the Last Sky – a book on Palestinian lives without
a single violent image, many readers were stunned at this seemingly romantic,
somewhat nostalgic rendering of a troubled land and its people. Only later did they
recognize the significance of bringing ordinary people in their everydayness into
discussions of diplomacy and geo-politics.

As the articles in this volume suggest, the internal dimensions (in addition to the
more obvious external factors) of the Kashmir conflict are so complex and variegated,
that no simple or single framework for peace is available. There are no given answers
or even paths. However failure to build on the few and fragile windows of opportunity
or bring in the widest gamut of actors, would reduce hopes for peace to just that,
hopes.

Andrew Whitehead notes that, “Historians can’t solve conflicts, but at least they
can chip away at some of the accepted narratives that obstruct a broader
understanding of the issue, and by so doing make a settlement that little bit easier.”2

Identity Politics in Jammu and Kashmir is a step in that direction.

2 Andrew Whitehead, “Kashmir’s Conflicting Identities,” History Workshop Journal 58 (2004):
340.
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